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A B S T R A C T
In this work we propose a number of relevant engineering applications that exhibit
both a continuous and a discrete evolution, and are therefore suitably described by a
recent formalism for hybrid dynamical systems. More specifically, (i) we design ob-
server schemes for a nonsmooth disturbance arising in AC/DC conversion, which
we then cancel from a desirable signal; (ii) we show how reset actuation applied to
nonlinear mechanical systems can at the same time sustain or damp oscillations; (iii)
we study the feedback interconnection of a classical proportional-integral-derivative
controller with a sliding mass under Coulomb friction through differential inclu-
sions. In the context of dynamical systems, we analyze the properties of these ap-
plications in terms of asymptotic stability through Lyapunov functions tailored for
hybrid systems. Instead of the standard Lyapunov conditions, we prove asymptotic
stability through weaker, or relaxed, conditions that are compensated by additional
(structural) properties that may be easier to verify.
S O M M A R I O
In questo lavoro è proposta una serie di rilevanti applicazioni ingegneristiche che
mostrano un’evoluzione sia continua sia discreta, e perciò si prestano ad essere de-
scritte da un recente formalismo per sistemi dinamici ibridi. Nello specifico, (i) si
progettano degli osservatori per un disturbo non differenziabile rinvenibile nella
conversione da corrente alternata a corrente continua che viene quindi opportuna-
mente cancellato dal segnale desiderato; (ii) si mostra come un’attuazione a reset
applicata a sistemi meccanici non lineari possa allo stesso tempo sostenere o atte-
nuare le oscillazioni; (iii) si studia tramite un’inclusione differenziale l’interconnes-
sione in anello chiuso di un classico controllore proporzionale-integrale-derivativo
con una massa che si muove sotto l’azione dell’attrito di Coulomb. Nel contesto dei
sistemi dinamici, si analizzano le proprietà di queste applicazioni in termini di stabi-
lità asintotica tramite funzioni di Lyapunov adattate per sistemi ibridi. Invece delle
condizioni Lyapunov standard, si prova la stabilità asintotica attraverso condizioni
più deboli, o rilassate, che sono compensate da ulteriori proprietà (strutturali) più
facilmente verificabili.
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1I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 general introduction
In control theory, the broad term of hybrid systems refers to all those systems that
present a continuous-time dynamics, typically described by differential equations,
and a discrete-time dynamics, typically described by difference equations: these two
dynamics are intertwined and both necessary for describing the evolution of those
systems. The interest in hybrid dynamical systems, which has a strong motivation
in the pervasive presence of digital control for continuous-time plants, is witnessed
by several special issues in the main control journals [2, 3, 35, 87].
Whereas the continuous-time dynamics is typically embedded “as it is” in hybrid
dynamical systems, different approaches are proposed to deal with the discrete-time
dynamics. One widespread approach is to consider an event-driven discrete-time
dynamics: events can be determined by a switching signal [72], or by an automaton
[76]. The approach taken here embeds also the discrete-time dynamics “as it is”, and
follows [47, 48]. (This last approach can include the ones before, as detailed in [47,
§1.4.4] and [47, §1.4.2], respectively.) In this sense, the approach in [47, 48] builds on
classical notions and tools for nonlinear systems described either by differential or
difference equations (and inclusions).
We discuss briefly the modeling power of this hybrid systems formalism on the ba-
sis of the problems addressed in the next chapters. The ripple disturbances in Chap-
ter 3 are nonsmooth (that is, not continuously differentiable) continuous-time signals.
This feature partly makes them “defective” signals from a continuous-time perspec-
tive. On the other hand, they are totally legitimate hybrid signals if we interpret
this nonsmoothness as a result of a jump in their derivative, which allows to build
suitable observers for the estimation of these ripple disturbances. Regarding Chap-
ters 4-5, a very common modus operandi of the control engineer (for instance when
designing linear controllers on linearized plants) is to ascertain which dynamics are
the fastest and which the slowest, and then concentrate on the slowest for the design,
as a first approximation. The models of Chapters 4-5 rest upon the approximation
that the actuator dynamics is typically fast as compared to the natural mechanical
dynamics, and can then be associated to an instantaneous dynamics (that is, a jump),
for which we design a reset control (a jump map) and a reset surface (a jump set) in
order to sustain or damp oscillations. In Chapter 6 we use another potential strength
of the hybrid systems formalism in [47], specifically the fact that it allows for dif-
ferential inclusions instead of differential equations for describing continuous-time
dynamics. This more general description of friction enables us to establish stabil-
ity properties of the feedback interconnection of a proportional-integral-derivative
controller with Coulomb friction. Finally, a relevant modeling feature of the formal-
ism in [47] is allowing for the study of stability properties of sets, instead of mere
equilibrium points.
Besides hybrid dynamical systems, the second key ingredient of this work are
Lyapunov functions. Starting from his seminal work [75], Lyapunov functions have
been constantly used in control to prove asymptotic stability properties. Their main
advantage is that they enable us to prove asymptotic stability without resorting
to solutions, which are in general hard to compute. Although converse theorems
(see [59, §4.7] and Section 2.5.2) guarantee that a Lyapunov function exists if an
attractor enjoys asymptotic stability, they do not provide a constructive way to build
a Lyapunov function. A main disadvantage of Lyapunov functions is then the fact
that obtaining them often relies on (energy) intuition (see the Lyapunov function in
Chapter 4), and preliminary trial and error.
This is even more true for hybrid dynamical systems, where a (strict) Lyapunov
function has to satisfy a decrease condition along the flow and also across the jumps.
1
2 introduction
One way to partially simplify the daunting quest of a Lyapunov function is to obtain
one that satisfies this decrease condition in a weak, or relaxed, sense. This is the
spirit with which we approach the search of a Lyapunov function that can guarantee
asymptotic stability for the problems of Chapters 3-6. More specifically, we deal with
Lyapunov functions such that: (i) nonnegative decrease along flow and across jumps
is balanced by observability and average dwell time (see Section 2.5.3 and its use
in Chapter 3), (ii) nonnegative decrease along flow is balanced by some persistent
jumping (see Section 2.5.4 and its use in Chapters 3 and 4), (iii) differentiability of the
Lyapunov function is given up for establishing stability (see Section 2.5.5 and its use
in Chapter 6), (iv) mild integrability conditions determine a superset of the ω-limit
set of a hybrid solution in the context of invariance principles (see Section 2.5.6 and
its use in Chapter 6).
Each chapter is strongly rooted in a specific engineering application. Chapter 3
deals with a typical disturbance arising in AC/DC conversion, the so-called ripple,
and applies the presented observer schemes to cancel the ripple from experimental
signals coming from the Joint European Torus. The framework of Chapters 4 and 5 is
applied to a one-legged robotic hopper (for sustaining oscillations) or to an automo-
tive suspension (for damping oscillations). Chapter 6 addresses the asymptotic sta-
bility properties of the feedback interconnection of a proportional-integral-derivative
controller with a sliding point mass under the action of Coulomb friction.
From the point of view of the structure of this work, Chapter 2 collects the fun-
damentals of the hybrid system formalism in [47] that are used in the subsequent
chapters: we have chosen to illustrate these notions and results by using only exam-
ples and applications that are extracted from the subsequent chapters themselves.
Chapters 3-6 present the problems that we address with the hybrid system formal-
ism and at which we have already hinted above: each chapter is preceded by an
abstract summarizing the content, and in each following introduction the state of
the art for the specific problem is also discussed in detail. Finally, Chapter 7 presents
conclusions and future perspectives.
1.2 scientific production
The research activity as a Ph.D. candidate has led to the following publications, on
some of which this thesis is built.
in preparation or under review
[17] A. Bisoffi, F. Forni, M. Da Lio, and L. Zaccarian. “Reset control of minimal-
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[16] A. Bisoffi, M. Da Lio, A. R. Teel, and L. Zaccarian. “Global asymptotic
stability of a PID control system with Coulomb friction.” In: arXiv (2016).
Available at https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.09103. Under review in the
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
[13] A. Bisoffi, F. Biral, M. Da Lio, and L. Zaccarian. “Longitudinal jerk esti-
mation of driving intentions for intelligent vehicle applications.” Under
review in the IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics.
journal
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Chapter 3: [19], [20];
Chapter 4: [18];
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The publications [15] and [29] are a continuation of the author’s M. Sc. thesis,
and are therefore not included in this work. The publication [38] arose from the
attendance of a Ph. D. course on “Advanced data-driven methods for modeling and
control”, and is then out of the scope of this work. The publications [13, 14] are
related to an automotive application of an enhanced Kalman filter.

2H Y B R I D D Y N A M I C A L S Y S T E M S A N D LYA P U N O V T O O L S
This chapter introduces the reader to the formalism of hybrid dynamical systems,
and the use of Lyapunov methods to certify stability and attractivity. The chapter
is entirely based on [47, 48], and aims at providing the reader with the minimal set
of definitions and results that are needed in the problems that are addressed in the
next Chapters.
We do not provide here a comparison of this formalism with other hybrid dynam-
ical system formalisms because the reader can already find a thorough comparison
in [47, §1.4-1.5] and [48, pp. 40-41]. (An additional and up-to-date resource could be
[73].)
The reader should note that in the parts of this chapter denoted as Examples and
Applications, we make use of variables that are local to the specific example or
application, are defined within it and are not used in the rest of the chapter.
Notation: R>0 denotes the nonnegative real numbers. Z>0 denotes the nonnega-
tive integers. For a set S, its closure is denoted by S. coS is the convex hull of the set
S, so that coS denotes the closure of the convex hull of the set S. B is the closed unit
ball and B◦ is the open unit ball.
2.1 hybrid systems formalism
In this section we introduce the specific formalism of hybrid dynamical systems
together with its concept of solution.
The following definition of a set-valued mapping is instrumental for considering
differential inclusions in our hybrid dynamical system model, which we present
in (2.1).
Definition 2.1 (Set-valued mapping and domain [47, Def. 2.1]) A set-valued mapping
F from Rn (resp., from S ⊂ Rn) to Rn associates every point x ∈ Rn (resp., x ∈ S) with a
subset of Rn and is denoted by F : Rn ⇒ Rn (resp., F : S ⇒ Rn). The domain of F is the
set domF := {x ∈ Rn : F(x) 6= ∅} (resp., domF := {x ∈ S : F(x) 6= ∅} because one trivially
sets F(x) = ∅ for all x /∈ S).
flow map x˙ ∈ F(x)
flow set C
jump set D
jump map x+ ∈ G(x)
x
F(x)
x
g ∈ G(x)f ∈ F(x)
G(x)
Figure 2.1: Quantities appearing in the hybrid system of Equation (2.1): the flow set
is C (light blue set), the jump set is D (light yellow set), the flow map at a
point x ∈ C is given by a the set F(x) (violet) within which the velocity
vector f ∈ F(x) can be chosen (some examples are the blue arrows), the
jump map at a point x ∈ D is given by a set G(x) (gold) within which the
next-value vector g ∈ G(x) can be chosen (some examples are the orange
dashed arrows).
5
6 hybrid dynamical systems and lyapunov tools
With Definition 2.1, we can state the type of hybrid dynamical systems we con-
sider in this work:
H :
{
x˙ ∈ F(x), x ∈ C
x+ ∈ G(x), x ∈ D
(2.1a)
(2.1b)
where we denote:
• as flow set the set C ⊂ Rn,
• as flow map the set-valued mapping F : Rn ⇒ Rn with domF ⊃ C,
• as jump set the set D ⊂ Rn,
• as jump map the set-valued mapping G : Rn ⇒ Rn with domG ⊃ D.
In the following we refer coincisely to these data of the hybrid system H as H =
(C, F,D, G). x is the state of the hybrid system and its functional dependence from
the two notions of time will be addressed when talking about solutions to (2.1). At
an intuitive level, we may think of Equations 2.1 in the following way.
• Equation (2.1b): whenever the state belongs to D, the state can evolve discrete-
wise, that is, with a jump. The set G(x) gives the collection of values associated
to the current state x, which the state can evolve to. The next value for the state
is denoted by x+.
• Equation (2.1a), in a parallel way: whenever the state belongs to C, the state can
evolve continuous-wise, that is, with a flow. The set F(x) gives the collection
of values associated to the current state x for its velocity. The velocity is the
time derivative x˙ of the state.
This description is complemented by the pictorial illustration in Figure 2.1.
The intuitive explanation of (2.1) already anticipates that many possible evolu-
tions are allowed in (2.1). A first source for multiple evolutions is the presence of
the differential and difference inclusions, as explained in the points above. A second
source for multiple evolutions is that when the state belongs to C∩D, there is no pre-
scription whether the state should flow or jump, so that both evolutions are possible.
We come back to this consideration more rigorously after introducing the concept of
solution.
flow map x˙ = f(x)
flow set C
jump set D
jump map x+ = g(x)
x
f(x)
x
g(x)
Figure 2.2: Quantities appearing in the hybrid system of Equations (2.2): the flow set
C (light blue set), the jump set D (light yellow set) and their intersection
C ∩D (green set). The evolution is governed by the differential equation
(for some x’s, the corresponding f(x) is given by the blue arrow) and
by the difference equation (for some x’s, the corresponding g(x) is given
by the dashed orange arrow). Note the f can point outside C and g can
induce jumps out of C∪D.
A simpler version of (2.1) is obtained by replacing the differential (resp., differ-
ence) inclusion with a differential (resp., difference) equation in the following man-
ner
x˙ = f(x), x ∈ C (2.2a)
x+ = g(x), x ∈ D, (2.2b)
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where the flow map is then the function (or single-valued mapping) f : Rn → Rn,
and the jump map is the function (or single-valued mapping) g : Rn → Rn. Also
in this case multiple evolutions can arise, for example when C ∩D 6= ∅. A pictorial
illustration of Equation (2.2) is in Figure 2.2.
Through the next example, whose system is taken from Chapter 4, we further
illustrate the concept of hybrid dynamical system in (2.1) used in this work and we
hint at at the modeling capabilities of this formalism.
Example 2.1 (Exemplification of a hybrid dynamical system) Consider the following
hybrid dynamical system from Chapter 4. Specifically, for the state x = [ x1x2 ] ∈ R2 consider
x˙ = f(x) :=
[
x2
− cmx2 −
k
mx1
]
, x ∈ C (2.3a)
x+ ∈ G(x) :=
[
θˆ sgn(x2)
x2
]
, x ∈ D (2.3b)
C := {x : x1x2 6 0}∪ {x : |x1| > θˆ, x1x2 > 0}. (2.3c)
D := {x : x1 = 0} (2.3d)
with
sgn(x2) =
sign(x2) if x2 6= 0
{1,−1} if x2 = 0.
m, c, k are respectively the mass, damping and elastic constants of a planar mechanical
oscillator, and θˆ > 0 is a parameter related to the preload of the spring, as better clarified
below. Figure 2.3 provides a graphical illustration of the flow and jump sets.
x1
x2
θ^
−θ^
C
C C
C
D
jump
flow
flow
Figure 2.3: Flow set C and jump set D on the phase plane for Example 2.1.
Here, C ∩D = D ⊃ {0}, and in particular the solutions from the origin are not unique.
Indeed, the solution itself can decide to flow forever in {0} (since the origin is an equilibrium
for (2.3a)), or jump to (θˆ, 0) or (−θˆ, 0) according to the difference inclusion in (2.3b), or
flow for some interval staying in {0} and then jump. The underlying feature of model (2.1)
(or (2.2)) is that when in the flow (or jump) set, the solutions are not forced to flow (or jump),
but they are allowed to flow (or jump).
Finally, we take this example as an opportunity to pinpoint some modeling capabilities of
the formalism in (2.1). Consider
mq¨+ cq˙+ k(q− θ) = 0, (2.4)
with q being a physical displacement and θ a control input that acts as a preload of the
spring. θ can then enforce a variation in the stored potential energy of the spring. Assume
that θ is piecewise constant and switches between −θˆ/2 and θˆ/2 when the solutions to (2.4)
pass through the hyperplane defined by {(q, q˙) ∈ R2 : q− θ = 0}. With this reset policy
for θ, (2.4) becomes then (2.3) with the change of coordinates x1 := q − θ and x2 := q˙.
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In particular, the aforementioned reset policy allows for jumps when q− θ =: x1 = 0, and
x2 6= 0, toggling θ between −θˆ/2 and θˆ/2, which corresponds to |q+ − θ+| = |x+1 | =
|q− θ+| = θˆ. In other words, the jumps of x1 do not imply that the mass position q changes
instantaneously, but are rather related to a very fast actuation toggling between two values.
In this sense, hybrid dynamical systems are a good candidate to address systems with two (or
more) timescales (see, for instance, [48, p. 41]). An applicative example of this kind of very
fast actuation can be found in [51]: in a hopping robot a spring is preloaded during the flight
phase, and the sudden variation of θ can be associated to releasing the spring by a clutch
mechanism when touching the ground.
We have so far illustrated the formulation of a hybrid dynamical system within
this work, and illustrated intuitively how the state can evolve according to this for-
mulation. Now we want to be more precise about the evolution of the state, so we
introduce the concept of solution. It requires two intermediate steps: the definition
of hybrid time domain and hybrid arc.
The concept of hybrid time domain generalizes naturally the concepts of time
domain in continuous or discrete time. (Note also that in these two cases, the pres-
ence of flow and jump sets generally different from Rn may induce bounded time
domains, and that, even with C = Rn, finite escape times may be witnessed in the
continuous case.) The presence of two distinct time axes is decisive to the current
formalism of hybrid dynamical system: t denotes the elapsed continuous time, j
denotes the elapsed discrete time, that is, the number of jumps.
Definition 2.2 (Hybrid time domain [47, Def. 2.3] and suprema) A subset E ofR>0×
Z>0 is a compact hybrid time domain if for some J > 1,
E =
J−1⋃
j=0
[tj, tj+1]× {j} (2.5)
for some finite sequence of times 0 = t0 6 t1 6 · · · 6 tJ. E is a hybrid time domain if for all
(T, J) ∈ E, E∩ ([0, T ]× {0, 1, . . . , J}) is a compact hybrid time domain. The operations supt
and supj on a hybrid time domain E are defined as
sup
t
E := sup{t ∈ R>0 : ∃j ∈ Z>0 such that (t, j) ∈ E} (2.6a)
sup
j
E := sup{j ∈ Z>0 : ∃t ∈ R>0 such that (t, j) ∈ E}. (2.6b)
Some hybrid time domains of Definition 2.2, and their suprema, are illustrated in
Figure 2.4.
||
−
−
−
−−
sup
t
E
|
t t t t t
j j j j j
−
− −
−
− −
−
−
−
sup
j
E
1
2
3
1
2
1 1
2 2
3 3
0 0 0 0 0| | | | || |
t1
t2t3
t4t0 t0 t0 t0 t0t1
t1t2 t2sup
t
E
Figure 2.4: Hybrid time domains with suprema indicated. Note that the first (sec-
ond) one from the right reduces to the time domain of a purely discrete
(respectively, continuous) time solution. According to Definition 2.5, the
first, third and fifth one from the left correspond to Zeno solutions (the
first one is sometimes referred to as genuinely Zeno).
Definition 2.3 (Hybrid arc [47, Def. 2.4] and domain) A function φ : E → Rn is a
hybrid arc if E is a hybrid time domain and if for each j ∈ Z>0, the function t 7→ φ(t, j) is
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locally absolutely continuous1 on the interval Ij = {t : (t, j) ∈ E}. The domain of a hybrid
arc is denoted by domφ.
The usefulness of absolute continuity is motivated by the following considera-
tions [9, §0.2]. When considering candidate solutions φ(·) to an initial value prob-
lem x˙ = f(x, t) and x(t0) = x0, one has to consider limits of sequences. To handle
the limit, one needs to rewrite the differential equation in integral terms, that is,
x(t) = x0 +
∫t
t0
f(x(s), s)ds. However, the initial value problem and the integral are
equivalent for absolutely continuous functions, but not for continuous functions, be-
cause absolutely continuous functions coincide with the integral of their derivative.
A result from real analysis states that an absolutely continuous function has a
finite derivative except at most on a set of zero measure, and particularizing this fact
for Definition 2.3 yields that on each Ij we can denote ddtφ(t, j) by φ˙(t, j) whenever
the time derivative exists.
We are now able to define what we mean by solution to the hybrid dynamical
system (2.1) (for a set S, its closure is denoted by S).
Definition 2.4 (Solution to a hybrid system [47, Def. 2.6]) A hybrid arc φ is a solution
to the hybrid dynamical system (2.1) captured by (C, F,D, G) if
1. φ(0, 0) ∈ C∪D;
2. for all j ∈ Z>0 such that Ij := {t : (t, j) ∈ domφ} has a nonempty interior, for all
t ∈ int Ij
φ(t, j) ∈ C (2.7a)
and for almost all t ∈ Ij
φ˙(t, j) ∈ F(φ(t, j)); (2.7b)
3. for all (t, j) ∈ domφ such that (t, j+ 1) ∈ domφ,
φ(t, j) ∈ D (2.7c)
φ(t, j+ 1) ∈ G(φ(t, j)). (2.7d)
It is then clear that when φ(t, j) ∈ C ∩D, this definition does not force φ(t, j) to
flow or jump, but it asks only that if the solution decides to flow, its velocity must
(almost always) belong to the flow map as in (2.7b) and that if the solution decides
to jump, the next value must belong to jump map as in (2.7d), as we also mentioned
in Example 2.1 for the solutions starting from the origin.
Some specific types of solutions are described next.
Definition 2.5 (Types of solutions [47, Def. 2.5, Def. 2.7]) A solution φ to a hybrid
system H = (C, F,D, G) is
• nontrivial if domφ contains at least two points;
• complete if domφ is unbounded, that is, supt domφ+ supj domφ = +∞;
• Zeno if it is complete and supt domφ < +∞
• maximal if there does not exist another solution ψ to H such that domφ is a proper
subset of domψ and φ(t, j) = ψ(t, j) for all (t, j) ∈ domφ.
Example 2.2 (Hybrid time domain) Consider again the system of Example 2.1 and a
special solution φ = (φx1 , φx2) to hybrid system (2.3). We represent its hybrid time domain,
and the components φx1 and φx2 as functions of the hybrid time (t, j) in Figure 2.5. We will
see in Chapter 4 that the depicted solution is a hybrid periodic solution (see Definition 4.1).
1 t 7→ φ(t, j) is locally absolutely continuous on an interval Ij with nonempty interior if it is
absolutely continuous on each compact subinterval of Ij.
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Figure 2.5: A solution φ to (2.3) in Examples 2.1 and 2.2: the hybrid time domain of φ
(left), the graph of the first component φx1 (center) and the graph of the
second component φx2 (right) parametrized by the two time directions t
and j.
In the following, we use the coincise characterization below.
Definition 2.6 (Set of maximal solutions [47, p. 33]) Consider a hybrid system H =
(C, F,D, G). SH(S) is the set of all maximal solutions φ to H with φ(0, 0) ∈ S. SH is the
set of all maximal solutions φ to H.
2.2 hybrid basic conditions
In this section we introduce typical regularity conditions on the data of the hybrid
system H = (C, F,D, G), the so-called hybrid basic conditions.
Assumption 2.1 (Hybrid basic conditions [47, Ass. 6.5]) We denote by hybrid basic
conditions the three following requirements on the data (C, F,D, G) of H in (2.1):
1. C and D are closed subsets of Rn;
2. F : Rn ⇒ Rn is outer semicontinuous and locally bounded2 relative to C, C ⊂ domF,
and F(x) is convex3 for every x ∈ C;
3. G : Rn ⇒ Rn is outer semicontinuous and locally bounded relative to D, D ⊂
domG.
To the end of checking the hybrid basic conditions for a given data, note the follow-
ing equivalence, in light of which we omit here the definition of outer semicontinuity
(refer to [47, Def. 5.9]).
Fact 2.1 (Outer semicontinuity and closed graph [47, Lem. 5.10]) A set-valued map-
ping F : Rn ⇒ Rn is outer semicontinuous if and only if its graph gphF := {(x, y) ∈
Rn ×Rn : y ∈ F(x)} is closed.
All the data of the hybrid system models in the next chapters satisfy these hybrid
basic conditions. The hybrid basic conditions are not the tightest sufficient conditions
that one could ask for a reasonably good behavior of a hybrid dynamical system. In-
deed, one could assume only nominal well-posedness and well-posedness of the
hybrid system, as it is done for specific results in [47, Chap. 6-7]. In broad terms
these two properties ask for a hybrid system that sequences of graphs of solutions,
intended as sets, converge to another set that is also the graph of a solution, in the
case of no perturbations (nominal well-posedness) and of vanishing perturbations
(well-posedness). Proving directly nominal well-posedness (see [47, Def. 6.2]) and
well-posedness (see [47, Def. 6.29]) is typically quite involved. On the other hand,
the hybrid basic conditions imply nominal well-posedness and well-posedness ([47,
Thm. 6.8, Thm. 6.30]), so one renounces some level of generality and prefers to
2 Local boundedness of F comprises that the image of any bounded set is itself bounded.
3 We do not need to ask esplicitly that F(x) should be nonempty for every x ∈ C because
domF := {x ∈ Rn : F(x) 6= ∅} from Definition 2.1 and we are already asking C ⊂ domF.
Same for the set-valued mapping G.
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choose the data of the hybrid system so that the hybrid basic conditions are satisfied.
Moreover, the hybrid basic conditions are mild requirements. Indeed, a continuous
f : Rn → Rn in (2.2a) (or g in (2.2b)) satisfy Item 2 (or 3, respectively) of the hybrid
basic conditions. For continuous time systems, this is less than the Lipschitz conti-
nuity that is typically assumed. Therefore, the hybrid basic conditions are usually
considered as a good modeling principle with which it is reasonable to comply.
Under the hybrid basic conditions, we can simplify (see [47, p. 124]) partially
Definition 2.4 of solution. Item 1 in Definition 2.4 becomes trivially φ(0, 0) ∈ C ∪D.
Item 2 can be restated as:
For all j ∈ Z>0 such that Ij := {t : (t, j) ∈ domφ} has a nonempty interior, for almost all
t ∈ Ij
φ(t, j) ∈ C, (2.8a)
φ˙(t, j) ∈ F(φ(t, j)). (2.8b)
Indeed, when C is closed, φ(t, j) ∈ C for all t ∈ int Ij is equivalent to φ(t, j) ∈ C for
all t ∈ Ij, and thanks to the absolute continuity of t 7→ φ(t, j) (see Definition 2.3), the
latter is equivalent to φ(t, j) ∈ C for almost all t ∈ Ij.
2.3 (uniform) stability and attractivity
Thanks to Definition 2.4 (or its simplification in (2.8) under the hybrid basic condi-
tions) for the solution concept, we characterize in this section the notions of (Lya-
punov) stability and attractivity, in their local and global versions.
Typically, stability and attractivity are studied for equilibrium points, as in [59].
However, there are many cases where it is natural to consider sets instead of points,
as motivated in [48, p. 58]. We propose three examples from the next chapters that
illustrate the utility of considering sets as attractors.
Example 2.3 (Set attractor: timer) Consider the system
z˙ = f(z, τ)
τ˙ = 1
}
0 6 τ 6 Tτ (2.9a)
z+ = g(z, τ)
τ+ = 0
}
τ = Tτ, (2.9b)
which is an abstraction of system (3.18) in Chapter 3. Consider the variable τ that plays the
role of a timer: it grows linearly with time during flow, as in (2.9a), up to a fixed threshold
Tτ, and is then reset to 0 when this threshold is reached, as in (2.9b). Whichever the compact
attractor Az for the z component of the state may be, it is unreasonable to ask the timer τ to
converge to a point, whereas it is fair to consider as its attractor
Aτ = [0, Tτ].
The attractor for (2.9) is then A = Az ×Aτ.
Example 2.4 (Set attractor: periodic orbit) In Chapter 4 we will establish that for the
reset planar mass-spring-damper described in Example 2.1 (see also Equations (2.3) and
(2.4)) there exist a unique nontrivial hybrid periodic orbit (see Theorem 4.1). The concept of
hybrid periodic orbit is the generalization of the concept of periodic orbit (or limit cycle, since
we are considering a planar system) for the hybrid setting (see Definition 4.1). The periodic
solution whose image is the hybrid periodic orbit is illustrated in Example 2.2. We will be
able to characterize this hybrid periodic orbit as the following locus of points in the flow set
C:
A = {x ∈ C : Tb(x) = Tf(x), x 6= 0}, (2.10)
where Tf and Tb are the kinetic energies of the points that are obtained by integrating the
flow equation from x forward and backward, respectively, until no flow is possible (namely,
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until the jump set is reached for the point yielding Tf and until the image of the jump set
is reached for the point yielding Tb). For more precise definitions, the reader is referred to
Equations (4.5) in Section 4.3.
It is then clear that the hybrid periodic orbit A in (2.10) is a set of points, and we will
prove the asymptotic stability of this set as a key result in Chapter 4 in Theorem 4.2. The set
A and two solutions converging to it are depicted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Two solutions to system (4.2) in Chapter 4 that converge to the set attrac-
tor A in (2.10).
Example 2.5 (Set attractor: friction) Consider the system in (6.4) that is the subject of
Chapter 6 (point mass under Coulomb friction force controlled by a PID feedback) and that
we report here for the reader’s convenience:
z˙ ∈
 sv
−kiei − kps− kvv
− fc
00
1
 SGN(v) =: F˜(z) (2.11a)
with SGN defined by the set-valued mapping
SGN(v) :=
sign(v) if v 6= 0
[−1, 1] if v = 0.
(2.11b)
All possible equilibria of the dynamics in (2.11a) (in this case coinciding with the values z¯
of the right-hand side such that 0 ∈ F˜(z¯)) are clearly s¯ = 0 and v¯ = 0, but also any value
e¯i ∈
[
− fcki ,
fc
ki
]
. Indeed, for any such e¯i a value in fc SGN(0) can be selected that makes
v˙ = 0. This leads naturally to considering the set attractor
A :=
{
(ei, s, v) : s = 0, v = 0, ei ∈
[
−
fc
ki
,
fc
ki
]}
, (2.12)
that is depicted in Figure 2.7.
A crucial common feature of all the above attractors is their compactness. Compact
(that is, closed and bounded) attractors present additional benefits with respect to
closed attractors, and we show partly this claim relative to the conditions to be a
Lyapunov function for a closed versus a compact attractor, in Section 2.5. Moreover,
all the attractors in the next chapters are compact. For these reasons, the concepts of
stability and attractivity in this section are given for compact attractors.
To characterize stability and attractivity, we need first the following notion of
distance to a closed set. Note that this notion belongs more generally to metric spaces
(see, e.g., [89, Def. 2.2.1]), although we refer here to [47] for uniformity of exposition.
Definition 2.7 (Distance to a closed set [47, Def. 3.5]) Given a vector x ∈ Rn and a
closed set A ⊂ Rn, the distance of x to A is defined as
|x|A := inf
y∈A
|x− y|. (2.13)
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Figure 2.7: Set attractor in (2.12) and some solutions, for the PID parameters
(kv, kp, ki) = (6.4, 3, 4) (left) and (1.5, 0.66, 0.08) (right).
Example 2.6 (Distance to a set) Consider the attractor
A = {(σ,φ, v) : |φ| 6 fc, σ = 0, v = 0} (2.14)
of Chapter 6, which is the same set as (2.12), written in new coordinates. From the definition
in (2.13), separate the cases φ < −fc, |φ| 6 fc, φ > fc and obtain
|x|2A = σ
2 + v2 + dzfc(φ)
2, (2.15)
where dzfc(φ) := φ− satfc(φ) is the symmetric scalar deadzone function returning zero
when φ ∈ [−fc, fc]. A level set of |x|2A is in Figure 2.8.
−fc fc
0
0
φ
σ
v
Figure 2.8: Level set of |x|2A in (2.15).
We also give the two standard definitions of class-K∞ and class-KL functions.
Such comparison functions were introduced in [53] and spread wide within control
theory starting from [113] (see [57] for historical details), although we refer here
to [47] for uniformity of exposition.
Definition 2.8 (Class-K∞ functions [47, Def. 3.4]) A function α : R>0 → R>0 is a
class K∞ function (also written α ∈ K∞) if α is zero at zero, continuous, strictly increasing,
and unbounded.
Definition 2.9 (Class-KL functions [47, Def. 3.38]) A function β : R>0 × R>0 →
R>0 is a class-KL function (also written β ∈ KL) if β is continuous, r 7→ β(r, s) is
nondecreasing and limr→0+ β(r, s) = 0 for each s > 0, s 7→ β(r, s) is nonincreasing and
lims→∞ β(r, s) = 0 for each r > 0.
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We are now in a position to define the notions of (Lyapunov) stability and attrac-
tivity that are of interest in this work.
Definition 2.10 ((Lyapunov) stability, local attractivity and asymptotic stability [47,
Def. 7.1]) Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system in Rn. A compact set A ⊂ Rn is said
to be
• (Lyapunov) stable for H if for every  > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that every solution
φ to H with |φ(0, 0)|A 6 δ satisfies |φ(t, j)|A 6  for all (t, j) ∈ domφ;
• locally attractive for H if there exists µ > 0 such that every solution φ to H with
|φ(0, 0)|A 6 µ is bounded and, if φ is complete, limt+j→∞ |φ(t, j)|A = 0;
• locally asymptotically stable for H if it is both (Lyapunov) stable and locally attractive
for H.
We can then define the basin of attraction of A.
Definition 2.11 (Basin of attraction [47, Def. 7.3]) Let H be a hybrid system on Rn and
A ⊂ Rn be locally asymptotically stable for H. The basin of attraction of A is denoted by
BA and is the set of points ξ ∈ Rn such that every solution φ to H with φ(0, 0) = ξ is
bounded and, if it is complete, then limt+j→+∞ |φ(t, j)|A = 0 with (t, j) ∈ domφ.
We can deduce from this definition that all ξ /∈ C ∪D are automatically in the
basin of attraction of A because there are no solutions from outside C ∪D (cf. Def-
inition 2.4), so that the for-all statement (“every solution φ to H”) in the definition
above is vacuously satisfied.
We can give the global versions of the Definitions in 2.10. Based on the previous
comment, note that asking BA to be Rn amounts to checking if C∪D is in BA.
Definition 2.12 (Global attractivity, asymptotic stability) Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a
hybrid system in Rn. A compact set A ⊂ Rn is said to be
• globally attractive for H if it is locally attractive for H with basin of attraction BA =
Rn.
• globally asymptotically stable for H if it is both stable and globally attractive for H.
We have the following property for the basin of attraction of a compact attractor
of a hybrid system satisfying the hybrid basic conditions. This property is a classical
result for equilibrium points of ordinary differential (originally in [61], see also [59,
Lem. 8.1]).
Fact 2.2 (Basin of attraction is open [47, Prop. 7.4]) Let H satisfy the hybrid basic
conditions. If a compact set A ⊂ Rn is locally asymptotically stable for H, then the basin of
attraction BA of A is an open set containing A.
Let us now characterize uniformity of asymptotic stability, and introduce the no-
tion of boundedness of solutions. See Definition 2.6 for the meaning of SH(S) for a
hybrid system H and a set S.
Definition 2.13 (Boundedness of solutions [109, Def. 2]) Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a
hybrid system in Rn. The solutions to H are uniformly bounded from a compact set K if
there exists M > 0 such that for each φ ∈ SH(K) and (t, j) ∈ domφ, |φ(t, j)| 6 M. The
solutions to H are uniformly bounded from a set S ⊂ Rn if they are uniformly bounded
from each compact subset of S. The solutions to H are uniformly globally bounded if they are
uniformly bounded from Rn.
We can now characterize uniformity.
Definition 2.14 (Uniform attractivity and asymptotic stability [47, Def. 6.24]) Let
H = (C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system in Rn. A compact set A ⊂ Rn is said to be:
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• uniformly attractive from a set S ⊂ Rn if the solutions to H are uniformly bounded
from S and for every  > 0 there exists T > 0 such that4 for every φ ∈ SH(S) and
(t, j) ∈ domφ with t+ j > T
|φ(t, j)|A 6 ;
• uniformly locally asymptotically stable if it is (Lyapunov) stable and uniformly attrac-
tive from its basin of attraction BA;
• uniformly globally stable5 if it is (Lyapunov) stable and solutions are uniformly glob-
ally bounded;
• uniformly globally attractive6 if it is uniformly attractive from Rn;
• uniformly globally asymptotically stable if it is uniformly globally stable and uni-
formly globally attractive.
The definition of uniform local asymptotic stability is stronger, nonetheless it can
be proven that asymptotic stability is uniform if the hybrid basic conditions are
satisfied and the attractor is compact. In other words, the next result proves the
equivalence of asymptotic stability and uniform asymptotic stability for compact
attractors and under the hybrid basic conditions.
Fact 2.3 (Uniform AS from AS [47, Lem. 7.8]) Let H satisfy the hybrid basic conditions
and A ⊂ Rn be a compact set. If A is locally asymptotically stable, it is also uniformly
locally asymptotically stable.
Analogously, it can be proven that for compact attractors and under the hybrid
basic conditions, asymptotic stability implies the (in general) stronger concept of
KL asymptotic stability. To state this result, we define first proper indicators, then
we characterize KL asymptotic stability and finally we report the result linking it
with asymptotic stability.
Definition 2.15 (Proper indicator [47, Def. 7.9]) Let U be an open set. A function
ω : U → R>0 is a proper indicator on U if it is continuous and ω(xi) → ∞ for i → ∞
if either |xi| → ∞ or the sequence {xi}∞i=1 approaches the boundary of U. Let A ⊂ U be
a compact set. A function ω : U → R>0 is a proper indicator of A on U if it is a proper
indicator on U and ω(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ A.
Knowing that the basin of attraction BA of a compact attractor A is an open set
from Fact 2.2, a proper indicator ω on BA is ω(x) = 1/|x|Rn\BA . A proper indicator
of a compact attractor A on BA is ω(x) = |x|A/|x|Rn\BA .
Definition 2.16 (KL asymptotic stability [47, Def. 7.10]) Let H be a hybrid system in
Rn, A ⊂ Rn a compact set, and U ⊂ Rn be an open set such that A ⊂ U. The set A is KL
asymptotically stable on U if for every proper indicator ω of A on U there exists a function
β ∈ KL such that
ω(φ(t, j)) 6 β(ω(φ(0, 0)), t+ j) for all (t, j) ∈ domφ (2.16)
for every φ ∈ SH(U).
Fact 2.4 (KL AS from AS [47, Thm. 7.12]) Let H satisfy the hybrid basic conditions. If a
compact set A ⊂ Rn is locally asymptotically stable, it is also KL asymptotically stable on
its basin of attraction BA.
4 As in Definition 2.10 for local attractivity, this second part of the definition of uniform attrac-
tivity imposes an effective requirement only on complete solutions. Indeed, for all noncomplete
solutions φ, pick T > supt domφ+ supj domφ, so that there are no (t, j) ∈ domφ such that
t+ j > T and what follows is vacuously satisfied.
5 For a compact attractor, the definition in [47, Def. 3.6] coincides with this one.
6 For a compact attractor, the definition in [47, Def. 3.6] coincides with this one.
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In addition to the previously stated Facts 2.3 and 2.4, the combination of hybrid
basic conditions and compact attractors proves itself useful also for Facts 2.6 and
2.7. Moreover, all these results will enable us in Section 2.5 about Lyapunov func-
tions to provide sufficient conditions simply for asymptotic stability and generalize
automatically asymptotic stability to, for example, uniform asymptotic stability or
semiglobal practical robust KL asymptotic stability.
2.4 robust asymptotic stability
In this section we introduce the main concepts regarding robust stability. We present
the results alongside the points in the next Chapters where they are exploited.
To characterize robust stability, we define first what we mean by a perturbed
hybrid system.
Definition 2.17 (ρ-perturbation of H [47, Def. 6.27]) Given a hybrid system H =
(C, F,D, G) and a function ρ : Rn → R>0, the ρ-perturbation of H, denoted Hρ, is the
hybrid system
x˙ ∈ Fρ(x), x ∈ Cρ (2.17a)
x+ ∈ Gρ(x), x ∈ Dρ (2.17b)
where
Cρ := {x ∈ Rn : (x+ ρ(x)B)∩ C 6= ∅} (2.17c)
Fρ(x) := coF((x+ ρ(x)B)∩ C) + ρ(x)B ∀x ∈ Cρ (2.17d)
Dρ := {x ∈ Rn : (x+ ρ(x)B)∩D 6= ∅} (2.17e)
Gρ(x) := {v ∈ Rn : v ∈ g+ ρ(g)B, g ∈ G((x+ ρ(x)B)∩D)} ∀x ∈ Dρ, (2.17f)
and coS denotes the closure of the convex hull of a set S.
Example 2.7 (Inflation of a set-valued mapping) As a simple example, consider the
inflation of the set-valued mapping SGN : R ⇒ R defined in (2.11b). This inflation is used
in Chapter 6 where the flow set is C = R3. For a constant parameter ρv, define the function
ρ of Definition 2.17 as ρ(x) := |ρv|. We apply the definition in (2.17d) to obtain v ⇒
SGNρ(v) =: SGNρv(v). For each value of velocity vi, SGNρ(vi) is the set sum of the
image of the set [vi − |ρv|, vi + |ρv|] and the interval [−|ρv|, |ρv|]: see Figure 2.9. Applying
co is superfluous because for each v ∈ R, SGN(v+ |ρv|B) + |ρv|B is already a closed and
convex set.
v
SGNρv(v) |ρv|
SGN(v)
v
v
|
v1|ρv|
v
|
SGN(v1 + |ρv|B)
SGN(v2 + |ρv|B)
SGN(v3 + |ρv|B)
v
|
SGN(v1 + |ρv|B) + |ρv|B
SGN(v2 + |ρv|B) + |ρv|B
SGN(v3 + |ρv|B) + |ρv|B
v2 v3
| |
Figure 2.9: From SGN to SGNρv := SGNρ for a given length |ρv|: SGNρ is con-
structed starting from the points vi, i = 1, 2, 3.
The rationale behind (2.17d), (2.17f) is essentially to inflate the points that one
starts from, and to inflate the sets that one arrives at. In particular, the co is needed
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in (2.17d) to ensure that the perturbed hybrid system satisfies the hybrid basic condi-
tions, given the importance played by them in the previous sections. The next result
can indeed be proven.
Fact 2.5 (Hybrid basic conditions under perturbation [47, Prop. 6.28]) If H satisfies
the hybrid basic conditions and ρ : Rn → R>0 is continuous, thenHρ in (2.17) also satisfies
the hybrid basic conditions.
We report now three possible variants of robust asymptotic stability that call for
Hρ in (2.17), the ρ-perturbation of H.
Definition 2.18 (Robust asymptotic stability [47, Def. 7.15]) Let A ⊂ Rn be a compact
set that is locally asymptotically stable for H, and let U ⊂ BA be an open set such that
A ⊂ U. The local asymptotic stability of A is robust on U if there exists a continuous
function ρ : Rn → R>0 that is positive on U\A such that A is locally asymptotically stable
for Hρ in (2.17) and U is a subset of the basin of attraction of A for Hρ.
Definition 2.19 (Robust KL asymptotic stability [47, Def. 7.18]) Let A ⊂ Rn be a
compact set and U ⊂ Rn be an open set such that A ⊂ U. The set A is robustly KL
asymptotically stable on U for H if there exists a continuous function ρ : Rn → R>0 that
is positive on U\A such that A is KL asymptotically stable (cf. Def. 2.16) on U for Hρ
in (2.17).
Definition 2.20 (Semiglobal practical robust KL asymptotic stability [47, Def. 7.18])
Let A ⊂ Rn be a compact set and U ⊂ Rn be an open set such that A ⊂ U. The set A is
semiglobally practically robustly KL asymptotically stable on U for H if for every ω that is
a proper indicator of A on U, every continuous function ρ : Rn → R>0, and every function
β ∈ KL satisfying
ω(φ(t, j)) 6 β(ω(φ(0, 0)), t+ j) ∀(t, i) ∈ domφ, ∀φ ∈ SH(U) (2.18)
the following holds:
for every compact K ⊂ U and every  > 0, there exists δ ∈ (0, 1) such that every φ ∈
SHδρ(K) satisfies
ω(φ(t, j)) 6 β(ω(φ(0, 0)), t+ j) +  ∀(t, j) ∈ domφ. (2.19)
Again, the combination of hybrid basic conditions and compact attractors is pow-
erful because they guarantee that the previous versions of asymptotic stability in
Section 2.3 hold in a robust way. We have in particular the following Fact 2.6 and 2.7
for robust KL asymptotic stability and semiglobal practical robust KL asymptotic
stability, respectively.
Fact 2.6 (Robust KL AS from LAS [47, Thm. 7.21]) Let H satisfy the hybrid basic
conditions and A ⊂ Rn be a compact set. If A is locally asymptotically stable, then it is
robustly KL asymptotically stable on its basin of attraction BA.
Example 2.8 (Some cases) In the next chapters, where the considered systems satisfy the
hybrid basic conditions and the attractors are compact, we will use weak Lyapunov func-
tions to certify simply (global or local) asymptotic stability: this is done in Theorem 4.2
by Lemma 4.2 within Chapter 4, and in Proposition 6.1 within Chapter 6. This asymptotic
stability holds automatically in a robust way (in the sense of the previous Definitions 2.18-
2.20) thanks to Fact 2.6 (and the following Fact 2.7): then, within Chapter 6 we can obtain
straightforwardly Theorem 6.1 by applying the previous Fact 2.6.
Fact 2.7 (Semiglobal practical robust KL AS from KL AS [47, Lem. 7.20]) Let H
satisfy the hybrid basic conditions, A ⊂ Rn be a compact set, and U ⊂ Rn be an open set
such that A ⊂ U. If A is KL asymptotically stable on U then it is semiglobally practically
robustly KL asymptotically stable on U.
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Application 2.1 (l-ISS from semiglobal practical robust KL asymptotic stability)
We present here an application of Facts 2.4 and 2.7 to deduce semiglobal practical robust
KL asymptotic stability. Additionally, we further illustrate this last notion by showing that
it implies local input-to-state stability (l-ISS) with respect to the input |ρv|, the size of a
constant perturbation. The motivation for why such an input is of interest is provided in
Chapter 6, page 93.
Proposition 6.1 in Chapter 6 proves that the attractor A in (2.12) is globally attractive
and (Lyapunov) stable for the hybrid system with pure continuous dynamics H = (F˜,C :=
R3, ∅, ∅) and F˜ defined in (2.11a).
Since H satisfies the hybrid basic conditions and A is compact, A is also KL asymptoti-
cally stable on BA = R3 by Fact 2.4 and semiglobally practically robustly KL asymptoti-
cally stable on BA = R3 by previous Fact 2.7.
We show now that semiglobal practical robust KL asymptotic stability implies l-ISS with
respect to the input |ρv|. Since semiglobal practical robust KL asymptotic stability holds
globally on BA = R3, we can take in Definition 2.20 ω(φ(t, j)) = |φ(t, j)|A (see Defi-
nition 2.15). Take then a fixed value |ρ¯v| > 0. By restating Definition 2.20 in this global
setting, for every compact K and every  > 0, there exists δ() ∈ (0, 1) such that every
solution φ ∈ SHδ()|ρ¯v|(K) satisfies
|φ(t)|A 6 β(|φ(0, 0)|A, t) +  ∀t ∈ domφ. (2.20)
For |ρv| 6 δ()|ρ¯v|, SH|ρv|(K) ⊂ SHδ()|ρ¯v|(K), and denote φ|ρv| any solution φ ∈
SH|ρv|(K). Then, from (2.20) the following is also true: for every compact K and every
 > 0, there exists δ() ∈ (0, 1) such that, for |ρv| 6 δ()|ρ¯v|, every φ|ρv| satisfies
|φ|ρv|(t)|A 6 β(|φ|ρv|(0, 0)|A, t) +  ∀t ∈ domφ|ρv|. (2.21)
By repeating slavishly the steps in [59, Proof of Lemma 4.5, pp. 663-664], for each  we
can build δ¯() as the supremum of all applicable δ’s for the given . Although  7→ δ¯()
is positive, nondecreasing but not necessarily continuous, we can choose ζ ∈ K (a class-K
function) such that ζ bounds from below δ¯ for all  (that is, there exists κ ∈ (0, 1) such that
ζ() 6 κδ¯() for all ). Define c := lim→∞ ζ() and α := ζ−1 ∈ K. For all |ρv| such that
|ρv|
|ρ¯v|
< c, we can then take  as  = α
(
|ρv|
|ρ¯v|
)
= ζ−1
(
|ρv|
|ρ¯v|
)
. This implies that |ρv|
|ρ¯v|
< δ¯()
because ζ bounds from below δ¯ and that, from (2.21),
|φ|ρv|(t)|A 6 β(|φ|ρv|(0, 0)|A, t) +α
(
|ρv|
|ρ¯v|
)
= β(|φ|ρv|(0, 0)|A, t) + γl(|ρv|), ∀t ∈ domφ|ρv|
(2.22)
with |ρv| 7→ γl(|ρv|) := α
(
|ρv|
|ρ¯v|
)
∈ K. Equation (2.22), which is obtained for |ρv| 6 c|ρ¯v|
(hence locally), states precisely a l-ISS notion because, as long as the input |ρv| is small, an
ISS bound can be written for the solution to the system perturbed by |ρv|.
A relevant corollary building on the previous robustness properties claims that
the asymptotic stability of the attractor persists in a semiglobal practical sense in the
presence of mildly changing parameters.
Fact 2.8 (Mildly changing parameters [47, Cor. 7.27]) Suppose that forH = (C, F,D, G)
having state (x, p), satisfying the hybrid basic conditions and imposing p˙ = 0 and p+ =
p, the compact set A is globally asymptotically stable. Then the hybrid system with data
(C, Fρ,D, Gρ) that imposes p˙ ∈ ρB and p+ ∈ p+ ρB while leaving x˙ and x+ unchanged
has the compact set A semiglobally practically asymptotically stable in ρ > 0.
Indeed, if A is globally asymptotically stable for H on Rnx+np , then A is KL
asymptotically stable on Rnx+np by Fact 2.4, and hence semiglobally practically
robustly KL asymptotically stable on Rnx+np by Fact 2.7.
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2.5 weak lyapunov functions
The stability and attractivity results in the following chapters will be proven based
on Lyapunov methods, so that the current section is a key one in this chapter and in
this work.
Loosely speaking, a Lyapunov function for the attractor of a hybrid dynamical sys-
tem is a function bounded from above and from below by two class-K∞ functions of
the distance to the attractor, has a negative definite derivative along all the possible
evolutions of the differential inclusion (or more, if uniformity is required) and has a
negative definite increment across all the possible evolutions of the difference inclu-
sion (or more, if uniformity is required). The advantage of using Lyapunov functions
is that the decrease conditions can be checked without explicit knowledge of the so-
lutions to the hybrid dynamical system. The characterization of a strict Lyapunov
function is the subject of Section 2.5.1.
Section 2.5.2 introduces briefly converse Lyapunov theorems in order to provide
a standard motivation for the search of a Lyapunov function to certify stability and
attractivity properties in the case of hybrid dynamical systems.
However, although these converse results imply the existence of a (smooth) strict
Lyapunov function in the case of an asymptotically stable attractor, it is oftentimes
easier to tailor Lyapunov functions that are nonstrict, which is a well-known fact
pointed out, for example, in [77, Preface]. This is indeed what we witness in the
problems of the next chapters, where we explicitly construct nonstrict Lyapunov
functions, that are generally called weak Lyapunov functions (see, for instance, [58,
82, 83, 115]). With weak Lyapunov functions it is nontrivial to characterize the decay
rate of solutions. When one is interested in establishing such a decay rate, resorting
to Lyapunov functions tailored for exponential stability might be a better option.
However, since the attractors in the next chapters enjoy asymptotic stability and
exponential stability does not hold for some of them (like in Chapter 6, see page 93),
weak Lyapunov functions are sufficient for our scope.
Weakness in Lyapunov functions has then to be balanced by other structural prop-
erties, that allow for certifying asymptotic stability nonetheless. Within this typology,
the weakness can be balanced by observability and average dwell time as illustrated
in Section 2.5.3 (these results will be used in Chapter 3), or by persistent jumping
as illustrated in Section 2.5.4 (these results will be used in Chapters 3 and 4). As
another source of weakness we consider a not continuously differentiable Lyapunov
function for stability in Section 2.5.5, so to explore tools from nonsmooth analysis
like the generalized gradient in the sense of Clarke (these results will be used in
Chapter 6). Finally, in the context of invariance principles, where Lyapunov func-
tions are used to establish attractivity, we present in Section 2.5.6 a relaxed version
of these attractivity Lyapunov functions: the meagre output functions, which are not
necessarily continuous (these results will also be used in Chapter 6).
2.5.1 Strict Lyapunov functions
In the previous exposition we limited ourselves to the case of hybrid basic conditions
and compact attractors, and in the next chapters of this work we operate as well in
this setting. However, in this subsection we will first state Lyapunov conditions for
the more general case when the attractor may not be compact and the hybrid basic
conditions may not hold, so that we can show the simplification brought about in the
requirements for a Lyapunov function brought about by compactness and regularity.
Thanks to the following Definition 2.21, we can state the first Lyapunov result in
Fact 2.9 for the more general case.
Definition 2.21 (Positive definite function [47, Def. 3.17]) A function ρ : R>0→ R>0
is positive definite (also written ρ ∈ PD) if ρ(s) > 0 for all s > 0 and ρ(0) = 0.
Fact 2.9 (Lyapunov conditions for a closed attractor [47, Thm. 3.18, Def. 3.16]) Let
H = (C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system, A ⊂ Rn be closed and V be a function V : domV → R.
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If C∪D∪G(D) ⊂ domV and V is continuously differentiable on an open set containing C,
and there exists α1, α2 ∈ K∞ and a continuous ρ ∈ PD such that
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A) ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.23a)
〈∇V(x), f〉 6 −ρ(|x|A) ∀x ∈ C, f ∈ F(x) (2.23b)
V(g) − V(x) 6 −ρ(|x|A) ∀x ∈ D, g ∈ G(x) (2.23c)
then A is uniformly globally asymptotically stable for H.
First, when a closed attractor A is also compact, (2.23a) simplifies as in Lemma 2.1.
The proof of this result follows similar steps to the proof of [59, Lem. 4.3], to which
this result also boils down when A = {0}.
Lemma 2.1 (Replacement of K∞ bounds [59, Lem. 4.3]) Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a
hybrid system, A ⊂ Rn be compact, V be a continuous function V : domV → R such that
C∪D∪G(D) ⊂ domV and A ⊂ domV . If
V(x) = 0⇔ x ∈ A (2.24a)
V(x) > 0 ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.24b)
lim
|x|→+∞
x∈C∪D∪G(D)
V(x) = +∞ (2.24c)
then there exists α1, α2 ∈ K∞ such that (2.23a) holds.
Under the same assumptions, (2.23a) implies trivially (2.24). Therefore, in the case
of compact attractors, the use of K∞ functions is beneficial to streamlining the proofs,
but the previous Lemma provides easier-to-check Lyapunov conditions.
Whenever the attractor is compact and some regularity assumptions are satisfied,
the previous Fact 2.9 (and in particular its conditions) can be made easier to check.
Fact 2.10 (Lyapunov conditions for uniform global asymptotic stability [48, Thm. 20])
Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system satisfying the hybrid basic conditions, A ⊂ Rn be
compact satisfying
G(A∩D) ⊂ A
and V be a function V : domV → R. If C ∪D ∪G(D) ⊂ domV and V is continuously
differentiable on an open set containing C, and there exists α1, α2 ∈ K∞
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A) ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.25a)
〈∇V(x), f〉 < 0 ∀x ∈ C\A, f ∈ F(x) (2.25b)
V(g) − V(x) < 0 ∀x ∈ D\A, g ∈ G(x) (2.25c)
then A is uniformly globally asymptotically stable for H.
A local version of the last result can be obtained by invoking the notions of basin
of attraction and proper indicator in Definition 2.11 and 2.15, respectively.
Fact 2.11 (Lyapunov conditions for uniform local asymptotic stability) Let H =
(C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system satisfying the hybrid basic conditions, A ⊂ Rn be compact
satisfying
G(A∩D) ⊂ A
and with basin of attraction BA and V be a function V : domV → R. If C ∪D ∪G(D) ⊂
domV and V is continuously differentiable on an open set containing C ∩BA, and for all
proper indicators ω : BA → R>0 of A there exists α1, α2 ∈ K∞
α1(ω(|x|A)) 6 V(x) 6 α2(ω(|x|A)) ∀x ∈ (C∪D∪G(D))∩BA (2.26a)
〈∇V(x), f〉 < 0 ∀x ∈ (C\A)∩BA, f ∈ F(x) (2.26b)
V(g) − V(x) < 0 ∀x ∈ (D\A)∩BA, g ∈ G(x) (2.26c)
then A is uniformly locally asymptotically stable for H.
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2.5.2 A motivation for Lyapunov functions: converse Lyapunov theorems
The basic idea behind Lyapunov methods is that the existence for an attractor of
a suitable Lyapunov function satisfying some decrease conditions implies that the
attractor possesses a notion of asymptotic stability: all the current Section 2.5 pro-
vides Lyapunov functions with those decrease conditions. Actually, also the converse
implication holds. Consider indeed the following result as an exemplification of con-
verse Lyapunov theorems. (Note that the following smooth Lyapunov function7 V is
clearly strict.)
Fact 2.12 (A converse theorem [47, Cor. 7.32, Def. 7.29]) Let H be a hybrid system
satisfying the hybrid basic conditions and A ⊂ Rn be a compact set that is globally asymp-
totically stable for H.
Then, there exists a smooth Lyapunov function V for A, that is,
V : Rn → R>0 is continuously differentiable and there exists α1, α2 ∈ K∞ such
that:
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A) ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.27a)
〈∇V(x), f〉 6 −V(x) ∀x ∈ C, f ∈ F(x) (2.27b)
V(g) 6 V(x)
e
∀x ∈ D, g ∈ G(x). (2.27c)
This result goes under the name of converse Lyapunov theorem because the fact
that an attractor possesses a notion of asymptotic stability implies the existence of
a suitable (strict) Lyapunov function satisfying some decrease conditions. Converse
Lyapunov theorems are now well-known for continuous-time dynamical systems
(see [59, §4.7]): a historical perspective of the succession of results in the continous-
time setting is provided for instance in [48, p. 60-61]. Fact 2.12 (and more general
ones as [47, Thm. 7.31] and in [23]) establishes that such converse results also hold
for hybrid dynamical systems when the attractor is compact and the hybrid basic
conditions hold.
In light of the preceding discussion, the main message of the current section with
respect to this work is that, broadly speaking, it is not possible to have asymptoti-
cally stable attractors for hybrid systems and not to have a corresponding Lyapunov
function certifying that notion of asymptotic stability. Therefore, it is worth search-
ing for a Lyapunov function when the attractor is believed to possess a notion of
asymptotic stability. Unfortunately, the Lyapunov functions arising from converse
Lyapunov theorems are based on solutions, which are hardly computable, and do
not provide a constructive way to build the Lyapunov function.
2.5.3 Weakness is balanced by flow observability and average dwell time
The following result, which will be used in Chapter 3, considers a sufficient exponen-
tial stability condition for a hybrid system such that part of its state has a linear flow.
The Lyapunov function is weak because the decrease across jump is not strict (com-
pare (2.28b) with (2.25c)), and the function −yTy is not negative definite in Cξ\{0}
(compare (2.28a) with (2.25b)). However, a strict decrease can be recovered by ob-
servability and average dwell time. Note that the derivation of this result (see [118,
§V.C]) hinges partially on the well known squashing lemma for linear systems (see
[86, p. 264] and [91]).
7 Since we are speaking of converse Lyapunov theorems, one may wonder if (2.27) are actually
needed for a compact set A to be globally asymptotically stable, and why we provided a
sufficient condition with the seemingly weaker conditions (2.23). Indeed, it can be proven that
given the conditions (2.23) for V , a Lyapunov function W(x) := α¯(V(x)) can be obtained
through α¯ ∈K∞ such thatW verifies (2.27). The details can be found in [57, §2.1 & Lemma 25].
Note however that an exponential decrease in the Lyapunov function is traded off with coarser
upper and lower bounds for W.
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Fact 2.13 (Sufficient conditions for exponential stability [41, Lem. 1], [118, Thm. 2])
Consider a hybrid dynamical system H with partitioned state (x, ξ), with flow and jump sets
Cξ and Dξ, and such that all its solutions satisfy an average dwell-time condition (see [47,
§2.4]).
Assume a linear dynamics for the flow restricted to x
x˙ = Ax, (x, ξ) ∈ Cξ.
and the existence of C in
y = Cx
such that (C,A) is an observable pair.
If there exists V(x) = xTPx with P positive definite such that
〈∇V(x), Ax〉 6 −yTy ∀(x, ξ) ∈ Cξ (2.28a)
V(x+) − V(x) 6 0 ∀(x, ξ) ∈ Dξ, (2.28b)
then there exists γ > 1 and λ > 0 such that all solutions to H satisfy
|x(t, j)| 6 γe−λ(t+j)|x(0, 0)|.
Application 2.2 (Observability and average dwell time) Consider the hybrid system
(3.3) and (3.10) in Chapter 3, which we report here for the reader’s convenience.
e˙ = Aee
x˙r = Arxr
˙¯b = 0
 (e, xr, b¯) ∈ C(xr,b¯)
e+ = Jee
x+r = Jrxr
b¯+ = b¯
 (e, xr, b¯) ∈ D(xr,b¯)
Partition the state in e and (xr, b¯). Take P =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 ω3` 0
0 0 0 ω`
]
and C = [ 0 0 0 2ω
√
` ]. These
matrices allow to prove (2.28a)-(2.28b) ((3.12a)-(3.12b), respectively, in Chapter 3) relative
to e, and conclude that the rate of convergence for the estimation error e is exponential.
2.5.4 Weakness is balanced by persistent jumping
In this section we present two results about Lyapunov functions that are weak be-
cause their decrease along flow is not strict (see Equations (2.29b) and (2.42b)). This
type of weakness can be balanced out if the decrease across jumps is strict, and
some kind of persistent jumping property holds. The first result in Fact 2.14 involves
(standard) persistent jumping, and the second one in Fact 2.15 involves semiglobal
practical persistent jumping. These two results will be used in Chapter 3 and in
Chapter 4, respectively.
The following fact specializes [47, Prop. 3.24] in the case of A compact and hybrid
basic conditions, so that the decrease of V across jumps just needs to be negative
definite outside A, in the same way Fact 2.9 could be simplified into Fact 2.10.
Fact 2.14 (Lyapunov conditions with persistent jumping [47, Prop. 3.24]) Let H =
(C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system satisfying the hybrid basic conditions, A ⊂ Rn be compact
satisfying
G(A∩D) ⊂ A
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and V be a function V : domV → R with C ∪D ∪ G(D) ⊂ domV and continuously
differentiable on an open set containing C. Suppose that there exists α1, α2 ∈ K∞ such that
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A), ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.29a)
〈∇V(x), f〉 6 0, ∀x ∈ C, ∀f ∈ F(x) (2.29b)
V(g) − V(x) < 0, ∀x ∈ D\A, ∀g ∈ G(x). (2.29c)
Assume also that the following persistent jump property holds: For each r > 0, there exist
γr ∈ K∞, Nr > 0 such that for every solution φ to H
|φ(0, 0)|A ∈ (0, r]
(t, j) ∈ domφ
t+ j > T
⇒ j > γr(T) −Nr. (2.30)
Then A is uniformly globally asymptotically stable.
Application 2.3 (Periodic jumps) For the hybrid system in Chapter 3, Section 3.4, we
extract here the only relevant dynamics to illustrate how the property of persistent jumping
can be exploited. To this end, instead of considering the whole hybrid system of Section 3.4
given by Equations (3.3), (3.15) and (3.18), we restrict the dynamics to the case when d =
yr − y¯r (compare the proof of Theorem 3.2, and the set Ay¯ within). This allows to reduce the
state to x = (θ, θˆ, τ).
The flow is governed byθ˙˙ˆθ
τ˙
 =
ωω
1
 =: f(x), x ∈ [−pi6 , pi6 ]× [−pi3 , pi6 ]× [0, pi3ω] =: C, (2.31)
where ω is a fixed parameter representing a frequency.
On the other hand, we have three possible jump dynamics[
θ+
θˆ+
τ+
]
=
[
θ−pi
3
θˆ
τ
]
=: g1(x), θ =
pi
6
(2.32a)[
θ+
θˆ+
τ+
]
=
[
θ
θˆ−pi
3
τ
]
=: g2(x), θˆ ∈
[pi
6
,
pi
3
]
(2.32b)[
θ+
θˆ+
τ+
]
=
[
θ
θˆ−satpi
6
(−kˆθρ(θ˜))
0
]
=: g3(x), τ =
pi
3ω
, (2.32c)
where satpi
6
is the symmetric scalar saturation function bounded in
[
−pi6 ,
pi
6
]
, kˆθ is a suf-
ficiently small positive gain, θ˜ 7→ ρ(θ˜)θ˜ is a positive definite function in (−pi/6, pi/6) (see
Lemma 3.3), where
θ˜ := θ− θˆ+ i∗
pi
3
, (2.33a)
i∗ := arg min
i∈Z
(
θ− θˆ+ i
pi
3
)2
. (2.33b)
By assembling Equations (2.32) to fit consistently into Equation (2.1b), the jumps are gov-
erned by
x+ ∈ G(x) :=
⋃
i : x∈Di
{gi(x)}, x ∈ D :=
⋃
i∈{1,2,3}
Di. (2.34)
For (2.31) and (2.34), we consider the Lyapunov function
Vθ(θ, θˆ) = θ˜
2 (2.35)
with θ˜ defined in (2.33a). Due to (2.31), ˙˜θ = θ˙− ˙ˆθ = 0,
V˙θ(θ, θˆ) = 0 ∀x ∈ C (2.36)
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and, due to the minimizer i∗ in (2.33b),
Vθ(θ
+, θˆ+) − V(θ, θˆ) = 0 ∀x ∈ D1 ∪D2. (2.37)
On the other hand, it can be proven (see the proof of Theorem 3.2 and Equation (3.21)) that
Vθ(θ
+, θˆ+) < V(θ, θˆ) ∀x ∈ D3\{x : θ˜ = 0}. (2.38)
Since the variable τ represents a timer that is periodically reset at Tτ := pi3ω (see Exam-
ple 2.3), each solution φ to (2.31) and (2.34) has a time domain domφ such that
(t, j) ∈ domφ⇒ t
Tτ
6 j+ 1
(note that due to the jumps from D1 and D2, tTτ = j+ 1 does not necessarily hold). This
structural property induced by the periodic jumps of the timer can be used in (2.30) to show
that
(t, j) ∈ domφ
t+ j > T
}
⇒ j > T − t > T − (j+ 1)Tτ,
that is,
j > T
1+ Tτ
−
Tτ
1+ Tτ
=: γ(T) −N,
that hold indeed for each size r of the initial condition of the solution φ as required by (2.30).
Thanks to Fact 2.14, this proves asymptotic stability of the attractor θ˜ = 0.
The persistent jumping property required by Fact 2.14 can be further relaxed into
semiglobal practical persistent jumping.
Fact 2.15 (Lyapunov conditions with semiglobal practical persistent jumping [97,
Thm. 2, Property 1]) Consider the hybrid system
x˙ ∈ F(x), x ∈ C (2.39a)
x+ ∈ G(x), x ∈ D (2.39b)
satisfying the hybrid basic conditions, and a compact set A ⊂ Rn satisfying
G(A∩D) ⊂ A.
Build for each pair δ, ∆ such that 0 < δ < ∆, the set
Sδ,∆ := (A+∆B)\(A+ δB
◦) (2.40)
(B◦ is the open unit ball) and the hybrid system
x˙ ∈ F(x), x ∈ C∩ Sδ,∆ (2.41a)
x+ ∈ G(x), x ∈ D∩ Sδ,∆. (2.41b)
Assume that there exists a function V continuously differentiable on a neighborhood of C and
two class K∞ functions α1 and α2 such that
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A), ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.42a)
〈∇V(x), f〉 6 0, ∀x ∈ C, ∀f ∈ F(x) (2.42b)
V(g) − V(x) < 0, ∀x ∈ D\A, ∀g ∈ G(x). (2.42c)
Assume also that the following semiglobal practical persistent jump property holds: For
each pair δ, ∆ of positive scalars, there exists a class K∞ function γ and a scalar N > 0 such
that each solution φ to (2.41) satisfies for all (t, j) ∈ domφ
j > γ(t) −N. (2.43)
Then the set A is uniformly globally asymptotically stable for (2.39).
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Remark 2.1 A semiglobal persistent jumping property holds if δ in Fact 2.15 is taken
equal to 0. Semiglobal persistent jumping implies semiglobal practical persistent jumping.
Indeed, Sδ,∆ ⊂ S0,∆ and then the solutions of the hybrid system with flow and jump sets
restricted by Sδ,∆ (semiglobal practical) are a subset of the solutions of the hybrid system
with flow and jump set restricted by S0,∆ (semiglobal). So if the property of semiglobal
persistent jumping holds, then the property of semiglobal practical persistent jumping also
holds. y
We apply now Fact 2.15 together with the previous Remark to the system of Chap-
ter 4.
Application 2.4 (Semiglobal persistent jumping) Consider the Lyapunov function used
in Chapter 4 to prove the asymptotic stability of the periodic orbit A described in Example 2.4
for the system described in Example 2.1. The attractor A has basin of attraction BA :=
R2\{0}. Using the forward and backward energies introduced intuitively in Example 2.4 (for
details refer to Equations (4.5) in Section 4.3), build the Lyapunov function (θˆ > 0 is the
variation of x1 across jumps)
V(x) =
(Ub(x) + Tb(x) − Tf(x) −
1
2kθˆ
2)2
Ub(x)
, (2.44)
whose shape and level sets are depicted in Figure 2.10. Under the assumptions of Chapter 4
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Figure 2.10: The Lyapunov function V of (2.44) in logarithmic scale.
(Assumption 4.1), the Lyapunov function in (2.44) has the following properties.
• For any indicator function ω of A on BA there exists class K∞ functions α1 and α2
such that
α1(ω(x)) 6 V(x) 6 α2(ω(x)). (2.45a)
• V is built starting from solutions, and in particular its level sets are the orbits of
solutions. Then V remains constant along flow, that is,
〈∇V(x), f(x)〉 = 0, ∀x ∈ C. (2.45b)
• V is strictly decreasing across jumps in the basin of attraction8 BA and outside the
attractor A, that is,
V (G(x)) − V(x) < 0, ∀x ∈ BA ∩D\A. (2.45c)
8 Note that in the basin of attraction BA = R2\{0}, the jump map given by (2.3b) becomes
single-valued and this allows to write directly (2.45c).
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For more details, see Lemma 4.2.
Thanks to Remark 2.1, it is sufficient to show that semiglobal persistent jumping holds to
apply Fact 2.15 since Equations (2.45), which are satisfied by V , are just the local version of
the conditions in (2.42) and semiglobal persistent jumping holds from Lemma 4.3.
2.5.5 Nondifferentiable Lyapunov-like functions for stability
The main result we present in this section in view of Chapter 6 is Fact 2.17. Fact 2.17
holds for a Lyapunov-like function that is not C1 in order to establish uniform global
stability in Definition 2.14, and is a generalization of Fact 2.16 for a C1 Lyapunov-
like function. For this reason, the Lyapunov function required for Fact 2.17 is weak
with respect to the Lyapunov function required for uniform global stability based on
Fact 2.16.
To state these two facts, we introduce first some preliminary concepts, among
which the ones of Lyapunov-like functions and bounded growth.
Definition 2.22 (Lyapunov-like function) Given a hybrid system H and a function V :
Rn → R, V is a Lyapunov-like function if for every solution φ ∈ SH it is nonincreasing
along φ, that is,
V(φ(t, j)) 6 V(φ(t, j)) (2.46)
for all (t, j), (t, j) ∈ domφ such that9 (t, j)  (t, j).
A slightly more general concept is bounding the growth of V along solutions by
some functions. This concept is formalized in Definition 2.23, for which we need
to define for a hybrid arc φ with domain domφ the next two functions (as in [47,
p. 170]):
t(j) := min
(t,j)∈domφ
t (2.47a)
j(t) := min
(t,j)∈domφ
j. (2.47b)
Definition 2.23 (Bounded growth of V [47, p. 170]) Given a hybrid system H and a
function V : Rn → R, any functions uc, ud : Rn → [−∞,∞], the growth of V along
solutions to H is bounded by uc, ud on Rn if for any φ ∈ SH
V(φ(t, j)) − V(φ(t, j)) 6
∫t
t
uc
(
φ
(
t, j(t)
))
dt+
j∑
j=j+1
ud
(
φ
(
t(j), j− 1
))
(2.48)
for all (t, j), (t, j) ∈ domφ such that (t, j)  (t, j).
The link between bounded growth in Definition 2.23 and Lyapunov-like functions
in Definition 2.22 is that if the growth of V is bounded by uc and ud on Rn, and uc
and ud are nonpositive on Rn, then V is a Lyapunov-like function.
For a Lyapunov-like function V , let us introduce two functions uc and ud that
bound its growth along solutions and are determined directly by the data (F,C, G,D)
of the hybrid system (2.1). For a continuously differentiable V , define the function
uC : R
n → [−∞,∞) as
uC(x) =
maxf∈F(x)〈∇V(x), f〉 if x ∈ C
−∞ otherwise. (2.49a)
For any V , define the function uD : Rn → [−∞,∞) as
uD(x) =
maxg∈G(x)
[
V(g) − V(x)
]
if x ∈ D
−∞ otherwise. (2.49b)
9 Points from the same hybrid time domain domφ can be naturally ordered by the order relation
, see [47, p. 27].
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Indeed, equations (2.49) bound the growth of V along solutions in the sense of Defi-
nition 2.23 because:
(i) As for the flow, we have that for any continuously differentiable V , any φ ∈ SH,
any j ∈ Z>0 such that Ij := {t : (t, j) ∈ domφ} has a nonempty interior, almost
any t ∈ Ij,
d
dt
V
(
φ(t, j)
)
= 〈∇V(φ(t, j)), d
dt
φ(t, j)〉 6 uC
(
φ
(
t, j
))
(2.50a)
since ddtφ(t, j) ∈ F(φ(t, j)) for almost all t ∈ Ij by Definition 2.4 of solution,
updated on page 11 under the hybrid basic conditions.
(ii) As for the jumps, we have that for any V , any φ ∈ SH and any (t, j), (t, j+ 1)
both belonging to domφ,
V(φ(t, j+ 1)) − V(φ(t, j)) 6 uD(φ(t, j)) (2.50b)
since φ(t, j+ 1) ∈ G(φ(t, j)) by Definition 2.4, item 3.
Then, for a V at least continuously differentiable on a neighborhood of C, we can
write
V(φ(t, j)) − V(φ(t, j))
=
∫t
t
d
dt
V
(
φ(t, j(t))
)
dt+
j∑
j=j+1
V
(
φ(t(j), j)
)
− V
(
φ(t(j), j− 1)
)
6
∫t
t
uC
(
φ(t, j(t))
)
dt+
j∑
j=j+1
uD
(
φ(t(j), j− 1)
)
(2.51)
bounding each term of the second line by (2.50a)-(2.50b).
Then, a uniform global stability result (see Definition 2.14) follows straightfor-
wardly from the bounded growth in (2.51) when uC and uD are nonpositive for
all z ∈ Rn (which means they are nonpositive in C or D, respectively because of
their definition in (2.49)) and V is bounded from above and below by two class K∞
functions. For its proof, refer to the end of this section.
Fact 2.16 Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system satisfying the hybrid basic conditions,
A ⊂ Rn be compact, α1 and α2 be class-K∞ functions and V : Rn → R be continuous on
Rn and continously differentiable on a neighborhood of C such that:
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A) ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.52a)
uC(x) 6 0 ∀x ∈ C (2.52b)
uD(x) 6 0 ∀x ∈ D, (2.52c)
where uC and uD are defined from H and V as in (2.49). Then A is uniformly globally
stable.
We are able now to present a weaker version of the Lyapunov result in Fact 2.16
that builds on a Lipschitz continuous, but no longer continuously differentiable V .
For a function V Lipschitz continuous at x, we can use the generalized (in the
sense of Clarke) gradient ∂V(x) of V at x [28, p. 20, Eq. (22)] given by
∂V(x) := co
{
lim
i→∞∇V(xi) : xi → x, xi /∈ Ξ, µ(Ξ) = 0
}
. (2.53)
The meaning of (2.53) is as follows. Take any sequence xi converging to x and avoid-
ing the set Ξ, which is any set of (Lebesgue) measure zero, and such that along xi,
∇V(xi) must exist and converge. Taking out a set Ξ of measure zero agrees with
Rademacher’s Theorem stating that a Lipschitz continuous function on an open set
in Rn is differentiable almost everywhere in the set. Finally, coS is the convex hull
of the set S.
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Using the generalized gradient in (2.53), we can introduce the following counter-
part of uC in (2.49a) as:
uˆC(x) =
maxf∈F(x),v∈∂V(x)〈v, f〉 if x ∈ C
−∞ otherwise. (2.54)
Fact 2.17 Let H = (C, F,D, G) be a hybrid system satisfying the hybrid basic conditions,
A ⊂ Rn be compact, α1 and α2 be class-K∞ functions and V : Rn → R be Lipschitz
continuous on Rn such that:
α1(|x|A) 6 V(x) 6 α2(|x|A) ∀x ∈ C∪D∪G(D) (2.55a)
uˆC(x) 6 0 ∀x ∈ C (2.55b)
uD(x) 6 0 ∀x ∈ D, (2.55c)
where uC and uD are defined from H and V as in (2.54) and (2.49b), respectively. Then A
is uniformly globally stable.
Also for the proof of the previous fact, refer to the end of this section.
Application 2.5 (Lipschitz Lyapunov function) Consider the system of Chapter 6 and
already described in Example 2.5 where the flow set was R3. Now for the state x = (σ,φ, v)
(corresponding to a change of coordinates), consider a restriction of the original system, that
is, the hybrid system H = (C, F, ∅, ∅) with
F :=
 −kivσ− kpv
φ− kvv− fc SGN(v)

C := {x : (v > 0,φ 6 fc) or (v 6 0,φ > −fc)}∩ {x : |σ| 6 K|v|},
(2.56)
where K > 0 is an arbitrarily large constant.
The attractor is defined in (2.14) as A = {(σ,φ, v) : |φ| 6 fc, σ = 0, v = 0}.
Consider then the Lyapunov-like function
Vˆ(x) :=12k1σ
2 + 12k2
(
dzfc(φ)
)2
+ k3|σ||v|+
1
2k4v
2
=12
[
|σ|
|dzfc(φ)|
|v|
]T [
k1 0 k3
0 k2 0
k3 0 k4
] [
|σ|
|dzfc(φ)|
|v|
]
,
(2.57)
which is Lipschitz continuous on Rn, but not smooth.
One can see that
cˆ1|x|
2
A 6 Vˆ(x) 6 cˆ2|x|2A ∀x ∈ C, (2.58)
as long as the positive scalars k1, . . . , k4 are chosen so that the inner matrix in (2.57) is
positive definite (see the proof of Lemma 6.3). Indeed, the squared distance to the attractor A
is by (2.15) |x|2A = σ
2 + v2 + dzfc(φ)
2. Therefore, (2.58) verifies easily Condition (2.55a)
of Fact 2.17.
We now set out to check condition (2.55b) of Fact 2.17. The (Clarke) generalized gradient
in (2.53) is the set
∂Vˆ(x) =
⋃
sσ∈SGN(σ),
sv∈SGN(v)
(k1σ+ k3|v|sσ, k2dzfc(φ), k3|σ|sv + k4v). (2.59)
Define an element f ∈ F(x) as f := (−kiv, σ−kpv,φ−kvv− fcsv) for some sv ∈ SGN(v).
Note that for x = (σ,φ, v) ∈ C, sv ∈ SGN(v) and sσ ∈ SGN(σ):
−svv = −|v|
|σ|sv(φ− fcsv) 6 −|σ||dzfc(φ)|
v(φ− fcsv) 6 −|v||dzfc(φ)|.
(2.60)
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Then, for x = (σ,φ, v) ∈ C
uˆC(x) = max
v∈∂Vˆ(x)
f∈F(x)
〈v, f〉
= max
sv∈SGN(v)
sσ∈SGN(σ)

[ − k1kivσ− kvk3|σ|svv]
+ [−k3kiv|v|sσ − k4kvv
2]
+ [k2dzfc(φ)σ+ k3|σ|sv(φ− fcsv)]
+ [−k2kpvdzfc(φ) + k4v(φ− fcsv)]

6 max
sv∈SGN(v)
sσ∈SGN(σ)

[ − k1kivσ− kvk3|σ||v|]
+ [k3ki|v|
2 − k4kvv
2]
+ [k2dzfc(φ)σ− k3|σ||dzfc(φ)|]
+ [−k2kpvdzfc(φ) − k4|v||dzfc(φ)|]

6 0
where the first inequality holds due to (2.60) and the second one because for each pair in
brackets, the second term is negative semidefinite and the coefficients k1, . . . , k4 can be cho-
sen such that the second term dominates the first (sign-indefinite or nonnegative) one (for
details see the proof of Lemma 6.3). Therefore, also condition (2.55b) of Fact 2.17 is verified.
A comment on the example is in order. This example, and in particular the choice of
C, stems essentially from the proof of Lemma 6.3 and Case (i) of the proof of item 2) of
Proposition 6.1 (page 101) in Chapter 6, but the setting was modified suitably to illustrate
Fact 2.17 and to have a slightly more involved generalized gradient, which goes well with the
purpose of illustrating generalized gradients.
2.5.5.1 Proofs of Facts 2.16 and 2.17
Proof of Fact 2.16. Note that the continuous differentiability of V is necessary to
define the function uC because of the gradient appearing in (2.49a). For the given V
and for each φ ∈ SH, (2.51) holds true. Using there (2.52b) and (2.52c), we obtain
V(φ(t, j)) 6 V(φ(t, j)) for every (t, j)  (t, j), and in particular
V(φ(t, j)) 6 V(φ(0, 0)) ∀(t, j) ∈ domφ. (2.61)
Using the bounds by the two class K∞ functions in (2.52a), we complete (2.61) as
α1(|φ(t, j)|A) 6 V(φ(t, j)) 6 V(φ(0, 0)) 6 α2(|φ(0, 0)|A) ∀(t, j) ∈ domφ,
and then
|φ(t, j)|A 6 α−11
(
α2
(
|φ(0, 0)|A
)) ∀(t, j) ∈ domφ, (2.62)
where α−11 ◦ α2 is a class-K∞ function [59, Lem. 4.2]. (2.62) holds for each φ ∈ SH,
and amounts to the property of uniform global stability [47, Def. 3.6]. 
Proof of Fact 2.17. To prove this fact, we need to show that also in this weaker setting
Equation (2.61) holds, that is,
V(φ(t, j)) 6 V(φ(0, 0)) ∀(t, j) ∈ domφ. (2.63)
If (2.63) holds, then the use of bounds in (2.55a) allows to conclude the uniform
global stability of A with the same reasoning as in Fact 2.16.
1. Consider a generic jump for each φ ∈ SH (that is, both (t, j) and (t, j + 1)
belong to domφ, φ(t, j) ∈ D, φ(t, j+ 1) ∈ G(φ(t, j))). Then,
V(φ(t, j+ 1)) − V(φ(t, j)) 6 max
g∈G(φ(t,j))
[V(g) − V(φ(t, j))] 6 0 (2.64)
by (2.55c) and (2.49b).
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2. Consider for any φ ∈ SH and any j ∈ Z>0 a single flow interval Ij :=
{t : (t, j) ∈ domφ} with nonempty interior, and apply the results in [28, §3.3].
In particular, by [28, Thm. 3.2], we have that for all t ∈ Ij, the function
t 7→ V(φ(t, j(t))) is decreasing in a nonstrict sense (that is, t1 ∈ Ij and t2 ∈ Ij
and t1 < t2 imply V
(
φ(t2, j(t2))
)
− V
(
φ(t1, j(t1))
)
6 0) if and only if for all
x ∈ C and for all v ∈ ∂PV(x) it holds
max{〈v, f〉 : f ∈ F(x)} 6 0,
where ∂PV is the proximal subgradient of V (see [28, §3.2]). This implies that:
if
max
v∈∂V(x),f∈F(x)
〈v, f〉 6 0
(that is, (2.55b) holds), then
max
v∈∂PV(x),f∈F(x)
〈v, f〉 6 0
because, as we shall show next,
max
v∈∂V(x),f∈F(x)
〈v, f〉 > max
v∈∂PV(x),f∈F(x)
〈v, f〉. (2.65)
But if maxv∈∂PV(x),f∈F(x)〈v, f〉 6 0, then for each t ∈ Ij (such t is greater than
or equal to t(j) in (2.47a) by construction)
V(φ(t, j)) − V(φ(t(j), j)) 6 0. (2.66)
Equations (2.64) and (2.66) hold for each solution φ ∈ SH, across each jump and
along each flow interval, respectively, so that they prove together the claim (2.63).
To conclude the proof we need then to show that (2.65) is true. This follows from
the fact that for a Lipschitz continuous V at x, ∂PV(x) ⊂ ∂V(x). Indeed, the gen-
eralized notions of gradients ∂V , ∂LV (the limiting subdifferential) and ∂PV in [28,
§3.1-3.2] all exist for each point x where V is Lipschitz continuous, and we have that
∂PV(x) ⊂ ∂LV(x) ⊂ ∂V(x) (2.67)
for the following reasons.
• Any v ∈ ∂PV(x) also belongs to ∂LV(x) because ∂LV(x) := { lim
i→∞ vi : vi ∈
∂PV(xi), xi → x, V(xi)→ V(x)} [28, p. 21] and the constant sequences xi = x,
vi = v ∈ ∂PV(x) for all i > 0 satisfy the properties to be in the set ∂LV(x). This
means then that ∂PV(x) ⊂ ∂LV(x).
• ∂LV(x) ⊂ ∂V(x) because ∂V(x) = co{∂LV(x)} [28, p. 21].

2.5.6 Meagre output functions and invariance principles
Invariance principles originating from the well-known LaSalle’s invariance principle
are by themselves a means to establish attractivity in the presence of weak Lyapunov
functions that do not satisfy a strict decrease condition, which they balance with
some knowledge of the solutions. A possible route to invariance principles is through
the use of weakly meagre output functions. In the context of invariance principles,
weakly meagre output functions also constitute a generalized version of the Lyapunov
functions typically used to prove invariance, as is noted at the end of this Section.
Historically, the name of output functions relates to investigating stability proper-
ties for the solutions to
x˙ = f(x)
y = h(x)
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in terms of the output function h and the integrability along solutions of t 7→ y(t) =
h(x(t)) (see [22]). The use of meagre functions in the context of nonlinear dynami-
cal systems probably originated in [33]; the definition of a weakly meagre function
follows.
Definition 2.24 (Weakly meagre function [47, p. 178], [74, Def. 4.1]) A measurable
function f : R>0 → R is called weakly meagre if
lim
n→∞
(
inf
t∈In
|f(t)|
)
= 0
for every family {In : n ∈N} of nonempty and pairwise disjoint closed intervals In in R>0
with length uniformly bounded below by a positive number.
To simplify the discussion, note that f summable on R>0 (that is, f in L1 on R>0)
or such that limM→∞ ∫M+τM |f(t)|dt = 0 for τ > 0 is then weakly meagre.
Before stating Fact 2.19, which is the main result presented in this section, we need
to introduce the notions of ω-limit set and invariance. We also provide a standard
result about the ω-limit set of a solution.
Definition 2.25 (ω-limit set of a hybrid arc [47, Def. 6.17]) The ω-limit set of a hybrid
arc φ : domφ → Rn, denoted Ω(φ), is the set of all points x ∈ Rn for which there
exists a sequence {(t, j)i}∞i=1 of points (ti, ji) ∈ domφ with limi→∞ ti + ji = ∞ and
limi→∞ φ(ti, ji) = x. Every such point is an ω-limit point of φ.
Definition 2.26 (Weak and strong invariance [47, Def. 6.19, Def. 6.25]) Given a hybrid
system H, a set S ⊂ Rn is said to be:
• weakly forward invariant if for every ξ ∈ S there exists at least one complete φ ∈
SH(ξ) with10 rge(φ) ⊂ S;
• weakly backward invariant if for every ξ ∈ S, every τ > 0, there exists at least one
φ ∈ SH(S) such that for some (t∗, j∗) ∈ domφ, t∗ + j∗ > τ, it is the case that
φ(t∗, j∗) = ξ and φ(t, j) ∈ S for all (t, j) ∈ domφ with t+ j 6 t∗ + j∗;
• weakly invariant if it is both weakly forward invariant and weakly backward invariant;
• strongly forward invariant if for every φ ∈ SH(S), rge(φ) ⊂ S.
With Definitions 2.25-2.26, we can have the following result about the ω-limit set
of a solution.
Fact 2.18 (Weak invariance of Ω(φ) [47, Prop. 6.21]) If H satisfies the hybrid basic
conditions and φ ∈ SH is complete and bounded, then Ω(φ) is weakly invariant and
|φ(t, j)|Ω(φ) → 0 as t+ j→∞, (t, j) ∈ domφ.
In Chapter 6, only the flow part of (2.1) will be considered, so we provide here an
invariance principle limited to the flow that uses weakly meagre functions. The refer-
ences [105, Lem. 5.1] and [47, Thm. 8.11] provide a full version for hybrid dynamical
systems.
Fact 2.19 (Meagre invariance principle [105, Lem. 5.1], [47, Thm. 8.11]) Let φ be a
complete solution to
x˙ ∈ F(x), x ∈ C
with (F,C) satisfying the hybrid basic conditions in Assumption 2.1.
10 Given a hybrid arc φ : domφ→ Rn, the range of φ is the set rge(φ) := {x ∈ Rn : ∃(t, j) ∈
domφ such that x = φ(t, j)}.
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1. If there exists `c : Rn → [0,∞] lower semi-continuous11 such that t 7→ `c(φ(t)) is
weakly meagre, then
Ω(φ) ⊂ {z ∈ rgeφ : `c(z) = 0}.
2. If there exists `c : Rn → [0,∞] such that t 7→ `c(φ(t)) is weakly meagre, then
Ω(φ) ⊂ {z ∈ rgeφ : ∃zi → z, zi ∈ rgeφ, lim inf
i→∞ `c(zi) = 0}.
Proof. In [105, Lem. 5.1], consider a hybrid system that flows only and a global
setting (U and O in [105, Lem. 5.1] are taken as Rn). For this case, item 2 rephrases
[105, Lem. 5.1], and item 1 is justified in [105, p. 2291].
Application 2.6 (Weakly meagre output function) The proof of Section 6.4.2 is an
application of item 1 of Fact 2.19, with `c = v2. Indeed, all solutions φ = (φσ, φφ, φv) are
complete and bounded, and satisfy∫+∞
0
`c(φ)dt =
∫+∞
0
φv(t)
2dt < +∞,
that is, `c ◦φ is summable and consequently weakly meagre (see the discussion after Defini-
tion 2.24). By item 1 of Fact 2.19, the ω-limit set Ω(φ) is contained in {z ∈ rgeφ : v = 0}.
Finally, we note that Fact 2.19 generalizes [103, Thm. 2.10], which extended the
integral-invariance principle in [22] for differential equations to the case of dif-
ferential inclusions. In particular, item 1 of Fact 2.19 is itself a generalization of
[103, Thm. 2.10] since item 1 asks for weakly-meagreness of `c ◦ φ, whereas [103,
Thm. 2.10] asks for summability of `c ◦φ (see the discussion after Definition 2.24).
11 A function f : Rn→ R is lower semi-continuous at x0 if
lim inf
x→x0
f(x) > f(x0),
and is lower semi-continuous if it is lower semi-continuous at every point of its domain.
3H Y B R I D C A N C E L L AT I O N O F R I P P L E D I S T U R B A N C E S
A R I S I N G I N A C / D C C O N V E RT E R S
In AC/DC converters, a peculiar periodic nonsmooth waveform arises, the so-called
ripple. In this chapter we propose a novel model that captures this nonsmoothness
by means of the hybrid dynamical systems described in Chapter 2, where the state
jumps are performed at certain switching instants, and we illustrate its properties
with reference to a three phase diode bridge rectifier. As the ripple corrupts an un-
derlying desirable signal, we propound two observer schemes ensuring asymptotic
estimation of the ripple, the first with and the second without knowledge of the
switching instants. Our theoretical developments are well placed in the context of
recent techniques for hybrid regulation and constitute a contribution especially for
our second observer, where the switching instants are estimated. Once asymptotic
estimation of the ripple is achieved, the ripple can be conveniently canceled from the
desirable signal, and thanks to the inherent robustness properties of the proposed
hybrid formulation, the two observer schemes require only that the desirable signal
is slowly time varying compared to the ripple. Exploiting this fact, we illustrate the
effectiveness of our second hybrid observation law on experimental data collected
from the Joint European Torus tokamak.
The content of this chapter is entirely based on [19] and [20].
3.1 introduction : problem statement and comparison with other
approaches
Many engineering applications require power electronics in their actuators and of-
ten these power electronics are equipped with AC/DC converters whose switching
nature produces a peculiar ripple disturbance. A similar disturbance on the torque
arises in the presence of split ring commutators on the shaft of DC motors or in
brushless DC motor drives [67, 112]. Ripple disturbances may have damaging ef-
fects on control design, not only because they affect the actuation signal (like in
motors), but also because they often affect the power supply, thus possibly affecting
all sensor measurements due to the magnetic coupling. This phenomenon is espe-
cially noticed in high-power applications such as tokamaks and plasma control [95].
One of the important features of the ripple is that its frequency is typically a known
parameter with little uncertainty, because it is a multiple of the utility frequency in
the electrical power grid, which is in turn tuned very finely to the values of either
50 or 60 Hz. Due to this fact, it appears natural to address the problem of ripple
estimation and rejection using linear [42] or nonlinear [56, Ch. 8] regulation theory.
However, the peculiar non-smoothness of ripple disturbances makes them less
prone to be addressed with classical continuous-time approaches and makes it an
interesting problem to be tackled using hybrid regulation theory (see, e.g., the pre-
liminary work in [79] and the more recent results in [25, 26, 30, 80] and references
therein). These works, as well as the approach adopted here, are based on the novel
framework for the description of nonlinear hybrid dynamical systems described in
Chapter 2. In particular, the advantage of adopting that framework will be evident
here because it enables us to exploit important robustness properties following from
suitable regularity of the dynamics. We make large use of the robustness results out-
lined in Section 2.4 (and originating from [47, Chap. 7]) to specifically address a “rip-
ple cancellation” problem, wherein the ripple corresponds to a high-frequency per-
turbation affecting a slowly varying signal within an available measurement. Then
the goal of our design is to estimate the ripple component that can be suitably sub-
tracted from the measurement signal. To this end, we consider a general context
where an unknown constant bias affects the measurement, we take care of this con-
stant bias by incorporating a band-pass filter in our ripple observer, and then rely
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on the robustness results from Fact 2.8 [47, Cor. 7.27] to apply the scheme in the
presence of slowly varying signals.
Our approach is much inspired by the recent results in [39] and the machinery
given in [118, Thm. 2] (also reported in [40, Lemma 1] with a notation that resembles
more closely the situation addressed here). We would also like to emphasize that
a hybrid approach to tackle this problem does not seem to be the only viable one,
because the ripple disturbance is indeed an absolutely continuous function and one
may find ways to generate it with a nonsmooth continuous time approach (see, e.g.,
the results in [78] where a continuous-time exosystem is built that generates the
absolute value of a cosine waveform). However, it remains unclear how to do this
for the specific waveform characterized in here. Our results are also close in nature
to those reported in [30, §4.2], where a hybrid exosystem also generates the absolute
value of a cosine waveform. However, as compared to that result, we focus here
on ripple signals that perform commutations at phases different from ±pi/2 (see also
Remark 3.1). Alternative methods that are relevant in the proposed context pertain to
the scientific area of observer design for switched systems, because one may think of
the ripple as being generated by a suitable switching system. Then, one may follow
the approaches in [93] if the active mode (or, equivalently, the jump times among
modes) is known, or rely on the approaches of [12, 92, 94] and references therein,
where the active mode is estimated online. In addition to requiring a reformulation
of our model as a switched system (which seems to be possible due to the continuity
of the ripple output), the problem with applying these switched observation laws
is that it is unclear how to take into account the slowly varying signal affecting
the output measurement. In our work we incorporate a band-pass filter to remove
that component from our ripple observer, and then we use the robustness of our
formulation to prove rigorous properties of our scheme under a reasonable timescale
separation assumption. Conversely, within the active mode detection of the above
works, this seems to be a nontrivial goal.
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.2 we introduce the hybrid model
for the ripple generation and present the cancellation problem under consideration.
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we illustrate the two proposed estimation schemes, and state
and prove their desirable properties. These properties are illustrated in Section 3.5
in simulations, for ideal nonsmooth signals. Finally, in Section 3.6 we illustrate the
effectiveness of the more general scheme on the experimental measurements from
the JET tokamak.
3.2 a hybrid model for the ripple and problem statement
Let us consider a simple physical example where a ripple disturbance arises, that
is, the three phase diode bridge rectifier depicted in Figure 3.1, where the valves
are ideal diodes. This device converts a three-phase voltage to a mono-phase almost
direct voltage, which is applied to a load, for example a resistor. The resulting voltage
is almost direct because, due to the logic of conversion, a non smooth waveform, the
ripple, is superposed to the ideal direct voltage.
vAG
vBG
vCG
A
B
C
vP
vN
voLOAD
G
Figure 3.1: A three phase diode bridge rectifier for AC/DC conversion, which results
in a waveform affected by a ripple.
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Indeed, by denoting ground by G, the three phase voltages have the form:
vAG = vA − vG = Vf sin (ωt+ θ0)
vBG = vB − vG = Vf sin
(
ωt+ θ0 −
2pi
3
)
vCG = vC − vG = Vf sin
(
ωt+ θ0 −
4pi
3
)
.
(3.1)
Lemma 3.1 Given the power supply in (3.1), the output voltage vo of the converter in
Figure 3.1 is
vo = vP − vN =
√
3Vfmax
i∈Z
cos
(
ωt+ θ0 − i
pi
3
)
. (3.2)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can set θ0 = 0 in (3.1). Then, vo = vP − vN =
vPG − vNG can be determined using the known rules in electronics that establish
which diode is conducting among more than one connected at cathode or anode. We
get then from standard results in circuit theory:
vo = vPG − vNG =
= max
i∈Z
{
Vf sin
(
ωt− i
2pi
3
)}
−min
j∈Z
{
Vf sin
(
ωt− j
2pi
3
)}
= max
i,j∈Z
{
Vf sin
(
ωt− i
2pi
3
)
− Vf sin
(
ωt− j
2pi
3
)}
= Vf max
i,j∈Z
{
2 cos
(
ωt− (i+ j)
pi
3
)
sin
(
(j− i)
pi
3
)}
=
√
3Vfmax
i∈Z
{
cos
(
ωt− (2i+ 1)
pi
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−i=1
, cos
(
ωt− (2i+ 2)
pi
3︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−i=2
)
,
− cos
(
ωt− (2i− 1)
pi
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−i=−1
,− cos
(
ωt− (2i− 2)
pi
3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
j−i=−2
}
=
√
3Vfmax
i∈Z
cos
(
ωt− i
pi
3
)
,
where the last step can be carried out via graphical inspection.
Over an interval [0, T ] = [0, 2pi/ω], (3.2) can be equivalently obtained by taking at
each time the maximum among the three line-to-line voltages and their opposites in
sign, as depicted in Figure 3.2.
0 T/6 T/3 T/2 2T/3 5T/6 T
0
Time [s]
Vo
lta
ge
 [V
]
√
3Vf √
3Vf
√
3/2
−
√
3Vf  
 
vAG-vBG
vAG-vCG
vBG-vCG
vBG-vAG
vCG-vAG
vCG-vBG
vO
Figure 3.2: Line-to-line voltages in a three-phase diode bridge rectifier.
Based on the hybrid system formalism presented in Section 2.1, we propose a
different characterization of the ripple and we show in Proposition 3.1 how it repre-
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sents equivalently the physical example we have just introduced. The flow and jump
dynamics read
x˙r =
[
0 −ω
ω 0
][
xr1
xr2
]
=: Arxr
˙¯b = 0
 (xr, b¯) ∈ C (3.3a)
x+r =
[
1 0
0 −1
][
xr1
xr2
]
=: Jrxr
b¯+ = b¯
 (xr, b¯) ∈ D. (3.3b)
The flow and jump sets C and D are specified below. We use the following output
equations:
yr = xr1 + b¯ =
[
1 0
]
xr + b¯ =: Crxr + b¯ (3.3c)
θ = ∠(xr). (3.3d)
Output yr in (3.3c) is the measured signal comprising a constant bias signal b¯,
whereas θ is not available for measurement (even though we may assume knowl-
edge of its transition times, see Section 3.3). Function ∠(·) returns the phase of the
vector at the argument, namely for each xr 6= 0 it is the only angle θ ∈ (−pi, pi] satis-
fying xr = |xr|
[
cos(θ)
sin(θ)
]
, which is well defined for all xr satisfying |xr| 6= 0. Note that
the function ∠(·) coincides with the well-known function atan2(·, ·) taking values in
(−pi, pi].
The jump and flow sets in (3.3a)-(3.3b) are defined as
K := {(xr, b¯) : δ 6 |xr| 6 ∆, |b¯| 6 ∆ with ∆ > δ > 0} (3.3e)
C := {(xr, b¯) : − pi/6 6 θ 6 pi/6}∩K (3.3f)
D := {(xr, b¯) : θ = pi/6}∩K (3.3g)
and are depicted in Figure 3.3, where we added a possible solution to (3.3) flowing
in C and jumping when it reaches D. In C and D, the intersection with the set K
assumes that a nonzero ripple is actually present (strictly positive δ) but is bounded
(existence of ∆). Indeed, δ 6= 0 only excludes |xr| = 0, corresponding to no ripple
at all, and ensures that ∠(·) in (3.3d) is well defined. However, δ and ∆ can be
arbitrarily small and large, respectively, and nowhere in our design the knowledge of
their values is required. Moreover, this choice enables us to deal with compact C and
D, so that (3.3) satisfies the hybrid basic conditions presented in Section 2.2, whose
benefits in terms of results were illustrated after Section 2.2 throughout the rest of
Chapter 2. In particular, this allows us to derive our main result, Theorem 3.2, for
the case of constant b¯, but apply the corresponding scheme to the case of a slowly
time varying signal b¯ based on Fact 2.8.
Remark 3.1 If the ripple was not generated by a three-phase system, we would consider a
different angle in (3.3f) and (3.3g) instead of pi/6. For example, for a 6-phase or a 12-phase
system the angle would be respectively pi/12 or pi/24. y
The following straightforward Proposition 3.1 motivates the study of ripple dis-
turbances through the hybrid model (3.3). Hybrid time domains in Definition 2.2
allow us to parametrize by the two directions (t, j) the solutions to (3.3) in the sense
of Definition 2.4. We constrain θ0 to be in the set [−pi/6, pi/6] because any other
value of θ0 could be shifted to this interval without changing the resulting value of
vo in (3.2). A relevant fact that we also establish below is that all solutions to (3.3)
can be continued forward in time and have unbounded domain in the t direction
of the hybrid time (t, j) (this implies that all maximal solutions are complete, see
Definition 2.5).
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xr2
xr1
∆
δ
D
K
C
Figure 3.3: Sets K, C, D (projected on the plane (xr1, xr2)) together with a possible
trajectory (solid arrow for the flow and dashed arrow for a jump).
Proposition 3.1 For any value of θ0 and Vf > 0 in (3.2), there exist initial conditions
xr(0, 0) =
√
3Vf
[
cos θ¯0
sin θ¯0
]
and b¯(0, 0) = 0 such that the unique solution to (3.3) has
unbounded domain in the ordinary time direction and satisfies yr(t, j) = vo(t), for all
(t, j) ∈ dom(yr).
Proof. First notice that (3.2) provides the same output for shifts of pi/3 in θ0 (due
to the max). Therefore we consider without loss of generality θ0 ∈ [−pi/6, pi/6] and
θ¯0 = θ0. We carry out the proof in polar coordinates that are globally defined in
C∪D. In particular, for a linear oscillator like (3.3a), the coordinate θ in (3.3d) evolves
along flows according to θ˙ = ω. Moreover, by the definition of jump set (3.3g), as
soon as θ = pi/6, (3.3b) in polar coordinates reads(
|xr|
[
cos(pi6 )
sin(pi6 )
])+
= Jr|xr|
[
cos(pi6 )
sin(pi6 )
]
= |xr|
[
cos(−pi6 )
sin(−pi6 )
]
,
showing that |xr| remains constant and θ changes sign across jumps. Therefore, each
pair of consecutive jumps witnesses a dwell time of exactly pi/(3ω), which is the
time for θ to flow again from −pi/6 to pi/6. This shows dwell time of all solutions and
proves that the domain of all solutions is unbounded in the ordinary time direction.
Indeed, the flow and jump maps are Lipschitz single-valued functions and no flow
is possible from the jump set, because the flow map θ˙ = ω points out of C∪D (more
rigorously, its intersection with the tangent cone to C ∪D is empty – see [47, Prop.
6.10]). Therefore, the solution to (3.3) is unique. From (3.3a), ddt |xr| = 0 along flows
and θ keeps revolving in the set [−pi/6, pi/6], where cos(θ) assumes its maximum.
Therefore, all solutions starting from b¯(0, 0) = 0 satisfy
yr(t, j) = xr1(t, j) = |xr(t, j)| cos(θ(t, j))
= |xr(0, 0)|max
i∈Z
cos
(
θ(0, 0) +ωt− ipi3
)
,
(3.4)
and then for xr(0, 0) =
√
3Vf
[
cosθ0
sinθ0
]
and θ(0, 0) = θ0 in (3.4), the (unique) solution
to (3.3) satisfies the claim.
By using Proposition 3.1, it is evident that in our motivating example we would
like to track the zero-mean nonsmooth ripple disturbance
d(t) := vo(t) −
ω
2pi
∫ 2pi
ω
0
vo(τ)dτ = vo(t) −
3
√
3Vf
pi
, (3.5a)
to get from yr(t) the direct voltage simply as yr(t) − d(t). Identity
ω
2pi
∫ 2pi
ω
0
vo(τ)dτ =
6ω
2pi
∫ 2pi
12ω
−
θ0
ω
− 2pi
12ω
−
θ0
ω
√
3Vf cos(ωτ+ θ0)dτ =
3
√
3Vf
pi
(3.5b)
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was used in the integral in (3.5a).
More generally, the goal of this chapter can be formulated as follows.
Problem 3.1 In a measurement yr, a desirable signal σ is affected by a (nonsmooth, zero-
mean) ripple disturbance d, that is,
yr = σ+ d. (3.6)
Our objective is to estimate asymptotically d only from yr, so that we recover σ by trivial
subtraction. We assume σ slowly varying compared to the timescale of d.
When the hybrid basic conditions are satisfied, Fact 2.8 establishes notably that
if stability and convergence of an estimate dˆ of d hold for a constant σ, then they
are preserved also for a slowly varying σ thanks to inherent robustness properties,
therefore in our design we will assume that σ be constant.
We can now specify the quantities of Problem 3.1 with respect to the ripple model
in (3.3). The zero-mean ripple disturbance is
d(t, j) := yr(t, j) − b¯(t, j) −
3
pi |xr(t, j)| = xr1(t, j) −
3
pi |xr(t, j)| : (3.7a)
b¯ and 3pi |xr| are constant due to (3.3a) and (3.3b), as we noted also within the proof of
Proposition 3.1, and b¯+ 3pi |xr| is precisely the mean of the measurement yr because
the mean of the signal xr1(·,max(·,j)∈domxr1 j) is the constant 3pi |xr|, with analogous
steps as in (3.5)1. Then, based on (3.6), the desirable signal is
σ(t, j) := b¯(t, j) + 3pi |xr(t, j)|, (3.7b)
which motivates the introduction of the constant term b¯ in order to model an arbi-
trary constant value for σ. Based on (3.7a), the disturbance estimate is finally
dˆ(t, j) := xˆr1(t, j) −
3
pi |xˆr(t, j)|. (3.7c)
3.3 ripple estimation with knowledge of switching instants
If the switching instants of the ripple generator in (3.3) are known, it is possible to
design an estimator consisting in a suitable Luenberger observer during flows and
performing simultaneous jumps with the ripple generator (namely, the jump and
flow sets remain unchanged and do not depend on the observer states). This cor-
responds to a simplified setting for the observer design. The assumption that the
switching instants of the hybrid ripple generator are available to the ripple observer
may be verified, for example, if the observation algorithm is connected to the cir-
cuitry commanding the switches of the rectifier in Figure 3.1, so that the switching
times are known. Another case is that of a torque ripple generated by a DC motor
where one may assume to measure the shaft angle and then compute the switching
times based on the position of the split ring commutator.
BAND-PASS
FILTER
xr -
GENERATOR
b¯
yr
y^r
ef
SIGNAL WITH
RIPPLE DISTURBANCE
SWITCHING INSTANTS
ESTIMATION
OF xr d^ = x^r1 − |x^r|
3
pi
RIPPLE ESTIMATE
Figure 3.4: Scheme with generator, filter and hybrid observer of xr when the switch-
ing instants are known.
1 Or by noting that xr1 = |xr| cosθ and computing the mean 6pi
∫pi/6
0 |xr| cosθdθ.
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The architecture of the proposed solution is sketched in Figure 3.4. The block
“Signal with ripple disturbance” corresponds to the hybrid system in (3.3), whereas
the block “Band-pass filter” corresponds to
F(s) :=
s
ω(
1+ sω
)2 , (3.8)
with a double pole at the ripple frequency ω that isolates the dominant mode of
the (nonsmooth) signal d from the constant bias and the high-frequency noise. The
specific form of F(s) is crucial to obtaining the structure below in (3.10) and the result
of Lemma 3.2. The state-space representation of (3.8) is
[
Af Bf
Cf
]
:=
 0 1 0−ω2 −2ω 1
0 ω
 . (3.9a)
For the observer (block “Estimation of xr”) and filter dynamics, we add to (3.3) the
following flow and jump equations
x˙f = Afxf +Bf(yr − yˆr)
˙ˆxr = Arxˆr + Lef
}
(xr, b¯) ∈ C (3.9b)
x+f = xf
xˆ+r = Jrxˆr
}
(xr, b¯) ∈ D, (3.9c)
and the following output equations
ef = Cfxf
yˆr = Crxˆr
(3.9d)
where L :=
[
`
0
]
is the Luenberger gain and the scalar ` > 0 is a design parameter,
whose tuning strategy is commented at the end of this section. The flow and jump
sets are the same as in (3.3) and depend only on output θ in (3.3d). We emphasize that
to implement the hybrid observer (3.9) it is not necessary to measure θ, but only to
know its switching times, that is, the times when the observer state xˆr should jump.
To suitably analyze the overall system (3.3) and (3.9), let us introduce the error
variable
e :=
[
x˜r
x˜f
]
:=
[
xr − xˆr
xf +A
−1
f Bfb¯
]
, (3.10a)
where x˜r is the error related to the ripple generation and x˜f is a coordinate transfor-
mation of the filter state variables chosen to satisfy Afx˜f = Afxf + Bfb¯. Thanks to
˙¯b = 0 and CfA−1f Bf = 0, the (hybrid) error dynamics corresponds then to
e˙ =
[
Ar −LCf
BfCr Af
]
e =: Aee, (xr, b¯) ∈ C (3.10b)
e+ =
[
Jr 0
0 I2
]
e =: Jee, (xr, b¯) ∈ D, (3.10c)
for which Lemma 3.2 holds.
Lemma 3.2 Given dynamics (3.3) and (3.9) and the error dynamics (3.10), for every ` > 0,
the selection L :=
[
`
0
]
in (3.9b) and (3.10b) ensures the existence of P = PT > 0 and
H ∈ R1×4 such that (H,Ae) is an observable pair and the function
V(e) := eTPe (3.11)
satisfies
〈∇V(e), Aee〉 = −eTHTHe, (xr, b¯) ∈ C (3.12a)
V(Jee) − V(e) = 0, (xr, b¯) ∈ D. (3.12b)
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Proof. Consider the diagonal
P :=
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 ω3` 0
0 0 0 ω`
]
.
From ` > 0, it follows P = PT > 0. Moreover, using Ae in (3.10b), one obtains
PAe +A
T
eP =
[
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −4ω2`
]
= −HTH,
with H := [ 0 0 0 2ω
√
` ]. Then (3.12a) follows. As for H, the observability of the pair
(H,Ae) is verified through the observability matrix HHAe
HA2e
HA3e
 ,
whose determinant is −16ω9`2 6= 0. Finally,
V(e+) − V(e) = V(Jee) − V(e) = e
T
(
JTePJe − P)e
= eT
([
JTr Jr 0
0 ω
3` 0
0 ω`
]
− P
)
e = 0
proves (3.12b), given that JTr Jr = I2.
Remark 3.2 The proof of Lemma 3.2 applies for any selection of the jump instants. Therefore
the scheme in Figure 3.4 is effective at estimating the ripple yr also when the jump set D is
empty, which boils down to a standard linear disturbance rejection problem with an internal
model. Due to this fact, our scheme can be seen as a generalization of the last one, much
related to the recent works in [25, 26, 30, 80] and references therein. y
Based on the Lyapunov construction of Lemma 3.2 we state next our first main
result establishing asymptotic estimation of the ripple signal.
Theorem 3.1 For every ` > 0, the selection L =
[
`
0
]
in (3.9b) and in (3.10b) guarantees
that the compact attractor
A := {(xr, b¯, xˆr, xf) : e = 0 and (xr, b¯) ∈ K}, (3.13)
is uniformly globally exponentially stable for the closed-loop dynamics (3.3) and (3.9).
Proof. The proof of this result is illustrated in Application 2.2, and how it is encom-
passed in the context of weak Lyapunov functions is the subject of Section 2.5.3. As
it is explained extensively therein, the result is a direct consequence of [118, Thm. 2]
(in [40, Lemma 1] a parallel formulation to the present one is used), given the Lya-
punov function (3.11).
From (3.7a) and (3.7c) and (3.10a), the disturbance estimation error is
d− dˆ =
[
1 0 0 0
]
e+
3
pi
(|xˆr|− |xr|), (3.14)
so that Theorem 3.1 implies that for any positive choice of the scalar parameter `,
the estimate dˆ converges uniformly and exponentially to the ripple disturbance d.
Smaller selections of ` lead to slower convergence but are less sensitive to noise,
whereas larger selections of ` lead to faster convergence but larger noise sensitivity
should be expected. This is a well-known trade-off when designing linear observers
with large gain (see [71, Eq. (3)]) such as (3.10b), and even more for high-gain ob-
servers [10]. Possible remedies are taken into consideration in [10, 71] and references
therein. We did not consider such remedies in light of the fact that in our final
scheme of Section 3.4 we choose a small value of ` as specified in Remark 3.5.
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3.4 ripple estimation without knowledge of switching instants
In most practical cases it is difficult if not impossible to know the switching instants,
and the scheme of the previous section cannot be implemented. This calls for the
enhanced estimation scheme in Figure 3.5, where we estimate the switching instants
by building an estimate θˆ of the unavailable output θ in (3.3d).
BAND-PASS
FILTER
xr -
GENERATOR
b¯
yr
y^r
ef
SIGNAL WITH
RIPPLE DISTURBANCE
SWITCHING
INSTANTSESTIMATION
RIPPLE OBSERVER
OF θ
ESTIMATION
OF xrd^ = x^r1 − |x^r|
3
pi
RIPPLE
ESTIMATE
Figure 3.5: Scheme with generator, estimation of the switching instants, filter and
hybrid observer of xr when the switching instants are not known.
Remark 3.3 In the sequel, to keep the notation simple, we will introduce several coupled
dynamical systems representing different components of the scheme in Figure 3.5 and having
different jump and flow sets. These jump and flow sets will be specified in terms of only
some state variables, implicitly meaning that the other state variables may assume any value
within their respective domains. With this simplified notation we refer to the hybrid system
constructed having flow set corresponding to the intersection of all the specified flow sets,
flow map arising from stacking up all the specified flow equations (no flow equations will
be repeated, thus generating no ambiguity), jump set corresponding to the union of all the
jump sets, and jump map corresponding to the stack of all the specified jump maps. More
concretely, an exemplification of what we mean by this simplified notation, can be found
in Application 2.3, where we extracted some of the flow and jump equations of this section
and we assembled them consistently with the hybrid system formalism, that is, with a single
flow/jump map and set. y
Using the simplified notation mentioned in Remark 3.3, we preserve the main
dynamics in (3.9) using a jump rule now triggered by the new state θˆ
x˙f = Afxf +Bf(yr − yˆr)
˙ˆxr = Arxˆr + Lef
˙ˆθ = ω,
θˆ ∈
[
−
pi
3
,
pi
6
]
(3.15a)

x+f = xf
xˆ+r = Jrxˆr
θˆ+ = θˆ− pi/3,
θˆ ∈
[pi
6
,
pi
3
]
, (3.15b)
with the same output equations (3.9d). Note that the lower bound on θˆ in (3.15a)
and the upper bound in (3.15b) are coarser than those in (3.9b) and (3.9c), because
we want to leave some margin for suitable adaptation of θˆ as in (3.18b).
Clearly, dynamics (3.15) converges to the right estimate when θˆ = θ. The scheme
is then completed by an additional action that updates periodically θˆ in such a way
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that it converges to θ. Such convergence will be established based on the Lyapunov
function:
Vθ(θ, θˆ) := min
i∈Z
(
θ− θˆ+ i
pi
3
)2
= θ˜2, (3.16a)
θ˜ := θ− θˆ+ i∗
pi
3
, (3.16b)
i∗ := arg min
i∈Z
(
θ− θˆ+ i
pi
3
)2
. (3.16c)
In particular, the following lemma is fundamental to achieve this convergence
property.
Lemma 3.3 Consider any hybrid solution to solely (3.3) and (3.15). The output θ˜ defined
in (3.16b) and the Lyapunov function Vθ in (3.16a) both remain constant along flows and
across jumps. Moreover, defining2 for each t > 0 the function j∗(t) := max
(t,j)∈domθ
j, the next
identity holds:∫t+ pi
3ω
t
θˆ
(
τ, j∗(τ)
)
d
(
τ, j∗(τ)
)
dτ = −|xr(0, 0)|ρ(θ˜), (3.17)
where ρ is such that θ˜ 7→ ρ(θ˜)θ˜ is a positive definite function in the interval θ˜ ∈ (−pi/6, pi/6)
and d is in (3.7a), corresponding to d = |xr| cos(θ) − 3pi |xr|.
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6
pi
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−pi
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−pi
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6
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Figure 3.6: Proof for θ˜ > 0 (left) and θ˜ < 0 (right).
Proof. When one considers solely (3.3) and (3.15), θ˜ and Vθ remain constant along
solutions because θ˙− ˙ˆθ = ω−ω = 0 along flows and θ+ = θ− pi3 (similarly for θˆ
+)
so that across jumps quantity i∗ in (3.16c) changes but the minimum in (3.16a) does
not.
Regarding integral (3.17), we compute it by dividing the analysis in the two cases
shown in Figure 3.6. After some calculations, essentially splitting each integral in
two parts, ρ in (3.17) can be found to be
ρ(θ˜) :=
−
1
6ω
(
pi− 6θ˜− 2pi sin
(
pi
6 − θ˜
))
=: ρp(θ˜) θ˜ > 0
−ρp(−θ˜) θ˜ < 0
so that θ˜ 7→ ρ(θ˜)θ˜ is positive definite in (−pi/6, pi/6).
Remark 3.4 As graphically illustrated in Figure 3.6, scalar θ˜ characterized in Lemma 3.3
is the difference between θ and θˆ modulo pi/3, that is, by θ˜ one measures their distance in a
way that remains constant across jumps. y
2 Note that the definition of j∗(t) is valid for all t > 0 because all solutions have unbounded
domain in the ordinary time direction, as established in Proposition 3.1.
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Based on the preliminary result of Lemma 3.3, we complete now the hybrid ob-
server (3.15) with an additional dynamics implementing integral (3.17) and imposing
a suitable jump rule on θˆ to ensure its convergence to θ. Consider
˙¯yr = 0
˙¯yrI = yr − y¯r
η˙ = θˆ(yr − y¯r)
τ˙ = 1,
τ 6 pi
3ω
(3.18a)

y¯+r = y¯r + kav
3ω
pi
y¯rI
y¯+rI = 0
η+ = 0
τ+ = 0
θˆ+ = θˆ− satpi
6
(kθη),
τ =
pi
3ω
, (3.18b)
whose quanties are now detailed. τ is a periodic timer ensuring that integral (3.17) is
computed periodically; over this period state y¯rI integrates the difference between
output yr and its average value, so that y¯r can converge to the average value of
yr. η implements the left-hand side of (3.17) by subtracting the (estimated) average
value y¯r from measurement yr and multiplying it by θˆ. kav ∈ (0, 1] and kθ > 0 are
two positive gains that can be tuned according to the guidelines in Remark 3.5. The
function satpi
6
(·) is the scalar symmetric saturation function whose output is limited
within [−pi/6, pi/6]: note that this limitation ensures that θˆ+ always belongs to the
union of the flow and jump sets in (3.15), which guarantees existence of solutions (for
example, when the timer τ reaches the value pi/(3ω), a negative correction term kθη
could induce θˆ+ > pi/3 without the saturation, hence bringing the solution outside
of C∪D).
The overall ripple estimation scheme corresponds to the plant (3.3), the estimator
dynamics in (3.15), and the extra flow and jump rules in (3.18), where the role of the
different jump and flow sets should be intended as explained in Remark 3.3. The
overall state is then given by
ξ := (xr, b¯, xf, xˆr, θˆ, y¯r, y¯rI, η, τ),
where we note that because (xr, b¯) belongs to the compact set K in (3.3e) and τ ∈
[0, pi/(3ω)], then there exists a large enough scalar M such that (y¯r, y¯rI, η, τ) ∈MB4,
where B4 is the four-dimensional closed unit ball. In the next theorem we establish
parallel results to those of Theorem 3.1 in terms of stability properties of the compact
attractor
Ae := A× [−pi/3, pi/3]×MB4, (3.19)
whereA is defined in (3.13) and corresponds to the set where the estimate θˆ is correct.
Note that Theorem 3.2 only establishes local properties of the scheme although its
results could be strengthened by relying on a more sophisticated update law for θˆ
(see, e.g., [81] for global asymptotic stabilization of dynamics on bounded manifolds
like our angles θ and θˆ) and on global results on cascaded hybrid systems.
Theorem 3.2 For every ` > 0, every kav ∈ (0, 1] and a small enough value of kθ > 0, the
selection L :=
[
`
0
]
in (3.15a) guarantees that the compact attractor Ae is uniformly locally
asymptotically stable for the closed-loop dynamics (3.3), (3.15), (3.18).
Proof. The scheme can be represented as the cascade of three hybrid dynamical
systems.
The lowermost system corresponds to the dynamics restricted to the set
Aθ := {ξ : θ = θˆ},
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which is clearly forward invariant because the dynamics of θˆ coincide with that of θ.
By using the result of Theorem 3.1 it is readily seen that the dynamics restricted to
Aθ is UAS (actually UES) to Ae.
The intermediate system corresponds to the dynamics restricted to the set
Ay¯ := {ξ : y¯r = b¯(0, 0) +
3
pi
|xr(0, 0)|}, (3.20)
which is again forward invariant because, from (3.7a) and (3.3), the scalar b¯(0, 0) +
3
pi |xr(0, 0)| is the average value of yr(t, j
∗(t)), and b¯ and |xr| remain constant along
flows and across jumps. Also, the set Aθ is uniformly (locally) asymptotically stable
for the dynamics restricted to Ay¯. The use of a weak Lyapunov function together
with persistent jumping to establish asymptotic stability of Ay¯ is also illustrated in
Application 2.3 within Section 2.5.4 in a way that hints at the general property. Here,
we need to consider a local version of Fact 2.14 but we keep the same Lyapunov
function. In particular, to establish uniform local asymptotic stability of Aθ for the
dynamics restricted to Ay¯, we use the Lyapunov function Vθ in (3.16a), which re-
mains constant along flows (as established in Lemma 3.3). To analyze the change
of Vθ across jumps, first note that in Ay¯ we have that d = yr − y¯r. Then, due to
periodicity of timer τ in (3.18) and due to the results of Lemma 3.3, we have before
each jump in (3.18b) that η = −|xr(0, 0)|ρ(θ˜). Therefore, across all such jumps, the
quantity in (3.16b) satisfies
(θ˜+)2 =
(
θ− θˆ+ + (i∗)+
pi
3
)2
6
(
θ− θˆ+ + i∗
pi
3
)2
=
=
(
θ˜− satpi
6
(
kθ|xr(0, 0)|ρ(θ˜)
))2
,
(3.21)
where the inequality follows from the fact that i∗ in (3.16c) is a minimizer. Then
from uniform boundedness of |xr(0, 0)| and positive definiteness of θ˜ 7→ ρ(θ˜)θ˜ in the
set (−pi/6, pi/6), it is ensured that the function Vθ is (locally) strictly decreasing as
long as kθ > 0 is sufficiently small. For all other jumps triggered by the jump sets in
(3.3b) and (3.15b), function Vθ remains constant as established in Lemma 3.3. Since
jumps in (3.18b) are periodic from periodicity of τ, then the asymptotic stability of
Aθ relative to initial conditions from Ay¯ follows from persistent jumping and [47,
Prop. 3.24]. We showed in detail in Application 2.3 how the periodic jumps of τ
imply the property of persistent jump.
The uppermost system corresponds to the dynamics starting anywhere in the al-
lowable set of initial conditions, which clearly converge to the attractor in (3.20). In-
deed, at each jump triggered by (3.18b) it holds that 3ωpi yrI is the difference between
the average of yr, b¯(0, 0) + 3pi |xr(0, 0)|, and its estimate y¯r, so that the update law in
the first equation in (3.18b) leads to uniform convergence to zero of the Lyapunov
function Vy := (b¯+ 3pi |xr|− y¯r)
2 (once again we apply [47, Prop. 3.24] and persistent
jumping to establish this fact). Recall that b¯ and |xr| remain constant along solutions,
while y¯r remains constant during flowing, so that Vy remains constant along flows
and decreases across jumps thanks to kav ∈ (0, 1].
Once the three above nested (or cascade-like) results are established, the uniform
(local) asymptotic stability of the innermost attractor given by Ae in (3.19) can be
established applying iteratively the reasoning in [48, Corollary 19] by intersecting
the flow and jump sets with sufficiently large compact sets.
Remark 3.5 Small choices of kav may be desired to suitably filter possible noise affecting
the measurement. Similarly, kθ should be selected small in such a way to ensure that The-
orem 3.2 applies and that suitable noise rejection is obtained. In general, the tuning of the
three parameters kav, kθ and ` should be carried out based on the cascaded structure of the
proof. Indeed, to experience a graceful transient performance, it is reasonable to pick the gain
kav as the most aggressive one, kθ in such a way to induce an intermediate speed of conver-
gence, and ` as the one that induces the slowest transient. This type of tuning procedure was
adopted in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. y
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3.5 simulation results
The simulations of this section confirm the effectiveness of the methods presented
in Section 3.3 and 3.4 in the case of ideal nonsmooth signals. In Section 3.6 we apply
then the method of Section 3.4 to experimental signals.
3.5.1 Estimation with known switching instants
In this section we will present the simulations related to the results in Section 3.3,
for the scheme of Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.7: Convergence of xˆr to xr.
We had to implement slightly inflated versions of C and D as compared to (3.3f)-
(3.3g) to suitably address numerical issues. In particular, we chose for the simulations
Cs = {(xr, b¯) : −
pi
6
−  6 θ 6 pi
6
}∩K (3.22a)
Ds = {(xr, b¯) :
pi
6
6 θ 6 pi
6
+ }∩K, (3.22b)
where θ is the output defined in equation (3.3d) and  = pi50 is a small angle com-
pared to the ones of the flow set. This modification is important to prevent solutions
to exit both flow and jump set due to numerical problems and then stop prematurely.
In fact, if we implemented the equality θ = pi6 as in (3.3g), it would happen that the
numerical errors push any solution θ to slightly overflow from pi6 before the jump.
Then the jump condition is no more satisfied and the solution is terminated. Then,
once D is slightly extended beyond the thin set θ = pi6 , as in (3.22b), we have to
enlarge in a similar way the flow set C as in (3.22a) at its lower boundary so that
after the jump the solution is not terminated because it falls out of the flow set on
the opposite side.
For our simulations we choose frequency ω = 1, bias term b¯ = 0.1, design param-
eter ` = 25 and initial conditions xr(0, 0) =
[
1
0
]
, xf(0, 0) =
[
0
0
]
, xˆr(0, 0) =
[
1
1
]
.
Figure 3.7 shows the convergence of the error variables defined in (3.10a). We
stated in Theorem 3.1 that the compact attractor A is uniformly globally exponen-
tially stable, and this may seem in contrast with the convergence we are presenting
in Figure 3.7, where the magnitude of the state xˆr does not seem to converge to the
one of xr. What is actually happening is that there is a slow transient where the
magnitude error actually goes to zero. This fact is highlighted in Figure 3.8, where
we show the convergence of the Lyapunov function used in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
By zooming in the final part of the simulation (lower curve of Figure 3.8), we get that
the Lyapunov function is still decreasing, though in a very slow fashion, because the
difference in magnitude is almost non detectable from the output error.
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Figure 3.8: Convergence of the Lyapunov function (top) and for the final part of the
simulation (bottom).
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Figure 3.9: Disturbance d and its estimate dˆ (top). Convergence to zero of the error
d− dˆ (bottom).
The fact that the magnitude error is almost non detectable from the output is re-
vealed in the curves of Figure 3.9, corresponding to the disturbance d superimposed
to its estimate dˆ (upper curve) and the estimation error d− dˆ (lower curve). This fig-
ure highlights the desirable exponential convergence rate for d− dˆ noted after (3.14),
despite the fact that the magnitude estimation |xˆr| is still slowly converging.
3.5.2 Estimation with unknown switching instants
In this section we present the simulations related to the scheme proposed in Sec-
tion 3.4 and represented in Figure 3.5.
For the sake of consistency with the previous Section 3.5.1, we maintained the
value  = pi50 for the sets (3.22), the frequency ω = 1, the bias term b¯ = 0.1, the
design parameter ` = 25, and the initial conditions xr(0, 0) =
[
1
0
]
, xf(0, 0) =
[
0
0
]
,
xˆr(0, 0) =
[
1
1
]
. We have to add two more design parameters, kθ = 10 and kav = 0.99,
and the initial states for the other variables y¯r(0, 0) = 3pi1.5, τ(0, 0) = yrI(0, 0) =
η(0, 0) = 0, θˆ(0, 0) = pi10 .
We show in Figure 3.10 that θˆ converges asymptotically to θ very fast. In Fig-
ure 3.11 we show the convergence of xˆ to x: we see a similar tail with slow conver-
gence to zero of the magnitude error, as in Figure 3.7. The convergence of dˆ to d is
almost identical to the one in Figure 3.9 apart from an initial transient, whose du-
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Figure 3.10: Convergence of θˆ to θ (zoomed time scale).
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Figure 3.11: Convergence of xˆr to xr.
ration is comparable to the one seen for the convergence of θˆ to θ shown in Figure
3.10.
3.6 jet experimental measurements
In this Section we apply the scheme in Figure 3.5 from Section 3.4 to experimental
data collected from the JET tokamak [88].
The stabilization of the unstable plasma vertical position at JET facilities is achieved
by changing the radial magnetic field produced by the current flow on dedicated
coils. Such current is regulated by the Vertical Stabilization (VS) system by means
of a current amplifier named ERFA. At the time of experiment ]78000 (used here) a
previous amplifier FRFA (Fast Radial Field Amplifier) was in place. The VS system
acts on the FRFA requesting a desired current IFRFA,des that is obtained as the sum of
two terms: the “fast” velocity loop that reacts promptly to plasma vertical displace-
ments and the “slow” current loop that aims at regulating IFRFA to zero. The ripple
generated by the power electronics present in the experiment affects the feedback
signal ZPD, which is obtained by combining suitable magnetic measurements (from
the Mirnov coils). For the current application we have
yr(t) = α IFRFA(t) +ZPD(t) (3.23)
where IFRFA is the current flowing within the poloidal coil and the scaling factor α =
4 · 104 m/s/A. All these quantities are depicted in Figure 3.12, where it is evident
that the specific value of α in the linear combination (3.23) is selected to eliminate
the current bursts around time 17.72 (to be found whenever a nonzero voltage is
applied to the FRFA) and to let the ripple signal emerge in yr. The resulting signal
yr is of clear graphical significance (the ripple effect was hidden in the oscillations
within IFRFA and ZPD) but its experimental meaning goes beyond the goal of this
Chapter. The experimental data on which we tested our hybrid observer are the
useful 20-second portion of pulse ]78000.
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Figure 3.12: Experiment data from the JET tokamak: current IFRFA, measurement
ZPD and their combination yr.
To obtain a ripple-free signal, we apply the scheme in Figure 3.5 where we discard
completely the “Signal with ripple disturbance” block and we inject directly into
the “Ripple observer” block the signal yr in (3.23). As a matter of fact, we have no
longer a constant signal on which the ripple disturbance is superposed, but a signal
that varies slowly with respect to the frequency of the ripple, as one can see from
the bottom of Figure 3.12. As clarified after Problem 3.1, our solution also applies to
this case, as long as the signal b¯ is sufficiently slowly varying. In particular, based
on Fact 2.8 we have the following Corollary. Fact 2.8 is itself a consequence of robust
asymptotic stability for compact attractors and under the hybrid basic conditions, as
illustrated in Section 2.4.
Corollary 3.1 For every ` > 0, every kav ∈ (0, 1] and a small enough value of kθ > 0,
the selection L :=
[
`
0
]
in (3.15a) guarantees that the compact attractor Ae in (3.19) is
uniformly locally asymptotically stable for the closed-loop dynamics (3.3), (3.15), (3.18), with
the second equation in (3.3a) replaced by ˙¯b ∈ [−ρb, ρb], where ρb is a sufficiently small
positive constant.
Note that the modified dynamics for b¯ in the above statement enables considering
“biases” that are varying at a sufficiently small rate ρb. According to the discus-
sion after Problem 3.1 (see Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7c)) the signal resulting from the ripple
cancellation filter corresponds to
σˆ := yr − dˆ = yr −
(
xˆr1 −
3
pi |xˆr|
)
. (3.24)
Figure 3.13 is obtained for the following parameters and initial values of the hybrid
observer in (3.15) and (3.18): ` = 7.5, kav = 0.9, kθ = 1, y¯r(0, 0) = −0.5 · 106,
y¯rI(0, 0) = 0, η(0, 0) = 0, τ(0, 0) = 0, θˆ(0, 0) = 0, xf(0, 0) =
[
0
0
]
, xˆr(0, 0) =
[
9.6·106
0
]
(leading to a phase shift of roughly 90◦). Following the discussion at the beginning of
Section 3.5.1 about implementing slightly inflated versions of flow and jump sets, in
the current case of JET measurements we used only {ξ : pi3ω 6 τ 6 1.005
pi
3ω } instead
of {ξ : τ = pi3ω } since we have no longer a ripple generator. This forces the maximal
hybrid solutions to be also complete (see Definition 2.5) and prevents numerical
perturbations from bringing solutions out of C∪D, leading to premature termination
of complete solutions. At the bottom of Figure 3.13 we have both yr and σˆ on the
full timescale. In the upper part, the beginning of the time history is zoomed on the
left, and the end on the right (same zoom as in Figure 3.12). The red vertical lines
correspond to the instants when the estimate θˆ jumps: at the beginning they are not in
phase with the original signal yr while at the end they are, so that after convergence
the hybrid observer effectively removes from yr the ripple disturbance dˆ in the right
central part of Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Original signal yr, desirable signal σˆ and ripple estimate dˆ in different
timescales.
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Figure 3.14: Internal model scheme and signals.
We compare our hybrid approach with one based on the internal model (IM)
principle for linear systems [42]. According to the internal model principle, we may
approximate the ripple disturbance d in yr by a pure sinusoid with frequency 6ω,
deliberately neglecting its nonsmoothness and thereby accepting a steady-state resid-
ual error. Then a standard unity-feedback system as in Figure 3.14 guarantees that
dˆIM approximately manages to converge to the main linear harmonic in d, and by
subtracting dˆIM from yr one gets asymptotically some linear estimate σˆIM of the
desirable signal σ. We note that the coefficients κ1 and κ2 in IM(s) affect mainly
the transient, and are less relevant for the (approximately) asymptotic tracking we
want to show in Figure 3.15. The resulting σˆIM from this approach is plotted in
Figure 3.15 together with σˆ from our hybrid approach, which provides an improved
estimation because it is based on a more accurate model of the specific ripple wave-
form. In particular, note that the linear cancellation scheme exhibits noticeable errors
where the ripple waveform is not differentiable.
We also compare our approach with the solution of a (nonlinear) optimization
problem exploiting numerical tools. Consider as cost function the squared error be-
tween the (sampled) output yr and the estimated signal yˆr over a window of N past
samples, that is,
JN(k) :=
N−1∑
i=0
(
yr(tk−i) − yˆr(tk−i)
)2 (3.25)
yˆr(tj) = σˆ
J
j +
√
3Vfmax
i∈Z
cos
(
ωtj + θj − i
pi
3
)
−
3
√
3
pi
Vf,
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The minimization variables (in yˆr) are θk and σˆ
J
k, and their optimal values are found
iterating a numerical gradient descent algorithm on JN (through fmincon() of the
optimization toolbox of Matlab®). In our case we have Vf = 1.8 ·106 and we takeN =
30 samples, and the result is shown in Figure 3.15. This approach is similar to the one
proposed in [85, 108] where Newton and extremum-seeking techniques have been
exploited to minimize JN. With this approach the computational complexity is much
higher, the time spent by iterations at each new sample to provide the new value of
θk and σˆ
J
k is not known a priori, and the resulting σˆ
J
k can be nonsmooth. Important
high frequency information could be canceled out by this approach, whose proof
of convergence is in general a difficult problem and has not been addressed for the
considered example.
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Figure 3.15: Original signal yr and signals deprived of ripple: σˆ with our approach,
σˆIM with the internal model scheme, σˆJ by solving an estimation prob-
lem.
Although our hybrid observer scheme is presented for offline experimental data,
we finally emphasize that it can be used for estimating and removing the ripple on
line, so that an estimate of the desirable signal σˆ in (3.24) is available for feedback
purposes.
4G L O B A L R E S U LT S O N R E S E T- I N D U C E D P E R I O D I C
S O L U T I O N S O F P L A N A R S Y S T E M S
In this Chapter we study the existence of asymptotically stable periodic solutions
induced by reset feedback. The analysis is developed for a planar system. Casting
the problem into the setting of hybrid dynamical systems of Chapter 2, we show
that a periodic orbit arises from the balance between the energy dissipated during
flows and the energy restored by resets, at jumps. The asymptotic stability of the
periodic orbit is studied with hybrid Lyapunov tools and the satisfaction of the so-
called hybrid basic conditions ensures robustness of asymptotic stability. Extensions
of the approach to more general mechanical systems are discussed.
The content of this Chapter is entirely based on [16].
4.1 introduction : motivation and approach
Starting from the important theorem of Poincaré-Bendixson, many theoretical efforts
have been made in the characterization of periodic orbits for planar continuous-time
nonlinear systems, motivated by the pervasive presence of oscillators in electronics,
mechanics and biology [49, 54]. A recent research direction seeks to extend this effort
to the hybrid setting described in Chapter 2 in the sense that for a planar dynamical
system, a suitable interplay of continuous flow and discrete jumps of the solutions
leads to the existence of attractive periodic hybrid solutions. The relevance of this
topic in engineering is readily shown by the studies on bipedal robotic walking,
where periodic hybrid solutions arise from the combination of the free motion of
the legs (continuous flow) with the impulsive action of the impacts to the ground
(discrete jumps) [119, 124].
The paper provides a stability analysis of hybrid periodic solutions for planar
mechanical systems based on the hybrid Lyapunov stability tools described in Sec-
tion 2.5. The main motivation for the paper comes from the literature on variable
impedance actuators, typically adopted in robotics. Strongly inspired by biological
musculoskeletal systems, these actuators have a tunable stiffness and/or damping,
which play a relevant role to improve motion efficiency [51, 63–65]. For multi-body
systems with frequency separation between first and subsequent natural modes, [62]
and [65] show that periodic oscillations can be obtained by means of simple switch-
ing control laws tuned only on the first natural mode. Taking advantage of a number
of hybrid tools, we revisit and extend the results in [62]. We model the dynamics
in [62] as a hybrid system and we show the existence of a unique (hybrid) periodic
orbit corresponding to when the energy dissipated during flow balances the energy
restored by the reset control action at a jump. The asymptotic stability of the peri-
odic orbit follows from the decrease along system solutions of a suitable Lyapunov
function tailored on the kinetic and potential energies just after and just before a
jump.
The most relevant advantage of the approach is the intrinsic (in-the-small) robust-
ness of asymptotic stability (see Section 2.4), which makes possible the use of the
reset feedback law in applications. The robustness of the design guarantees that the
stability of the attractor persists, and is degraded with continuity, in the presence of
small parameter perturbation or when the instantaneous reset law is replaced by a
(sufficiently) fast continuous actuation.
The asymptotic stability of the attractor holds for any parameter configuration
that allows for a unique periodic orbit. This follows from the fact that the Lyapunov
function is based on the mechanical energy just after and just before a jump. Its min-
imum is represented on the phase space by the set of points such that the dissipated
and restored mechanical energy are balanced. Its decay is a natural consequence
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of the mechanical features of the system. Indeed, no explicit characterization of the
periodic orbit is required.
We anticipate that our Lyapunov-based analysis has similarities with the classical
Poincaré analysis of periodic orbits. The level sets of the Lyapunov function are
univocally identified by the points of the hyperplane at which resets occur. This
hyperplane plays the role of a Poincaré section. Namely, along the portion of solution
starting from and returning to this hyperplane, the overall decrease of our Lyapunov
function captures the convergence of the return map towards the fixed point. The
advantage of a Lyapunov analysis is the characterization of the basin of attraction of
the periodic orbit. In this sense, our approach is close in nature to the analysis of the
rimless wheel in [104].
The chapter is organized as follows. The hybrid dynamics is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 provide conditions for the existence of periodic hybrid
solutions and for their stability. The corresponding technical proofs are postponed to
Section 4.7. Simulations in Section 4.5 illustrate the convergence towards the unique
hybrid periodic orbit of the system. A comparison with the literature and further
discussions are reported in Section 4.6.
4.2 description of the system
Based on [62], consider the classical mass-spring-damper mechanical system
mq¨+ cq˙+ k(q− θ) = 0 (4.1)
with mass, damping and elastic constants respectively m, c, k. q is the displacement
of the mass and θ is the control input. The elastic force provided by the spring is
proportional to the difference q − θ. The role of θ is to enforce a variation in the
stored potential energy of the spring. Following [51], θ could represent in a hopping
robot the process of preloading the spring during the flight phase; the spring is then
released by a clutch mechanism when touching the ground.
In what follows θ is piecewise constant: it toggles between −θˆ/2 and θˆ/2when the
solutions of the system pass through the hyperplane defined by {(q, q˙) ∈ R2 : q−
θ = 0}. θˆ > 0 is a design parameter such that 12kθˆ
2 is the amount of potential
energy loaded in the spring at switches (further comments on its role can be found
in Remark 4.2). Switches on θ can be considered as the limit of a very fast continuous
action on the spring, a kick of energy, rapidly moving θ from one value to the other
in {−θˆ/2, θˆ/2}.
With coordinates x1 := q−θ and x2 := q˙, we represent the dynamics of the system
according to the formalism of Section 2.1. Since θ is constant, the flow dynamics
reads
x˙ =
[
x˙1
x˙2
]
= f(x) :=
[
x2
− cmx2 −
k
mx1
]
, x ∈ C. (4.2a)
The flow set C enabling flow dynamics is given by
C := {x ∈ R2 : x1x2 6 0}∪ {x ∈ R2 : |x1| > θˆ, x1x2 > 0}. (4.2b)
The jump dynamics reads
x+ ∈ G(x) :=
[
θˆ sgn(x2)
x2
]
, x ∈ D (4.2c)
where
sgn(x2) :=
sign(x2) if x2 6= 0
{1,−1} if x2 = 0.
The jump set D enabling jump dynamics is given by
D := {x ∈ R2 : x1 = 0}. (4.2d)
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−θ^
C
C C
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D
jump
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Figure 4.1: Flow set C and jump set D on the phase plane.
Figure 4.1 provides a graphical illustration of the flow and jump set on the system
phase plane. Equation (4.2d) allows jumps to occur when q−θ =: x1 = 0. For x2 6= 0,
we have that |x1| is reset from 0 to |x+1 | = θˆ, that is, |q
+ − θ+| = |q− θ+| = θˆ. Indeed,
the reset corresponds to a switch in the equilibrium position of the spring, through
actuation. We do not reset the mass position q. Because of the described reset policy,
it makes sense that when using the coordinates (x1, x2) (instead of (q, q˙)), the set
C∪D is not R2.
The behavior of the solutions is illustrated in Figure 4.2 for a system with param-
eters m = 1 kg, c = 0.3 Ns/m, k = 1 N/m, θˆ = 0.2 m, for two different initial
conditions. The two solutions converge asymptotically to an attractor defined by the
image of a hybrid periodic solution, where periodicity must be intended in a hybrid
sense as clarified in the next section.
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Figure 4.2: Phase plot of hybrid solutions. Left: (x1,0, x2,0) = (0.1,−0.05). Right:
(x1,0, x2,0) = (0.5,−0.05).
Remark 4.1 In (4.2c) we used the set-valued mapping sgn to guarantee that the graph of
the jump map x 7→ G(x) is a closed set. This feature ensures the outer semicontinuity of G.
Outer semicontinuity of G combined with the continuity of f and with the fact that C and
D are closed sets guarantees that hybrid system (4.2) satisfies the hybrid basic conditions in
Section 2.2. In Chapter 2 we noted the manifold benefits induced by these conditions, among
which regularity of the solution set and robustness to small perturbations. y
4.3 uniqueness of the hybrid periodic orbit
The notion of periodicity for a hybrid solution in Definition 4.1 is a straightforward
extension of the usual notion of periodicity. The notions of solution, complete solu-
tion and domain can be found in Definitions 2.4, 2.5 and 2.2, respectively.
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Definition 4.1 (Hybrid periodic solution and orbit) Given any hybrid system H =
(C, f,D, G), a hybrid periodic solution is a complete solution x for which there exists a
pair (T, J) with either T ∈ R>0 and J ∈ Z>0 or T ∈ R>0 and J ∈ Z>0 such that
(t, j) ∈ dom(x) implies (t+ T, j+ J) ∈ dom(x) and, moreover,
x(t, j) = x(t+ T, j+ J). (4.3)
The image of x is a hybrid periodic orbit.
The following standing assumption on the parameters of the hybrid dynamics (4.2)
is necessary for the existence of a nontrivial1 hybrid periodic solution.
Assumption 4.1 θˆ, m, c and k are strictly positive. The roots of ms2 + cs+ k = 0 are
complex conjugate, that is
(
c
2m
)2
− km < 0.
Assumption 4.1 guarantees that mx¨1 + cx˙1 + kx1 = 0 is an underdamped me-
chanical system [84, Chap. 2.2]. When the system is not underdamped, there is no
guarantee that a nontrivial hybrid periodic solution exists. With real eigenvalues in
the flow map, the solutions of the system may converge to the origin according to
the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the slowest eigenvalue, lying in the
second/fourth quadrant for m, c, k > 0. In such a case, the solutions to (4.2) exhibit
at most one jump and the origin is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium.
The existence of a nontrivial hybrid periodic orbit follows from energy consider-
ations. Consider the -shaped curve C0 represented in Figure 4.3, given by the set
C0 := {x ∈ R2 : |x1| = θˆ, x1x2 > 0}∪ {x ∈ R2 : |x1| 6 θˆ, x2 = 0}. (4.4)
Under Assumption 4.1, the solutions starting from C0 necessarily flow until they
reach D. More specifically, flowing solutions from any x ∈ C in forward (respectively,
backward) time reach the set D (respectively, C0) in finite time because of the revolv-
ing nature of the flow solutions. The following quantities are thus well defined.
• Backward energies. By denoting by (x1b, x2b) the intersection with C0 after
flowing in backward time from x,
Tb(x) :=
1
2
mx22b Ub(x) :=
1
2
kx21b (4.5a)
are the backward kinetic and backward potential energies, respectively.
• Forward energies. By denoting by (x1f, x2f) the intersection with D after flow-
ing in forward time from x,
Tf(x) :=
1
2
mx22f (4.5b)
is the forward kinetic energy.
Figure 4.3 shows the level sets of Tb, Ub and Tf, which coincide indeed to flowing
portions of solutions to (4.2), because on such flowing portions Tb, Ub and Tf are
constant.
For each x 6= 0 the quantity Tb(x) +Ub(x) is the total mechanical energy of the
system right after a jump. The quantity Tf(x) is the total mechanical energy of the
system after a maximal2 flow, that is, right before a jump. The difference between
these two energies corresponds to the dissipation during flows.
The reset of θ injects energy into the system in the form of potential energy. This
fact and the central symmetry of the phase portrait (namely, if φ is a solution to (4.2),
−φ is a solution as well) imply that a hybrid periodic orbit corresponds to the set of
points satisfying the energy balance
Tb(x) +Ub(x) = Tf(x) +
1
2kθˆ
2, (4.6)
1 A nontrivial hybrid periodic orbit comprises more than one point.
2 In the same sense of maximal solutions as in Definition 2.4, namely that it can not be extended
further.
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Figure 4.3: Set C0. Flowing solutions. The curves from C0 to D are level sets of Tb,
Ub and Tf.
where the last term represents precisely the potential energy injected by a reset.
Given the mentioned central symmetry, x 6= 0 belongs to a hybrid periodic orbit only
if Ub(x) = 12kθˆ
2, so that (4.6) is equivalent to
Tb(x) = Tf(x). (4.7)
Indeed, suppose that there exist x on the hybrid periodic orbit with Ub(x) < 12kθˆ
2.
Then, for the periodicity of the hybrid orbit, it must be possible to jump to C0 ∩
{x : |x1| < θˆ}. But this is not admitted by the jump map in (4.2c), so it must be
Ub(x) =
1
2kθˆ
2.
The energy dissipated by solutions starting on C0 is derived in the next Lemma,
proven in Section 4.7.1.
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Figure 4.4: The hatched area is proportional to the energy dissipated by damping.
Lemma 4.1 Consider any solution x to (4.2) flowing from C0\{0} at ordinary time t1 to D
at ordinary time t2 > t1 and define the total mechanical energy at x as
E(x) := 12mx
2
2 +
1
2kx
2
1.
The dissipated energy between t1 and t2 is E(x(t1)) − E(x(t2)) and equal to cΠ, where Π
is the (unsigned) area within the curves given by the image of the solution, the set C0 and
the set D (hatched area in Figure 4.4).
As flowing solutions cannot intersect, it is clear from Figure 4.4 that for x =
(x1, x2) ∈ C0 the area Π(x) is a strictly increasing function of |x|, and so is the
dissipation. Its monotonicity with respect to initial conditions on C0 implies that
there is only one initial condition on C0 for which (4.6) holds, that is, there exists a
unique hybrid periodic orbit. We have then the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Under Assumption 4.1, there exists a unique nontrivial hybrid periodic orbit
for the hybrid system (4.2). Tb(x) = Tf(x) at each point x of the hybrid periodic orbit.
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Remark 4.2 Because of the monotonicity property we have established, the role of parameter
θˆ can be further commented on. Since 12kθˆ
2 corresponds to the potential energy introduced
at switches, larger θˆ’s result in larger periodic orbits. This is evident when comparing Fig-
ures 4.2 and 4.6, corresponding to values of θˆ equal to respectively 0.2 m and 0.3 m. y
4.4 global asymptotic stability of the hybrid periodic orbit
The stability of the nontrivial hybrid periodic orbit is a set stability problem. Con-
sider the attractor given by
A := {x ∈ C : Tb(x) = Tf(x), x 6= 0}. (4.8)
Energy considerations similar to those in the previous section readily show that
A is compact and forward invariant (see the proof of Lemma 4.2). The images of
all nontrivial hybrid periodic solutions of (4.2) coincide with A. Attractivity and
stability of the periodic motion follow from the next theorem.
Theorem 4.2 Under Assumption 4.1, the set A in (4.8) is an asymptotically stable attractor
for the hybrid system (4.2) with basin of attraction BA = R2\{0}.
The origin x = 0 is not in BA because it is a weak equilibrium: solutions to (4.2)
starting from the origin can flow forever staying at the origin; they may jump to −θˆ
or θˆ and then converge to the hybrid periodic orbit or they may flow in the origin
for a while and then jump to −θˆ or θˆ. Moreover, all x’s not belonging to C∪D are in
the basin of attraction as noted after Definition 2.11.
We remark that the stability of the set A does not require an explicit character-
ization of the hybrid periodic orbit. We only need to ensure the feasibility of the
balance in (4.6) (or, equivalently, (4.7)). Therefore, by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, the reset
feedback law induces a hybrid periodic solution for every parameter selection that
satisfies Assumption 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: The Lyapunov function V in logarithmic scale.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is based on a Lyapunov argument. Using the definitions
in (4.5), consider the Lyapunov function candidate for A given by
V(x) :=
(Ub(x) + Tb(x) − Tf(x) −
1
2kθˆ
2)2
Ub(x)
. (4.9)
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The shape and the level sets of V are illustrated in Figure 4.5. Note that the Lya-
punov function V blows up as x approaches 0 (the boundary of BA) and as x grows
unbounded, as shown in Figure 4.5 for the same parameter selection of Figure 4.2.
The next lemma is a key step towards proving Theorem 4.2, and is proven in
Section 4.7.2.
Lemma 4.2 Under Assumption 4.1, the set A in (4.8) is nonempty and compact and the
Lyapunov function V in (4.9)
(i) is positive definite with respect to A on BA ∩ (C∪D), namely
V(x) = 0 if x ∈ A
V(x) > 0 if x ∈ BA ∩ (C∪D)\A
lim
|x|→0+
|x|→+∞
V(x) = +∞ (4.10a)
(ii) is constant in the flow direction3
〈∇V(x), f(x)〉 = 0, ∀x ∈ C (4.10b)
(iii) provides strict decrease across jumps4
V (G(x)) − V(x) < 0, ∀x ∈ BA ∩D\A. (4.10c)
Remark 4.3 Item (i) of Lemma 4.2 implies that for any indicator function ω of A on BA
(see Definition 2.15) there exists class K∞ functions α and α such that
α(ω(x)) 6 V(x) 6 α(ω(x)). (4.11)
This is just a local version of Lemma 2.1. Moreover, from the global version of Fact 2.6 we
obtain that the asymptotic stability property established in Theorem 4.2 is robust on BA. y
To obtain Theorem 4.2, we need to combine the properties of V in Lemma 4.2 with
the next Lemma, which is proven in Section 4.7.3.
Lemma 4.3 Solutions to (4.2) enjoy a semiglobal persistent jumping property (enunciated
within Fact 2.15 and in Remark 2.1).
Based on Lemma 4.2, the proof of Theorem 4.2 is a mere application of Lyapunov
results described in Section 2.5. In particular, Lemma 4.2 establishes that function
V in (4.9) is a weak Lyapunov function for the compact attractor A, in the sense of
Equations (2.42) in Fact 2.15. Indeed, the fact that A is compact is sufficient to obtain
that (4.10a) implies (4.11) for any indicator function ω and suitable class K∞ func-
tions α, α. Moreover, (4.10b) coincides with (2.42b) and (4.10c) coincides with (2.42c)
because A is compact. As a consequence, we may apply a local generalization of
Fact 2.15 and Remark 2.1, as already illustrated in Application 2.4, because of the
semiglobal persistent jumping established in Lemma 4.3.
4.5 simulation results
We simulate the hybrid system (4.2) with the same parameters adopted in Figure
4.2, corresponding to m = 1 kg, c = 0.3 Ns/m, k = 1 N/m (eigenvalues s1,2 =
−0.15± i0.9887, consistent with Assumption 4.1). Instead of θˆ = 0.2 m we enforce
a reset to the larger value θˆ = 0.3. Compared to Figure 4.2, the hybrid periodic
orbit becomes larger as shown in the upper part of Figure 4.6. The bottom part of
Figure 4.6 shows the values of the Lyapunov function and of the states (x1, x2) as
functions of the ordinary time.
3 We do not give a formal proof of smoothness of V in our derivation, therefore it would be
more appropriate to use the directional derivative of V in (4.10b). We use here the gradient
notation to keep the discussion simple.
4 Note that sgn(x2) is single-valued for all x ∈D∩BA = {x ∈ R2 : x1 = 0,x2 6= 0} because
it is set-valued only at x2 = 0.
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Figure 4.6: Upper part: phase plot of the solutions. Bottom part: Lyapunov func-
tion and hybrid solutions projected on ordinary time for the two ini-
tial conditions. Left: initial condition (0.1,−0.05). Right: initial condition
(0.5,−0.05).
4.6 conclusions and future research
Following [62], different hybrid periodic orbits can be generated by exploiting dif-
ferent reset laws. Within the hybrid characterization (4.2), one of the switching laws
proposed in [62] is captured by the alternative flow and jump sets Calt and Dalt
given in Figure 4.7a: θˆ > 2φ and φ > 0 is a new control parameter, whose role is
commented in Remark 4.4. We have then the hybrid system
x˙ = f(x), x ∈ Calt
x+ = Galt(x) :=
[
x1 + θˆ sign(x2)
x2
]
, x ∈ Dalt.
(4.12)
With the parameter values of Section 4.5, the simulation of a number of solutions
is reported in Figure 4.7b. The approach and results in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 can be
extended to capture the stability properties of this new hybrid system, to show the
existence of a globally asymptotically stable hybrid periodic orbit. Figure 4.7 shows
the potentiality of the hybrid characterization in (4.2) in the sense that a number of
reset feedback laws can be modeled by variations on the definitions of the flow and
jump sets and of the jump map (see [62]). The monotonicity of the dissipated energy
is crucial for the uniqueness of the attractor. Within the family of reset feedback
guaranteeing existence and uniqueness of an asymptotically stable hybrid periodic
orbit, the system in Chapter 5 is a relevant instance.
Remark 4.4 By a suitable change of coordinates, (4.12) can be transformed into (5.8), so
that the relationships hold:
−y¯+ u¯ = φ (4.13a)
y¯+ u¯ = −φ + θˆ, (4.13b)
where y¯ and u¯ are quantities defined in (5.6) in Chapter 5. In Section 5.3, we discuss de-
sign guidelines to achieve a desired frequency and amplitude for the oscillations of (5.8), or
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Figure 4.7: φ = 0.2 and θˆ = 0.6.
equivalently (4.12), through the control parameters y¯ and u¯. Because of the linear transfor-
mation in (4.13), φ and θˆ can be equivalently used to the same end. We refer the reader to
Section 5.3 for a more clear discussion on the effect of the two parameters. y
It is natural to consider mechanical systems with elastic potentials typical of non-
linear springs, so that (4.2a) would read x˙2 = − cmx2 −
1
m
∂U
∂x1
where the potential
U is any positive definite function. A necessary condition for the existence of an
attractor with basin R2\{0} is the strict monotonicity of the elastic potential, namely
the positivity of the function x1 7→ x1 ∂U(x1)∂x1 . In fact, the lack of strict monotonicity
may lead to the coexistence of several attractors. The minimal requirement for the
existence of globally attractive hybrid periodic orbits is that the linearization of the
flow dynamics at the origin has complex conjugate eigenvalues, which is a straight-
forward generalization of Assumption 4.1. Otherwise, solutions that are sufficiently
close to the origin would flow towards it remaining in the second/fourth quadrant,
without triggering any reset. Tight sufficient conditions for the existence of a global
attractor for general elastic potentials are addressed in Chapter 5.
Finally, the generality of a Lyapunov approach for stability analysis calls for ex-
tensions of the method to more general mechanical systems. One further step is the
analysis of n-dimensional linear mechanical systems perturbed by resets. We also
recall that the model in (4.2), albeit an abstraction, stems from the robotics context.
Further analysis in Chapter 5 will investigate the potential of a similar model for
robotic applications, in particular the one of legged locomotion.
4.7 technical proofs
4.7.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1
The work performed by the nonconservative viscous force Fd = cx2 in moving the
point mass from a position 1 to a position 2 causes a change E2 − E1 in the total
mechanical energy [84, Page 9]. With the aid of Figure 4.4, let us exemplify it on
solutions like “traj. 1” and denote x1M the value at which a solution crosses the
line x2 = 0, so that on the solution x2 can be expressed as function of x1 for each
half-plane x2 > 0, x2 < 0. Then, by splitting the integral relative to the work in two
pieces, we get E(x(t2)) − E(x(t1)) =
∫x1M
θˆ
−(cx2)dx1 +
∫0
x1M
−(cx2)dx1 = −cΠ < 0.
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4.7.2 Proof of Lemma 4.2
The proof of this fact relies on Lemma 4.1. From (4.9),
V(x) =
( Eb(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ub(x) + Tb(x)−
Ef(x)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Tf(x)−
=:Uˆ︷ ︸︸ ︷
1
2kθˆ
2
)2
Ub(x)
=
(cΠ(x) − Uˆ)2
Ub(x)
, (4.14)
where Eb and Ef are the total energies of the system right after and right before
a jump, respectively; Uˆ is the potential energy at
[
θˆ
0
]
∈ C0; Π(x) is the (positive)
area spanned by the solution passing through x during a flow from C0 (where Eb is
evaluated) to D (where Ef is evaluated); and c > 0 is the damping coefficient in (4.1).
Figure 4.4 provides two examples for Π(x).
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.2. First notice that, due to the uniqueness
of flowing solutions, the function x 7→ Π(x) is necessarily strictly increasing as x
moves farther from the origin (or any compact set). Denote by cΠ0 := cΠ
([
θˆ
0
])
the
dissipated energy when starting from the corner of set C0 in (4.4). Moreover, denote
by cΠ? := 12kθˆ
2 = Uˆ the dissipated energy associated to the hybrid periodic orbit.
Note that Π? > Π0 necessarily, because cΠ0 cannot be larger than the total energy
Uˆ = cΠ? at the beginning of the corresponding solution starting from the corner of
C0. Then,
A = {x ∈ C : Π(x) = Π?, x 6= 0}, (4.15)
which proves that it is non-empty and compact. We prove now the three items of the
Lemma.
Item (i). Since V(x) in (4.14) is non-negative and zero if and only if Π(x) = Π?, from
expression (4.15) we obtain V(x) = 0 if and only if x ∈ A and positive otherwise.
Moreover, as x approaches zero, we have that Ub(x) tends to zero, which implies
V(x)→∞. Since Ub(x) 6 Uˆ for all x due to the structure of C0, lim|x|→∞ Π(x) = +∞
implies lim|x|→∞ V(x) = +∞.
Item (ii). This item follows straightforwardly from the fact that by construction
V(x) remains constant during flow.
Item (iii). First of all notice that x = [ x1x2 ] ∈ D implies x1 = 0 and that G(x) =[
θˆsign(x2)
x2
]
for all x ∈ D ∩BA. We split the proof in three cases. We only consider
jumps from points in the negative part of D (namely x2 < 0) because of the central
symmetry of the phase portrait. We also use the simplified notation Π+ to denote
Π(x+). Similar simplifications will be used for other quantities.
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Figure 4.8: Left: Π > Π? > Π0. Right: Π? > Π > Π0. Pink areas are Π+ mirrored
about the origin.
Case 1: Π > Π? > Π0. First of all, by uniqueness of solutions Π+ > Π?, otherwise
the flow would intersect the hybrid periodic orbit. Consider the left part of Figure 4.8
and note that Π > Π? implies Π+ < Π. Indeed, exploiting U+b = Ub = Uˆ = cΠ
? and
Tb +Ub = Tf + cΠ and T+b = Tf, we get Tb = Tf + cΠ− cΠ
? > Tf = T
+
b . Π > Π
+
follows by monotonicity. Finally, the result is proven from
0 = cΠ? − Uˆ < cΠ+ − Uˆ < cΠ− Uˆ.
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Case 2: Π? > Π > Π0. First of all, Π+ < Π? again from uniqueness of solutions.
Consider the right-part of Figure 4.8 and note that Π0 < Π < Π? implies Π+ > Π.
In fact, following the argument of Case 1, we have that U+b = Ub = Uˆ = cΠ
? and
Tb +Ub = Tf + cΠ and T+b = Tf thus Tb = Tf + cΠ− cΠ
? < Tf = T
+
b . The result is
proven from
0 = cΠ? − Uˆ > cΠ+ − Uˆ > cΠ− Uˆ.
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Figure 4.9: Case 3: 0 < Π < Π0.
Case 3: 0 < Π < Π0. Consider Figure 4.9. In this case we have Ub < Uˆ because Ub
is evaluated on the horizontal part of C0. Then
V+ − V =
(cΠ+ − Uˆ)2
Uˆ
−
(cΠ− Uˆ)2
Ub
<
(cΠ+ − Uˆ)2
Uˆ
−
(cΠ− Uˆ)2
Uˆ
.
Now, observe that cΠ+ < Uˆ = cΠ? because otherwise the forward solution from x+
would intersect the flowing portion of the hybrid periodic orbit (thus contradicting
uniqueness). Then, using Uˆ > 0, we get V+ − V < 0 from
(cΠ+ − Uˆ)2 − (cΠ− Uˆ)2 = c(Π+ −Π︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0
)(cΠ+ − Uˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0
+ cΠ− Uˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0
) < 0,
where we used (i) Π+ > Π from Π+ being evaluated from the vertical part of C0 and
(ii) cΠ < Uˆ from cΠ < Ub.
4.7.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3
This property is verified combining semiglobal practical persistent jumping defined
within Fact 2.15 and in Remark 2.1, and in principle it involves the set S∆ :=(
(A + ∆B)\A
) ∩ BA for each ∆ > 0 (the intersection with the basin of attraction
is introduced to have a local version of semiglobal persistent jumping). However,
for a simpler verification of the property, we can always find ∆ ′ generating the set
S ′∆ := ∆
′B∩BA such that S ′∆ ⊃ S∆ and then the solutions corresponding to the re-
strictions C∩S ′∆, D∩S ′∆ from (2.41) are a subset of the solutions corresponding to
the restrictions C∩S∆, D∩S∆. Then we set out to verify the semiglobal persistent
jumping property on solutions corresponding to the restriction with S ′∆.
For solutions that are not complete, a large enough N > 0 can always be found to
satisfy (2.43).
On the other hand, for each ∆ ′ > 0 and complete solutions, there exists a max-
imum time τRD between each pair of consecutive jumps in the domain of the so-
lutions5 to the restricted hybrid system, and τRD is strictly less than the length of
the first flow interval of a solution to the nonrestricted hybrid system starting from
5 That is, a uniform reverse dwell time.
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Figure 4.10: Flow set C and jump set D and ∆ ′B.
x(0, 0) =
[
θˆ
∆′
]
. This upper bound of τRD holds because the flow map is given by
the linear system in (2.3a), for which solutions starting on the same ray take the
same time to reach the ray {x : x1 = 0, x2 6 0} (where they jump), and a ray passing
through
[
θˆ
∆′
]
bounds from above the one taking the largest time. An illustration is
provided in Figure 4.10. Moreover, complete solutions cannot jump twice at the same
ordinary time but there is always a flow portion between any two consecutive jumps.
Therefore, for each ∆ ′ and complete solutions, (2.43) is satisfied with j > t/τRD.
5R E S E T C O N T R O L O F M I N I M A L - O R D E R M E C H A N I C A L
S Y S T E M S
In this Chapter we present for the same second order nonlinear mechanical system
two reset control strategies allowing to either sustain or damp oscillations. These
two behaviors are seen here as complementary aspects, in the sense that a suitable
mirroring of the jump map associated to the reset strategy suffices to go from one
behaviour to the other. We first present our results building on classical tools from
reset control (relay feedback) applied to nonlinear mechanical systems. Then we take
some first steps toward turning our stability results into a design procedure for the
case of sustaining oscillations. We show the applicability of the two reset control
strategies to the case of a hopping mass and an automotive suspension. The final
section contains the proofs of the results, where some powerful facts from the hybrid
system framework can be exploited after we provide a hybrid system formulation
of the closed-loop system. The arguments of the proofs also draw many conclusions
from the physically intuitive notions of energy for the considered mechanical system.
The content of this chapter is based on [17].
5.1 introduction : literature connections and applicability of the
framework
This chapter focuses on nonlinear mechanical systems and two fundamental behav-
iors that can be induced by reset control, namely, sustain or damp oscillations. Both
behaviors can be obtained through suitable reset strategies on the same reference
mechanical system, which is a second order system with nonlinear potential gradi-
ent modulated by the control input, and a damping coefficient that can depend on
both position and velocity, as long as the damping increases with the absolute value
of the velocity.
In the same spirit of [45] (or [55] for a broader approach encompassing neuro-
biology and biomechanics) and the templates mentioned in [43], we claim the use
of minimal order mechanical systems in this chapter because they can provide the
fundamental explanation to the phenomena of reset-sustained and reset-damped
oscillations, as we show for the applications in Section 5.4. At the same time, con-
sidering minimal order systems allows us to come up with design procedures like
in Section 5.3. (As future work, we intend to show that the properties of these phe-
nomena are preserved also when we consider more complex models under suitable
timescale separations.)
We decide to present our results in the settled framework of reset control, in Sec-
tions 5.2.1 for sustaining oscillations and in Section 5.2.2 for damping them. The
promising features of reset control for generating limit cycles have been extensively
studied for a linear system with a relay feedback interconnection (see, e.g., [70,
§18.1.8] and references therein). Indeed, in the case of sustained oscillations with
linear potential gradient, our results boil down to the classical work in [7] (see also
Remark 5.1). The reset framework is intended to make the results more accessible
because their scope is at an intersecting point among different technical fields (con-
trol theory, robotics and automotive, as we will discuss later). At the same time, the
system described here can be presented through the state-dependent switching [72,
§1.1.1]. At any rate, the reset framework (as well as the switching framework, see [47,
§1.4]) can be included in the larger class of hybrid dynamical systems in Chapter 2,
upon whose formalism a more rigorous description and the proofs of the results rely
heavily. Therefore, a hybrid system formulation is provided in the exposition before
the proofs in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, respectively parallel to Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
Our analysis also draws arguments from the classical tools of Poincaré section and
map [54].
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Strictly connected to the minimal order of the model, our reset control laws have
the virtue of simplicity, both in terms of the sensing and the actuation required. In-
deed, we need one sensor to detect when the position reaches a certain threshold
and our actuation is limited to a discrete number of values for the input u (two). In
this sense, our results can be viewed as an instance of quantized control, although
the focus of this chapter is different from the typical objectives in such a scientific
area, which are to guarantee stabilizability of an equilibrium in a semiglobal practi-
cal sense and at the same time to provide upper bounds on the rate of transitions in
the control action [32, 44]. On the other hand, our objective for reset-sustained oscil-
lations is the global asymptotic stability of the periodic orbit, and for reset-damped
oscillations it is to preserve the global asymptotic stability of the natural equilibrium
of the unactuated solution while draining more energy with respect to that unactu-
ated solution (thereby accelerating the convergence to the natural equilibrium). The
two behaviours of reset-sustained and reset-dampened oscillations are unified in
the sense that they arise for the same underlying mechanical system and a simple
mirroring of the jump set can produce one behaviour or the other.
We discuss now the relationship with Chapter 4, which constitutes preliminary
work for the results in this chapter. We address here a fairly more general mechan-
ical system in view of the allowed nonlinearities that we have just discussed. Addi-
tionally, for this same system we also use a reset approach to favour the reduction of
mechanical vibrations. Finally, in Section 5.4 we present two relevant engineering ap-
plications of the proposed framework, namely a hopping mass from robotics and a
(semi-active) suspension from automotive. On the other hand, Chapter 4 has its own
interest because because of the Lyapunov construction associated to the periodic
orbit, which is not pursued here.
The framework in this chapter is motivated by some newly devised actuators, such
as the variable impedence actuators in [121] and [68] for legged locomotion, whose
very fast action resembles the introduction of a kick of energy to the mechanical
system and can be modelled by a controller reset (an alternative approach close to
the nature of this work would be [106]).
We show the applicability of the proposed framework to two relevant engineering
applications: a hopping mass from robotics illustrates the main result of Section 5.2.1
(sustain oscillations), and a (semi-active) suspension from automotive the one of Sec-
tion 5.2.2 (damp oscillations). The hopping mass is the first milestone in legged lo-
comotion for robots, as witnessed by the impact of the seminal work [100]. [68, 101,
126] testify to the applicability of the present reset approach to legged locomotion.
A similar approach can be found also in [66]. Moreover, the potentiality of applying
hybrid system techniques in the context of legged locomotion is pointed out in [50],
and addressed in technical terms in [119] using the same hybrid system formalism
as here (or in [107], for the close setting of juggling systems). In locomotion, the pres-
ence of unilateral constraints due to contact forces leads naturally also to the hybrid
systems formalism of complementarity systems in [111]. For the suspension, the pro-
posed reset actuation makes it fall into the category of semi-active suspensions, for
which we refer the reader to the survey [96] (or [110] and references therein).
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the second order me-
chanical system and the common ingredients in the reset control law. Section 5.2.1
addresses how to sustain oscillations in this mechanical system through reset control
by presenting the overall closed-loop system and the asymptotic stability result. Sec-
tion 5.2.2 addresses how to damp oscillation in the same mechanical system through
a suitably modified reset strategy. Section 5.3 presents a design procedure in a sim-
ple linear setting, and discusses its applicability to weakly nonlinear oscillators. Sec-
tion 5.4 describes two significant applications of the proposed framework, namely a
hopping mass in Section 5.4.1 and an automotive suspension in Section 5.4.2. Finally,
a formulation according to the hybrid systems formalism, the proofs and the more
technical analysis of the various sections are collected in Section 5.5.
Notation. Z>0 denotes the nonnegative integers. For a solution t 7→ ψ, domψ
denotes its domain; for a hybrid solution (t, j) 7→ φ, domφ denotes its hybrid time
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Figure 5.1: Curve s 7→ γ(s) and related sets Ci and Di.
domain (see Definition 2.2). For any set S, S denotes its closure. B denotes the closed
unit ball.
5.2 two behaviours for one mechanical system through reset con-
trol
We present in this section how to sustain or damp oscillations in the same mechan-
ical system. For convenience of presentation, the system is recalled within each of
the following subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, and the different reset laws are described
therein. However, we show here the unifying features of the two approaches.
We start from the same nonlinear planar mechanical system
my¨+ c(y, y˙)y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u) = 0, (5.1)
where y is the position, y˙ is the velocity, y¨ is the acceleration, m is the mass, c(y, y˙)
is the nonlinear damping coefficient, and U(y, u) is the nonlinear potential whose
dependence on the position y is modulated by u, that we use as a control input to the
system. The underlying properties that we require of (5.1) are essentially contained
in Assumption 5.1 (with minor additions for the damping case in Assumption 5.2).
Oscillations in (5.1) are sustained or damped by simple, piecewise constant, re-
set laws for the input u. Indeed, we partition the state space (y, y˙) in two regions
through a curve γ or γ ′ as in the Figures 5.1 and 5.3. These partitions are Ci, i = 1, 2,
where u = ui is applied. Resets occur when the curve γ or γ ′ are crossed at posi-
tions yi, i = 1, 2. In this way, both minimal actuation (a limited number of ui) and
minimal sensing (detection of a limited number of thresholds yi) are achieved.
5.2.1 Reset-sustained oscillation
We show now that
my¨+ c(y, y˙)y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u) = 0, (5.2a)
whose quantities were defined after (5.1), can be controlled into steady state oscilla-
tions by simple, piecewise constant, reset laws for the input u with the approach we
outlined above at the beginning of Section 5.2.
Based on Figure 5.1, consider the curve
γ(s) :=

(y2, s− y2) s 6 y2
(s, 0) y2 6 s 6 y1
(y1, s− y1) s > y1,
(5.2b)
where y1 and y2 are two constant values. γ divides the plane (y, y˙) into the two
regions
C1 := {(y, y˙) : (y˙ < 0, y2 < y 6 y1) or y > y1} (5.2c)
C2 := {(y, y˙) : (y˙ > 0, y2 6 y < y2) or y < y2}. (5.2d)
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We pursue minimal actuation complexity, so we resort to a binary control action u
depending on the state (y, y˙) as
u =
u1 if (y, y˙) ∈ C1
u2 if (y, y˙) ∈ C2,
(5.2e)
where u1 and u2 are two constant values. At the same time, we also keep a minimal
sensing complexity because the resets are triggered when the state (y, y˙) is detected
to cross the branches
{γ(s) : s > y1} =: D1 (5.2f)
{γ(s) : s 6 y2} =: D2. (5.2g)
Solutions are well defined in view of their hybrid definition that we postpone to
Section 5.5.1. We define then the following standard concepts.
Definition 5.1 Orbit denotes the image of a solution to (5.2). A periodic solution is a
solution ψ defined for all nonnegative times for which there exists T > 0 such that t ∈
dom(ψ) implies t+ T ∈ dom(ψ) and, moreover,
ψ(t) = ψ(t+ T).
A periodic orbit is the image of a periodic solution, and is nontrivial if it comprises more
than one point.
Based on this definition, we can characterize the asymptotic stability for sys-
tem (5.2) according to the classical notions for nonlinear systems. The resets act as a
“kick” of energy for the system, with oscillations arising from the balance between
the energy introduced by the resets and the energy dissipated during the flow. The
uniqueness of a globally asymptotically stable steady-state oscillation is guaranteed
under mild conditions on the reset law and on the system nonlinearities.
Assumption 5.1 The functions (y, y˙) 7→ c(y, y˙)y˙ is Lipschitz in each of the domains C1
and C2, and the functions y 7→ ∂U∂y (y, u1) and y 7→ ∂U∂y (y, u2) are Lipschitz in C1 and
C2, respectively. Moreover,
c(y, y˙) > c > 0 for all (y, y˙) (5.3a)
∂c
∂y˙
(y, y˙) > 0 for all y˙ > 0 and all y
∂c
∂y˙
(y, y˙) 6 0 for all y˙ < 0 and all y
 (5.3b)
∂U
∂y
(y, u1) > 0 for all y such that (y, y˙) ∈ C1
∂U
∂y
(y, u2) < 0 for all y such that (y, y˙) ∈ C2.
 (5.3c)
Condition (5.3a) is trivially satisfied by any (nonideal) mechanical system. Con-
ditions (5.3b) and (5.3c) restrict the nonlinearity of the damping coefficient and the
potential to monotone functions in regions defined by the sign of y˙ and in the regions
Ci, respectively. We have the following general result.
Theorem 5.1 For the mechanical system (5.2) satisfying Assumption 5.1, there exists a
unique nontrivial periodic orbit that is globally asymptotically stable.
A hybrid system formulation of (5.2) and the proofs of the presented results are
postponed to Section 5.5.1.
Remark 5.1 The result in Theorem 5.1 is connected to the classical contribution [7], where
the input to a linear time invariant single-input-single-output system is obtained through
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Figure 5.2: Example 5.1 for a nonlinear potential gradient. Left: periodic orbit. Center,
top: position y. Center, bottom: velocity y˙. Right: potential gradient curve
(black), and portion explored when y is on the periodic orbit (light blue).
a feedback relay and necessary conditions are provided for the local stability of the result-
ing periodic solution, possibly in the presence of time delays on the input. System (5.8) in
Section 5.3 can be recast using a formulation with a relay. However, in this chapter we
provide sufficient conditions for global asymptotic stability of a fully nonlinear mechanical
system in the previous theorem (directly for asymmetric oscillations, that is, |u1| 6= |u2| and
|y1| 6= |y2|). y
Example 5.1 We illustrate Theorem 5.1 on a simple mass-spring-damper whose nonlinear
stiffness is modulated by the input u. We choose the parameters m = 1 kg, c = 0.3 Ns/m,
∂U
∂y (y, u) = 4(y− u) −
5
3 (y− u)
3 + 15 (y− u)
5. The potential gradient ∂U∂y (y, 0) is the
black curve in the right part of Figure 5.2, which we design to have a local minimum that
could represent the drop in the stress curve after a yield point for ductile materials. As for
the reset law, fix u2 = −u1 = 0.75 m and y1 = −y2 = 0.75 m, in a symmetric fashion.
u acts trivially as a horizontal translation in ∂U∂y (y, u), so that (5.3c) is easily satisfied. The
results are shown in Figure 5.2. In the left part, orbits for different initial conditions are
depicted together with the periodic orbit they converge to. In the the center part we plot the
corresponding solutions y and y˙ for the same initial conditions. In the right part we add to
the curve ∂U∂y (y, 0) (shown in black) the pairs
(
y, ∂U∂y (y, 0)
)
(shown in light blue) such that
y lies on the periodic orbit depicted with the same color in the left part of the figure.
5.2.2 Reset-damped oscillations
For the nonlinear mechanical system in (5.1)
my¨+ c(y, y˙)y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u) = 0 (5.4a)
simple reset laws can also be used to damp oscillations, by increasing the natural
dissipation of the system, as we discussed above at the beginning of Section 5.2. In
particular, we assume that (5.4a) has a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium
point (y0, 0) when the input is at rest (u = u0), so that a faster damping of the
oscillations through resets accelerates the convergence to this attractor.
The damping of the oscillations is obtained by a reset law parallel to the one
adopted in Section 5.2.1. Based on Figure 5.3, a suitable mirroring γ ′ of the reset
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Figure 5.3: Reset law in (5.4): relevant quantities and sets.
curve γ in (5.2b) induces earlier reset instants, with the goal of extracting energy
from the system. Then, u is determined according to
u =
u1 if (y, y˙) ∈ C1
u2 if (y, y˙) ∈ C2
(5.4b)
C1 := {(y, y˙) : (y˙ > 0, y1 < y 6 y2) or y > y2} (5.4c)
C2 := {(y, y˙) : (y˙ < 0, y1 6 y < y2) or y < y1}. (5.4d)
Resets are triggered when the state (y, y˙) crosses the branches
D1 := {(y, y˙) : y = y1, y˙ > 0} (5.4e)
D2 := {(y, y˙) : y = y2, y˙ 6 0} (5.4f)
D0 := {(y, y˙) : y1 6 y 6 y2, y˙ = 0}. (5.4g)
When D1 or D2 are crossed, the control u toggles between u1 and u2, like in Sec-
tion 5.2.1. On the other hand, when the branch D0 is crossed, the system resets its
actuation u to the rest value u0, which globally stabilizes the equilibrium (y0, 0),
with y1 < y0 < y2, from any point of C0 := R2. To ensure global asymptotic stabil-
ity of (y0, 0) when u = u0 is applied, we need the following sector assumption (5.5a)
on the potential. Moreover, (5.5b)-(5.5c) guarantee a decrease in the potential energy
when crossing the branch D0, that is, resetting from u1 to u0 or from u2 to u0.
Assumption 5.2 Given y1 < y0 < y2,
(y− y0)
∂U
∂y
(y, u0) > 0 for y 6= y0 (5.5a)
U(y, u0) −U(y, u1) < 0
U(y, u0) −U(y, u2) < 0
}
for all y ∈ [y1, y2].
(5.5b)
(5.5c)
Proposition 5.1 establishes that each reset sequence causes a nonzero decrease of
the total energy of the system, as compared to the case with no actuation (u = u0).
Draining energy from the system helps achieving faster damping of oscillations.
Proposition 5.1 Each solution to (5.4) undergoes a finite number of jumps that induce a
nonzero decrease of the total energy defined in (5.27). In particular, for each e¯ > 0, there
exists N(e¯) such that all solutions with initial total energy smaller than e¯ perform at most
N(e¯) jumps.
Remark 5.2 Assumptions (5.5b)-(5.5c) are required to guarantee a nonzero decrease for
each reset sequence (in particular for the tail of the sequence). Higher energy levels e¯ induce
more jumps N(e¯). An upper bound on N(e¯) is explicitly derived at the end of the proof of
Proposition 5.1 on page 84, as a function of the bound δ on the dissipated energy at jumps
in (5.44). y
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Figure 5.4: Reset-controlled linear oscillator. (The quantity vwill be defined and used
in Section 5.5.3.)
Proposition 5.1 clarifies the desirable features of the proposed law, but also consti-
tutes a key ingredient for proving Theorem 5.2, which establishes that the introduc-
tion of the resets preserves asymptotic stability.
Theorem 5.2 For the mechanical system (5.4) satisfying Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2, (y0, 0)
is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium point.
A hybrid system formulation of (5.4) and the proofs of the presented results are
postponed to Section 5.5.2.
5.3 design procedures
Section 5.2.1 showed that simple reset laws are an effective way to induce oscillations
on a nonlinear mechanical system. In this section we discuss design guidelines on the
reset law to achieve a desired frequency and amplitude for the closed-loop steady-
state oscillations associated to the periodic orbit of Theorem 5.1, in the simple case
of linear dynamics and symmetric curves and symmetric actuation for the reset law.
We also discuss the applicability of these guidelines to a weakly nonlinear setting.
We set then
c(y, y˙) = c > 0 (5.6a)
∂U
∂y
(y, u) = k(y− u) (5.6b)
u2 = −u1 = u¯ > 0 (5.6c)
y1 = −y2 = y¯ > 0, (5.6d)
as represented in Figure 5.4. In Assumption 5.1, (5.3a)-(5.3b) are satisfied by selec-
tion (5.6a) and, given selections (5.6b)-(5.6d), (5.3c) becomes
1 <
u¯
y¯
=: λ. (5.7)
The ratio λ is a relevant parameter for a coincise characterization of the closed-loop
steady-state oscillations, as it will become evident in the following.
We rewrite conveniently system (5.2) under the simplifications in (5.6) as:
y¨+ 2ξωny˙+ω
2
ny = ω
2
n(−u¯), (y, y˙) ∈ C1 (5.8a)
y¨+ 2ξωny˙+ω
2
ny = ω
2
nu¯, (y, y˙) ∈ C2, (5.8b)
with natural frequency and damping ratio given by
ωn =
√
k
m
and ξ =
c
2mωn
. (5.9)
The main result of this section shows that the frequency of the closed-loop steady-
state oscillations is proportional to the natural frequency of the system, whereas
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their amplitude is proportional to the magnitude of the reset parameter y¯ shaping
the switching curve γ.
Theorem 5.3 For all ξ > 0, the frequency ωreset and the amplitude ymax of the closed-loop
steady-state oscillations are given by
ωreset = ωn κ(ξ, λ) (5.10a)
ymax = y¯ ψ(ξ, λ), (5.10b)
for some suitable functions κ, ψ.
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Figure 5.5: Top: ωreset = ωnκ(ξ, λ) in (5.10a). Bottom: ymax = y¯ψ(ξ, λ) in (5.10b).
An explicit expression for κ and ψ cannot be derived, but their shape in the pa-
rameter space (ξ, λ) is as shown in Figure 5.5 and is obtained through the solution
of a numerical problem, which we detail in Section 5.5.3 together with the rest of the
proof of Theorem 5.3.
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Figure 5.6: ωreset as a function of λ for some (fixed) values of ξ.
Equations (5.10) and Figure 5.5 provide design guidelines to achieve a desired
oscillation frequency ωreset and amplitude ymax in closed loop. Suppose that the
mechanical system is given, that is, ωn and ξ have a predefined specific value.
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1. Based on the desired value of ωreset, we choose the corresponding value of
λ according to the curve κ in (5.10a). In particular, in this phase we regard
ξ as fixed, so that it is helpful to depict in Figure 5.6 the shape of ωreset as a
function of λ, for some fixed values of ξ. For fixed ξ, such curves are monotone
with respect to λ. As it is evident also in Figure 5.5, only if ξ > 1 the image of
κ can extend from 0 to +∞.
2. Based on the desired value of ymax, we choose the corresponding value of y¯
according to (5.10b) now that ψ(ξ, λ) is fixed. Together with the value of λ in
previous point, this determines u¯ = λy¯ from (5.7).
Adaptation laws can be implemented on top of the proposed guidelines to guarantee
robustness with respect to parameter uncertainties.
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Figure 5.7: Solutions for different desired ωreset and ymax.
Example 5.2 We illustrate the previous design criterion in Figure 5.7. The (open loop)
parameters of (5.8) are ωn = 2pi5.03 rad/s and ξ = 0.0316, and we want to achieve
through reset three different pairs (ωreset, ymax), that is, (2ωn, 0.2), (2.6ωn, 0.4) and
(1.4ωn, 0.1). The design criterion above returns the following pairs (λ, y¯): (55.51, 0.0087),
(157.13, 0.0119) and (8.21, 0.0094). The solutions corresponding to each case (turquoise,
blue and magenta, respectively) are shown in Figure 5.7. The fact that the desired frequency
and height (ωreset, ymax) are achieved asymptotically is shown by the vertical and horizontal
dashed lines. The horizontal lines in the upper part show the desired height ymax for each
case. The vertical lines in the lower part mark the desired period 2pi/ωreset (starting from
the last reset) for each case. It is evident that after a transient the solutions converge to the
desired height, and synchronize with the desired period of oscillation, which is different from
their natural frequency.
Remark 5.3 The design guidelines derived from Theorem 5.3 extend to weakly nonlinear
mechanical systems (5.2a) with symmetric reset laws. If the nonlinear periodic behaviour can
be approximated by a linear one with fitted parameters cL and kL, a simple input-to-state
stability (ISS, [59, §4.9]) argument bounds the error between the unique (by Theorem 5.1)
periodic solutions to the linear approximation and to the nonlinear system. This argument
shows then that the frequency and amplitude of the closed-loop steady-state oscillations pre-
dicted in (5.10) are essentially preserved in the nonlinear setting.
In particular, consider approximating the nonlinear dynamics in (5.2a) coupled with a
symmetric reset law (characterized by u¯ and y¯) with the linear fitting considered in this
section:
mz¨+ cLz˙+ kL(z− u) = 0, (5.11)
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Figure 5.8: Fitting the parameters kL and cL of the linear oscillator unique periodic
orbit OL such that δ? is small, given the nonlinear oscillator unique peri-
odic orbit ONL.
and write the error dynamics e := z− y
me¨+ cLe˙+ kLe = δ(y, y˙) :=(
c(y, y˙) − cL
)
y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u(y, y˙)) − kL(y− u(y, y˙)). (5.12)
Consider Figure 5.8 where we depict the unique periodic orbits OL for the flow in (5.11) and
ONL for the flow in (5.2a). On the compact region ONL, kL and cL are selected to obtain
δ? := min
kL,cL>0
max
y,y˙∈ONL
|δ(y, y˙)|. (5.13)
For positive kL and cL, the error dynamics is ISS relative to the input δ in (5.12) because
of [59, Lemma 4.6], so there exist a class KL function βISS and a class K function1 γISS
such that
|e(t)| 6 βISS(|(e(0), e˙(0))|, t) + γISS(sup
t
|δ(y, y˙)|).
As noted in [59, p. 175], e will be ultimately bounded by γISS(supt |δ(y, y˙)|): we are actually
interested in this ultimate bound by γISS because our objective is to bound the error when
approximating (5.2a) with (5.11) and using then (approximately) the relations (5.10) for the
asymptotic nonlinear periodic orbit. Moreover, by construction (5.13),
γISS(sup
t
|δ(y, y˙)|) 6 γISS(δ?). (5.14)
The linear steady-state behavior is a good predictor of the nonlinear steady-state behavior
when the gain γISS is small and when the bound on the nonlinearity δ? is small. y
5.4 applicative examples
We show in this section that the main previous results (Theorem 5.1 in Section 5.2.1
and Theorem 5.2 in Section 5.2.2) can already be applied fruitfully to two relevant
engineering applications.
5.4.1 Hopping robot
Consider the hopping robot [100] in Figure 5.9, described by position yh and ve-
locity y˙h and acted upon by the piecewise constant input u. The standard hopping
behavior of the robot is defined by two main phases. During the stance phase the
robot is attached to the ground and follows the dynamics of an oscillator. During
the flight phase the robot is no longer attached to the ground and follows a ballistic
1 For a state space realization matrices (A,B) of the linear system (5.12) we have γISS(r) =
2λMAX(P)
2|B|
λmin(P)
r where P is the solution to the Lyapunov equation PA+ATP = −I.
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Figure 5.9: Hopping robot on a fixed spot.
motion. The transitions from stance to flight and from flight to stance correspond
approximately to the spring being undeformed after having been loaded during the
stance, and to the bottom end of the spring touching the ground after the flight, re-
spectively. As in [68], the hopper is equipped with a motor that preloads the spring
during the flight phase by a length θ (we assume that the spring can be shortened
and preloaded fast enough during a flight phase). This storage of energy is then
released via a clutch mechanism at the contact with the ground.
The preceding physical description motivates us to use the formulation in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 and write a simplified model of the hopper. We specialize the reset curve
γ in (5.2b) by setting y1 = θ−  and y2 = 0. The curve divides the space (yh, y˙h)
into the regions
C1 := {(yh, y˙h) : yh > θ−  or (y˙h < 0, 0 < yh 6 θ− )} (5.15a)
C2 := {(yh, y˙h) : yh < 0 or (y˙h > 0, 0 6 yh < θ− )} (5.15b)
where C1 correspond to the flight, and C2 to the stance. The (small) parameter  > 0
is introduced to take into account uncertainties in the transition between stance and
flight phases.  = 0 corresponds to the transition from stance to flight occuring
exactly when the spring is undeformed after being loaded during stance. In practice
the system enters into ballistic motion even if the spring is not fully extended yet.
Our model does not capture this level of detail but the parameter  > 0 is used to
model the anticipation of the transition from stance to flight.
In the flow regions the input takes the values
u =
0 if (yh, y˙h) ∈ C1
θ if (yh, y˙h) ∈ C2 .
(5.15c)
Resets are triggered when crossing the curve
D1 := {(yh, y˙h) : yh = θ− , y˙h > 0} (5.15d)
D2 := {(yh, y˙h) : yh = 0 y˙h 6 0} . (5.15e)
Finally, the continuous evolution in (5.2a) during flight (u = u1 = 0 and potential
yh 7→ U(yh, u1) = mgyh) becomes
my¨h + c1y˙h +mg = 0, (5.15f)
where m is the mass, g is the gravity, and c1 is the (small) air friction. During stance
(u = u2 = θ and potential yh 7→ U(yh, u2) = 12k(yh − θ)2 +mgyh) (5.2a) becomes
my¨h + c2y˙h + k(yh − θ) +mg = 0, (5.15g)
where k is the stiffness, and c2 combines possibly an actual mechanical damper,
the structural damping and the dissipation occuring at the impact, so that typically
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c2  c1. Note that (5.15f) and (5.15g) can be merged into the single equation corre-
sponding to (5.2a)
my¨h + c(yh, y˙h)y˙h +
∂U
∂yh
(yh, u) = 0 (5.16)
where the damping c can be defined from c1 and c2, and ∂U∂yh from the two above po-
tentials yh 7→ U(yh, u1) and yh 7→ U(yh, u2). The control u is determined by (5.15c).
For  > 0, consider a spring stiffness k such that
k > mg.
Then, Assumption 5.1 is satisfied since ∂U∂yh (yh, u2) = k(yh − θ) +mg < 0 in C2,
therefore Theorem 5.1 guarantees that the hopper has a unique nontrivial periodic
orbit which is asymptotically stable. We illustrate this result in the following exam-
ple.
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Figure 5.10: Hopping robot. Left: phase portrait with the periodic solution (light
blue) and two other solutions (magenta, black) starting inside and out-
side the periodic orbit. Right, bottom: time evolution of yh (magenta,
black) with the position thresholds 0 and θ −  (dashed) determining
the transitions between flight and stance. Right, top: time evolution of
y˙h (magenta, black).
Example 5.3 Consider for (5.15) the parameters m = 50 kg, c1 = 5 Ns/m, c2 = 400 Ns/m,
k = 100 kN/m, g = 9.81 m/s2, θ = 0.1 m. The stance phase begins when the solution crosses
the lower dashed threshold at 0 downwards, and ends when it crosses the upper dashed
threshold at θ−  upwards. The periodic orbit (in light blue) arises when the energy injected
by the spring preload (and released through a clutch mechanism when touching ground as
in [68]) balances the energy dissipated along the orbit.
5.4.2 Automotive suspension
Consider the simplified planar model of an automotive suspension represented on
the left of Figure 5.11 with sprung mass ms, where ys is the displacement of the
sprung mass from its equilibrium position, y˙s is the corresponding velocity, yr is
the displacement of the road and the parameters ks and cs are the stiffness and
damping relative to the suspension. The corresponding model is
msy¨s + cs(y˙s − y˙r) + ks(ys − yr − u) = 0, (5.17a)
where in the following we consider yr(t) = 0 for all positive times t, leaving to future
work the validation of the proposed control law in the presence of road excitation.
u denotes the reset action in terms of spring preload that is chosen according to
Section 5.2.2, with the symmetric selections
u2 = −u1 = u¯ > 0 (5.17b)
y2 = −y1 = y¯ > 0. (5.17c)
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Figure 5.11: Simplified and full quarter car model.
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Figure 5.12: Left: phase portrait for actuated suspension and passive suspension
(u(t) = 0 for all t). Right, bottom: time evolution of ys. Right, top: time
evolution of y˙s and u for the actuated suspension.
The rest value of u is u0 = 0, which is applied after crossing the set D0 = {(ys, y˙s) : −
y¯ 6 ys 6 y¯, y˙s = 0} and is associated to the equilibrium y0 = 0 of the free dynamics.
Under the condition
y¯ <
u¯
2
, (5.18)
Assumptions 5.1 and 5.2 are satisfied, and Theorem 5.2 establishes that the equilib-
rium (0, 0) of the reset suspension is globally asymptotically stable.
The simple reset actuation guarantees that energy is drained from the system at
each reset, as per Proposition 5.1: note that u¯ > 0, y¯ > 0 suffice to drain energy when
resetting from D1 to D2, or vice versa, since in both these resets the drained energy
is −12k(2u¯)(2y¯). This improves the suspension performance compared to the case
when no actuation is present (u(t) = 0 for all positive times t), as we illustrate in the
following example.
Example 5.4 Fix the parameters ms = 400 kg, cs = 260 Ns/m, ks = 20 · 103 N/m,
u¯ = 0.05m, y¯ = 0.02m in (5.17). Figure 5.12 shows the improvement of the reset suspension
(blue) with respect to the unactuated one (green). Note that for the actuated suspension
the segment D0 is intersected at about 2.9 s and afterwards the mechanical system evolves
according to its free dynamics.
We also show that the proposed reset law can be generalized to the complete quarter car
model [110, Chapter 3.1] on the right of Figure 5.11, where yu is the displacement of the
unsprung mass from its equilibrium position, y˙u is the corresponding velocity and kt is the
stiffness relative to the tire. For this model we have:
msy¨s + cs(y˙s − y˙u) + ks(ys − yu − u) = 0 (5.19a)
muy¨u − cs(y˙s − y˙u) − ks(ys − yu − u) + kt(yu − yr) = 0, (5.19b)
where u is reset based only on the position ys, as in (5.17) with only one degree of freedom.
With the additional parameters mu = 50 kg and kt = 250 · 103 N/m, we show at the top of
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Figure 5.13: Time evolutions of the state variables for the actuated (blue) and passive
(green) suspension. Top, left: chassis dispacement ys. Top, right: chassis
velocity y˙s. Bottom, left: tire displacement yu. Bottom, right: tire velocity
y˙u.
Figure 5.13 the improvement of the reset law in damping oscillations and achieving a faster
convergence of the chassis coordinate ys to its equilibrium (we report also the unsprung-
mass coordinate yu for completeness at the bottom). The generalizability of the reset law
from one to two degrees of freedom rests essentially upon a timescale separation between the
natural frequency of the tire
√
kt
mu
= 70.7 rad/s and the natural frequency of the chassis√
ks
ms
= 7.07 rad/s as in [59, Example 11.4].
5.5 hybrid formulation, technical analysis and proofs
This final section is devoted to collecting the proofs of our results in Sections 5.2.1,
5.2.2 and 5.3.
5.5.1 Hybrid formulation and proof of Theorem 5.1
In Section 5.2.1, solutions were parametrized only by the ordinary time t asψ : R>0 →
R2, and the results involved the classical notions of asymptotic stability of com-
pact sets (the unique periodic orbit in Theorem 5.1) for nonlinear continuous-time
systems. Assume now that we track the number of resets j undergone by the so-
lutions, and that we make this additional parametrization explicit in a solution
ψ : R>0 ×Z>0 → R2. Consider also the control action u as a state, which is con-
stant whenever (y, y˙) belongs to C1 or C2 and is updated at a reset.
These points lead seamlessly to a formulation according to the hybrid dynamical
systems formalism in Section 2.1. Using the pictorial representation in Figure 5.14,
we write then (5.2) as
my¨+ c(y, y˙)y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u) = 0
u˙ = 0
 (y, y˙, u) ∈ C (5.20a)
y+ = y
y˙+ = y˙
u+ = ui
 (y, y˙, u) ∈ Di × {u3−i}, i ∈ {1, 2} (5.20b)
C := C1 ∪ C2 := (C1 × {u1})∪ (C2 × {u2}) (5.20c)
D := D1 ∪D2 := (D1 × {u2})∪ (D2 × {u1}) (5.20d)
where C1 and C2 denote the closure of C1 and C2 in (5.2c)-(5.2d). Thanks to the
shift to a hybrid system formulation in (5.20) from (5.2) and its regularity in terms
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Figure 5.14: Left: hybrid system formulation (5.20) of system (5.2). Right: a typical
hybrid time domain for (5.20) (see (5.23) for the definition of t1, . . . , t4).
of the hybrid basic conditions of Section 2.2, we establish for instance in the proof
of Proposition 5.2 that the periodic orbit is globally asymptotically stable by just
characterizing the behaviour of solutions through a Poincaré map, as is done in
Lemma 5.2 below.
The concept of solution for a hybrid dynamical system like (5.20) was discussed
in Definition 2.4, and the typical (cf. Lemma 5.1) appearance of hybrid time domains
(see Definition 2.2) for (5.20) is in Figure 5.14, with the two time directions t and j.
Then, given a hybrid solution φ with hybrid time domain domφ, define the function
that associates to each time t the least index j such that (t, j) ∈ domφ as
j(t) := min
(t,j)∈domφ
j. (5.21)
Using (5.21), we can project a hybrid solution
(t, j) 7→ φ(t, j) = (y(t, j), y˙(t, j), u(t, j))
onto the ordinary time direction as
t 7→ φ(t, j(t)) = φ¯(t) = (y¯(t), ¯˙y(t), u¯(t)).
φ¯ satisfy by construction (5.2e) and, given the signal t 7→ u¯(t), (y¯, ¯˙y) is a solution to
the following reformulation of (5.2a)
my¨+ c(y, y˙)y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u¯(t)) = 0
in the sense of Carathéodory as in [37, Page 3]. Then, solutions to (5.20) are also
solutions to (5.2), and since the former are well-defined we could define in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 the concepts in Definition 5.1, and characterize the stability properties in
Theorem 5.1. Repeating Definition 4.1 in Chapter 4 for convenience, we can then
parallel Definition 5.1 in the following Definition 5.2. The notions of solution and
complete solution can be found in Definitions 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
Definition 5.2 Orbit denotes the image of a hybrid solution to (5.20). A hybrid periodic
solution is a complete solution φ for which there exists a pair of nonnegative scalars (T, J)
with T + J > 0, such that (t, j) ∈ domφ implies (t+ T, j+ J) ∈ domφ and, moreover,
φ(t, j) = φ(t+ T, j+ J), ∀(t, j) ∈ domφ.
A hybrid periodic orbit is the image of a hybrid periodic solution, and is nontrivial if it
comprises more than one point.
First we establish in Lemma 5.1 the solution properties that are needed for Lemma 5.2,
among which uniqueness and completeness.
Lemma 5.1 For each initial condition, solutions to (5.20) are unique, each flow interval of
their hybrid time domain is bounded, they jump from D1 infinitely many times and they are
complete.
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Proof of Lemma 5.1. We divide the proof in three steps each proving a part of our
statement, and we always refer to Figure 5.14.
(a) For each initial condition, solutions to (5.20) are unique.
The flow and jump maps in (5.20a)-(5.20b) are Lipschitz single-valued functions by
Assumption 5.1, and no flow is possible from the jump set because in C∩D1 (C∩D2)
the velocity y˙ is positive (negative, respectively).
(b) For each initial condition, each flow interval of the hybrid time domain of the solutions
to (5.20) is bounded.
Take any initial condition in C1. The solution is bound to leave in finite time the set
C1 ∩ {(y, y˙, u) : y˙ > 0} because
x ∈ C1 ∩ {(y, y˙, u) : y˙ > 0}⇒ y¨ < 0 (5.22)
since my¨ = −c(y, y˙)y˙− ∂U∂y (y, u1) < 0 thanks to (5.3a) and (5.3c). Moreover, after
crossing y˙ = 0, y˙ remains negative and bounded away from zero, so that D2 is
reached in finite time. A parallel reasoning holds for any initial condition in C2.
Then each flow interval is bounded.
(c) For each initial condition, solutions to (5.20) jump from D1 infinitely many times and
they are complete.
By the argument in the previous step (b), a solution in C1 necessarily reaches D2 in
finite time and the jump map in (5.20b) guarantees that a solution in D2 necessarily
reaches C2. The same argument guarantees then that a solution in C2 necessarily
reaches D1 in finite time and the jump map guarantees that a solution in D1 reaches
C1. We can then conclude that solutions jump infinitely many times from D1, which
implies completeness (see Definition 2.5). 
Thanks to Lemma 5.1, we can parametrize solutions by their initial condition
x0 = (y
0, y˙0, u0) as
(t, j) 7→ φx0(t, j) = (φx0y (t, j), φx0y˙ (t, j), φx0u (t, j)).
In the following we consider extensively solutions with x0 in D1. Moreover, given
a hybrid solution φx with hybrid time domain domφx, define the function that
associates to each jump index j the least time t such that (t, j) ∈ domφx as
tj := min
(t,j)∈domφx
t, (5.23)
corresponding then to the time when the jump index increases from j− 1 to j. Based
on the parametrization by the initial condition and on (5.23), we define for each
x ∈ D1 the function P : D1 → D1 as
P(x) := φx(t3, 2), (5.24)
which is well defined because of Lemma 5.1 and plays the role of a Poincaré map
for the equation
x+ = P(x), x ∈ D1. (5.25)
The existence of a hybrid periodic orbit follows from the properties of P that are
presented in the next Lemma.
Lemma 5.2 P : D1 → D1 is continuous. There exists a unique equilibrium
x? = P(x?), (5.26)
which is globally asymptotically stable for (5.25).
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We divide the proof in steps.
P : D1 → D1 is continuous.
Lemma 5.1 guarantees that for each initial condition (then also for an initial con-
dition in D1), solutions reach D1 in finite time. In particular, any solution reaches
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Figure 5.15: Left: the orbit of φx (violet). Right: its hybrid time domain.
D1 after a first jump occurring at t1 = t0 = 0, a flowing interval [t1, t2], a second
jump at t2, and a second flowing interval [t2, t3]. Therefore, according to (5.24), the
range of P is indeed D1. Since the sets C and D in (5.20c)-(5.20d) are closed and the
flow and jump maps in (5.20a)-(5.20b) are continuous functions by Assumption 5.1,
hybrid system (5.20) satisfies the hybrid basic conditions of Section 2.2, which imply
nominal well-posedness [47, Theorem 6.8] in the sense of [47, Definition 6.2]. Then,
[47, Proposition 6.14] concludes that for every  > 0 and τ > 0, solutions φx0 and
φx (with x0 ∈ D1, x ∈ D1 and |x− x0| 6 δ) are such that φx0 and φx are (τ, )-close
[47, Definition 5.23]. From (τ, )-closeness, uniqueness and completeness of φx0 and
φx, we can deduce |P(x) − P(x0)| 6  for a sufficiently small δ.
Energy injected at jumps and dissipated along flow.
For any point x = (y, y˙, u) ∈ C∪D, define its total energy as the sum of kinetic and
potential energy, that is,
e(x) :=
1
2
my˙2 +U(y, u), (5.27)
which can be specialized for a point x ∈ D1 (that is, x = (y1, y˙, u2) for some y˙ > 0)
as
E(x) :=
1
2
my˙2 +U(y1, u2). (5.28)
In the sequel, for the convenience of the reader, we will use e(x) for a generic x ∈
C∪D and E(x) = e(x) whenever addressing points x ∈ D1. For each x ∈ D1, consider
the solution φx. Because of Lemma 5.1, φx is bound to jump from D1, flow for a
finite time in C1, jump from D2 and flow for a finite time in C2 before reaching again
D1. Such a solution and the jump times t1, t2, t3 (defined in (5.23)), corresponding
to the previous transitions, are depicted in Figure 5.15, to which the reader is referred
for the rest of the proof. For such a portion of the solution up to (t3, 2), we want to
characterize as a function of x ∈ D1 the injected energy I and the dissipated energy
D.
Using the total energy definition in (5.27), the energy injected at the two jumps is
for x ∈ D1
I :=
[
e(φx(t1, 1)) − e(φ
x(t1, 0))
]
+
[
e(φx(t2, 2)) − e(φ
x(t2, 1))
]
=
[
U(y1, u1) −U(y1, u2)
]
+
[
U(y2, u2) −U(y2, u1)
]
= constant > 0
(5.29)
in accordance with the jump map (5.20b). I is a positive constant because U(y1, u1)−
U(y2, u1) > 0 and U(y2, u2) −U(y1, u2) > 0 due to (5.3c).
As for the dissipated energy D, the derivative along solutions of the total energy
e in (5.27) is from (5.20a):
e˙ = −c(y, y˙)y˙2. (5.30)
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Then, for each x ∈ D1 and the solution φx, the dissipated energy D : D1 → R>0 is
D(x) := −
∫t2
t1
e˙
(
φx(t, 1)
)
dt−
∫t3
t2
e˙
(
φx(t, 2)
)
dt
=
∫t2
t1
c
(
φxy(t, 1), φ
x
y˙(t, 1)
)
φxy˙(t, 1)
2dt
+
∫t3
t2
c
(
φxy(t, 2), φ
x
y˙(t, 2)
)
φxy˙(t, 2)
2dt,
(5.31)
where the integrals are restricted to the flow intervals.
Monotonicity of the dissipated energy.
We can show that D is strictly increasing with respect to the velocity of points in D1,
that is,
xa = (y1, y˙a, u2) ∈ D1
xb = (y1, y˙b, u2) ∈ D1
0 6 y˙a < y˙b
⇒ D(xa) < D(xb), (5.32)
which we prove in two steps.
First, restate the integrals in (5.31) in terms of orbits. In each of the two integrals
in (5.31), the time direction j is fixed to ¯ ∈ {1, 2}. For the fixed ¯, we further split the
computation of the corresponding integral in subintervals where φxy˙ > 0 or φ
x
y˙ < 0
(φxy˙(·, ¯) can be zero only on a set of zero measure because of (5.22)), on each of which
φxy is an increasing or decreasing function of t, respectively, because y˙ =
dy
dt . Then,
in each one of such subintervals, t 7→ φxy(t, ¯) is invertible with inverse y 7→ t(y),
and
dt(y)
dy
=
1
dφxy(t,¯)
dt
∣∣
t(y)
=
1
φxy˙(t, ¯)|t(y)
(note that φxy˙(·, ¯) is absolutely continuous so that φxy(·, ¯) is continuously differen-
tiable). We can then change the integration variable from time t to position y. For
instance, for one such subinterval [τa, τb] where either φxy˙ > 0 or φxy˙ 6 0, the
dissipated energy (taken positive as in (5.31)) is
e
(
φx(τa, ¯)
)
− e
(
φx(τb, ¯)
)
=
∫τb
τa
c
(
φxy(t, ¯), φ
x
y˙(t, ¯)
)
φxy˙(t, ¯)
2dt
=
∫φxy(τb,¯)
φxy(τa,¯)
c
(
y,φxy˙(t(y), ¯)
)
φxy˙(t(y), ¯)
2 dt(y)
dy
dy
=
∫φxy(τb,¯)
φxy(τa,¯)
c
(
y,φxy˙(t(y), ¯)
)
φxy˙(t(y), ¯)dy (5.33a)
=
∫φxy(τa,¯)
φxy(τb,¯)
c
(
y,φxy˙(t(y), ¯)
)(
−φxy˙(t(y), ¯)
)
dy (5.33b)
so that this integral is always positive regardless of the sign of φxy˙ over [τa, τb] (φ
x
y˙
negative implies φxy(τb, ¯) < φxy(τa, ¯)). Consider also Lemma 4.1 for a physical
interpretation in terms of work when c(y, y˙) is constant.
Second, consider D(xa) and D(xb) for y˙a < y˙b as in (5.32). Take the two solution
φxa and φxb with y˙b > y˙a and split the integrals expressing the respective dissi-
pated energies according to the integration principle just described. Up to reaching
D1, the orbit of φxa is in the interior of the area spanned by the orbit of φxb (see
Figure 5.16) because two orbits can not intersect during flow (if they did, uniqueness
of solutions in Lemma 5.1 would be violated), and y and y˙ do not change across
jumps. Due to this fact and Assumption (5.3b), when φy˙ is positive (cf. Figure 5.16
in C2 and Equation (5.33a)) the integrand c
(
y,φy˙(t(y), ¯)
)
φy˙(t(y), ¯) relative to φxa
is strictly smaller than that of φxb . The same holds for φy˙ negative (cf. Figure 5.16
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Figure 5.16: Integrand relative to the dissipated energy by damping for two orbits.
in C1 and Equation (5.33b)), beside the fact that the dissipated energy along φxb
has additional (positive) contributions (denoted by A1 and A2 in Figure 5.16). We
conclude that the dissipated energy relative to φxa is strictly less than that of φxb .
Balance and uniqueness of equilibrium P(x?) = x?.
Property (5.32) implies that there exist a unique value of x ∈ D1, that we call x?,
satisfying
D(x?) = I. (5.34)
We show now that P(x?) = x?, so that (5.26) is proven. Suppose by contradiction that
P(x?) 6= x?, hence E(x?) 6= E(P(x?)). Then, by the energy balance
E(x?) + I−D(x?) = E(P(x?)) (5.35)
we can deduce D(x?) 6= I, which is a contradiction.
Asymptotic stability.
For the global asymptotic stability of the unique equilibrium x? of (5.25), consider the
Lyapunov function V : D1 → R>0 defined for x = (y1, y˙, u2) and x? = (y1, y˙?, u2)
as
V(x) := |x− x?|2 = (y˙− y˙?)2. (5.36)
Because in (5.25) P is continuous and D1 is closed (so it satisfies the hybrid basic
conditions relative to the discrete part only) and the attractor is the point x?, we
need to prove (as from Fact 2.10):
V(P(x)) − V(x) < 0 ∀x ∈ D1, x 6= x?,
or, equivalently,(
y˙+ − y˙
)(
y˙+ − y˙? + y˙− y˙?
)
< 0 ∀y˙ > 0, y˙ 6= y˙? (5.37)
once we substitute (5.36) and we use (y1, y˙+, u2) = P(x) from (5.25). Property (5.37)
is true if the following implications hold
y˙+ > y˙⇒ y˙ < y˙+ < y˙? (5.38a)
y˙+ < y˙⇒ y˙ > y˙+ > y˙?. (5.38b)
Indeed, since y˙+ = y˙ holds true only for y˙ = y˙? due to (5.26), either (5.38a) or (5.38b)
holds, under either of which (5.37) is true. To conclude the proof, we then show the
validity of (5.38). To prove (5.38a), we just need to prove y˙+ > y˙⇒ y˙+ < y˙?. y˙+ > y˙
implies E(P(x)) > E(x) by (5.28). From an energy balance
E(P(x)) − E(x) = I−D(x),
so I−D(x) > 0. By (5.32) and (5.34), I−D(x) > 0 implies y˙? > y˙. Consider the two
solutions φx
?
and φx. Due to (5.20b), the velocity remains the same across jumps,
so
y˙? = φx
?
y˙ (0, 1) > φ
x
y˙(0, 1) = y˙.
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Figure 5.17: Hybrid formulation of system (5.4).
While flowing in C1, uniqueness of solutions from Lemma 5.1 holds, meaning that
the orbits of the two solutions cannot intersect. So, after the flow in C1, φx
?
y˙ (t
x?
2 , 1) <
φxy˙(t
x
2, 1). Repeating the reasoning for D2 and C2, we obtain finally that
y˙? = φx
?
y˙ (t3, 2) > φ
x
y˙(t3, 2) = y˙
+.
(5.38b) is proven with parallel considerations to those for (5.38a). 
We proved in Lemma 5.1 that all solutions jump from D1 after a finite time and
we proved in Lemma 5.2 that there exists a unique x? ∈ D1 such that P(x?) = x?.
The unique periodic orbit starting from x? := (y1, y˙?, u2) has a finite continuous
period T > 0 and a discrete period J = 2, as from Definition 5.2, and defines the
attractor A as
A := {x : x = φx
?
(t, j) for some (t, j)}. (5.39)
Therefore the existence of a unique nontrivial periodic orbit that is globally asymp-
totically stable (Theorem 5.1) is an immediate consequence of the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 5.2 A in (5.39) is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Stability follows from Lemma 5.2 (stability of x?) and conti-
nuity of solutions on compact time intervals, as established in [47, Proposition 6.14].
Global attractivity follows from Lemma 5.2 (attractivity of x?), persistent jumping
in Lemma 5.1 and again continuity of solutions on compact time intervals. These
properties are also uniform because the hybrid basic conditions are satisfied, as es-
tablished in Fact 2.4. 
5.5.2 Hybrid formulation and proofs of Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2
As we did in Section 5.5.1 for system (5.2), let us reformulate system (5.4) as a hybrid
dynamical system:
my¨+ c(y, y˙)y˙+
∂U
∂y
(y, u) = 0
u˙ = 0
 (y, y˙, u) ∈ C (5.40a)
y+ = y
y˙+ = y˙
u+ = ui
 (y, y˙, u) ∈ Di, i ∈ {0, 1, 2} (5.40b)
C := (C1 × {u1})∪ (C2 × {u2})∪ (C0 × {u0})
=: C1 ∪ C2 ∪ C0
(5.40c)
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D :=
⋃
i∈{1,2,3}
Di with

D1 := D1 × {u2}
D2 := D2 × {u1}
D0 := D0 × {u1, u2}.
(5.40d)
We first prove Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We divide the proof in steps.
Variation of total energy across jumps.
Using the definition of total energy in (5.27), we define its variations across jumps
for all y ∈ [y1, y2]
∆1→2 := e
(
(y2, y˙, u2)
)
− e
(
(y1, y˙, u1)
)
= U(y2, u2) −U(y2, u1) (5.41a)
∆2→1 := e
(
(y2, y˙, u1)
)
− e
(
(y2, y˙, u2)
)
= U(y1, u1) −U(y1, u2) (5.41b)
∆1→0(y) := e
(
(y, 0, u0)
)
− e
(
(y, 0, u1)
)
= U(y, u0) −U(y, u1) (5.41c)
∆2→0(y) := e
(
(y, 0, u0)
)
− e
(
(y, 0, u2)
)
= U(y, u0) −U(y, u2), (5.41d)
where each of these ∆i→j is the variation due to a jump that resets the control from
ui to uj.
U(y1, u1) < U(y, u1) < U(y2, u1) (5.42a)
U(y2, u2) < U(y, u2) < U(y1, u2). (5.42b)
Using the relations in (5.41), we can obtain that for all y ∈ [y1, y2] (the equation
number over the inequality sign justifies the corresponding bound)
∆1→2 +∆2→1
(5.42a),(5.42b)
< 0 (5.43a)
∆1→2 +∆2→0(y)
(5.42b)
6 U(y, u0) −U(y2, u1)
(5.42a)
6 U(y, u0) −U(y, u1) = ∆1→0(y)
(5.5b)
< 0 (5.43b)
∆2→1 +∆1→0(y)
(5.42a)
6 U(y, u0) −U(y1, u2)
(5.42b)
6 U(y, u0) −U(y, u2) = ∆2→0(y)
(5.5c)
< 0 (5.43c)
In light of (5.43), a scalar δ > 0 can then be found such that for all y ∈ [y1, y2]
∆1→2 +∆2→1 < −δ (5.44a)
∆1→2 +∆2→0(y) 6 ∆1→0(y) < −δ (5.44b)
∆2→1 +∆1→0(y) 6 ∆2→0(y) < −δ. (5.44c)
Finite number of jumps N(e¯) and nonzero decrease of total energy.
If solutions to (5.40) start in C0, no jumps are allowed because of (5.40d) and u = u0.
Therefore, the jumps are clearly finite.
Solutions in D ∩ C can only jump because any flowing solution along the vector
field (5.40a) would flow outside C. Indeed,
• y˙ < 0 in D2 ∩C1\{(y2, 0, u1)}, and then solutions would flow to the forbidden
set y < y2;
• y¨ = − 1m
∂U
∂y (y, u1) < 0 in D0 ∩ C1 due to (5.22) and then forbidden flow to
y˙ < 0, y < y2 would occur.
Analogous reasonings hold in D∩ C2.
Consider now a solution starting in C1 (a parallel reasoning holds when starting
in C2). The solution is bound to reach (and jump from) either D0 or D2 after a
finite time because (i) y¨ < 0 in C1 ∩ {(y, y˙, u1) : y˙ > 0} due to (5.22) and (ii) y˙ < 0
elsewhere in C1 (see also step (b) in the proof of Lemma 5.1). Given this fact, assume
by contradiction that the number of jumps is not finite. This is only possible if there
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exists a complete solution φc that keeps jumping from D1 and D2, but never from
D0 because from D0 solutions can only jump to C0. Take any jump time tj as defined
in (5.23) such that φc(tj, j− 1) ∈ D1. Then we have φc(tj, j) ∈ C1, φc(tj+1, j) ∈ D2,
φc(tj+1, j + 1) ∈ C2 and φc(tj+2, j + 1) ∈ D1 (refer also to Figure 5.17), and the
following holds:
e
(
φc(tj+2, j+ 1)
)
− e
(
φc(tj, j− 1)
)
= e(φc(tj, j)) − e(φc(tj, j− 1)) +
∫tj+1
tj
d
dt
e(φc(t, j))dt
+ e(φc(tj+1, j+ 1)) − e(φc(tj+1, j)) +
∫tj+2
tj+1
d
dt
e(φc(t, j+ 1))dt
6 ∆1→2 +∆2→1 < −δ,
(5.45)
where we used (5.30) and (5.3a) for bounding the integrals, and then (5.44a). Equa-
tion (5.45) shows that such a “bad” solution φc cannot exist because the total energy
e when crossing D1 would decrease arbitrarily due to persistent jumping from D1,
and this contradicts
e(x) = 12my˙
2 +U(y1, u2) > U(y1, u2)
which recurrently holds in D1.
Equation (5.45) also holds for a solution jumping a finite number of times from
D1 and the same number of times from D2. After that, solutions can jump a next to
last time from D1 or from D2, and then jump from D0. Note that the energy also
decreases by at least −δ in these tail jumps as established by (5.44b) and (5.44c). This
implies that for each e¯, all solutions with initial total energy smaller than e¯ perform
at most N(e¯) 6 2 e¯δ + 3 jumps. 
To prove Theorem 5.2, we use the following fact, which is a consequence of [48,
Theorem 31], when all jumps are treated as events:
Fact 5.1 ([48, Theorem 31]) Suppose that the hybrid system H = (C, F,D, G) with state
x ∈ Rn satisfies the hybrid basic conditions. Let the compact set A ⊂ Rn satisfy G(D ∩
A) ⊂ A, and assume that A is globally asymptotically stable for the hybrid system with no
jumps H0 = (C, F, ∅, ∅). Also suppose that, for the hybrid system H and each compact set
K ⊂ Rn, there exists N > 0 such that each solution starting in K experiences no more than
N jumps. Then the set A is globally asymptotically stable for the system H.
Proof. To prove the fact, we simply need that D0 and G0 in [48, Theorem 31] are
both the empty set for a suitable outer semicontinuous event indicator E (an event
is a pair (g, x) ∈ Rn ×Rn such that E(g, x) = ∅). By identifying jumps with events
(E(g, x) := ∅ for all x ∈ D, g ∈ G(x)), we get precisely G0 = ∅, and D0 = ∅.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof of this theorem is a concatenation of Fact 5.1 applied
to (5.40) with Proposition 5.1, after noting that in each compact set K there is a max-
imum value e¯ of the total energy. 
5.5.3 Technical analysis and proof of Theorem 5.3
In this Section we prove the proportionality for ωreset/ωn and ymax/y¯, and we
set up the nonlinear algebraic equations of the numerical problem through which
κ and ψ in Theorem 5.3 are obtained. Because of the symmetry induced by (5.6)
in (5.8), the solutions enjoy central symmetry (if ψ is a solution of (5.8), then −ψ is a
solution). Moreover, a solution starting at t = 0 from D1, flowing in C1 and reaching
D2 at t = t1, must satisfy y˙(0) = −y˙(t1) to be periodic. Therefore, we can consider
just one of the symmetric portions of the unique periodic solution guaranteed by
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Theorem 5.1, for instance the one in C1 where (5.8a) holds. Based on Figure 5.4, this
portion satisfies then the boundary conditions:
y(0) = y¯, y˙(0) = v¯, y(t1) = −y¯, y˙(t1) = −v¯ (5.46)
for some velocity v¯ > 0 and time t1 > 0. To obtain the unique solution to (5.46), we
impose also that t1 be the least positive time2 satisfying (5.46). Problem (5.46) sets a
system of four equations in the four unknowns v¯, t1 and the two parameters relative
to initial conditions in the solution to (5.8a). Once the system is solved,ωreset follows
from
ωreset =
pi
t1
,
and ymax is obtained from the time when the periodic solution has zero velocity. In
Theorem 5.3 we only assumed ξ > 0: to express in (5.46) the solution y, y˙ of (5.8a),
we split the analysis in the two3 cases 0 < ξ < 1 (underdamped) and ξ > 1 (over-
damped).
Underdamped system (0 < ξ < 1). The solution to the linear dynamics (5.8a) has the
form parametrized by the unknowns Y, ϕ
y(t) = Ye−ξωnt cos(ωn
√
1− ξ2t+ϕ) − u¯ (5.47a)
y˙(t) = −ξωnYe
−ξωnt cos(ωn
√
1− ξ2t+ϕ) (5.47b)
− Yωn
√
1− ξ2e−ξωnt sin(ωn
√
1− ξ2t+ϕ).
This expression, used in (5.46), yields
y¯ = Y cos(ϕ) − u¯ (5.48a)
v¯ = −ξωnY cos(ϕ) − Yωn
√
1− ξ2 sin(ϕ) (5.48b)
−y¯ = Ye−ξωnt1 cos(ωn
√
1− ξ2t1 +ϕ) − u¯ (5.48c)
−v¯ = −ξωnYe
−ξωnt1 cos(ωn
√
1− ξ2t1 +ϕ) (5.48d)
− Yωn
√
1− ξ2e−ξωnt1 sin(ωn
√
1− ξ2t1 +ϕ).
Substitute Y = u¯+y¯cos(ϕ) from (5.48a) and v¯ from (5.48b) into (5.48c)-(5.48d), use the
definition of λ in (5.7) and set τ1 := ωnt1:
(λ− 1)/(λ+ 1) = e−ξτ1 cos(
√
1− ξ2τ1 +ϕ)/ cos(ϕ)
ξ cos(ϕ) +
√
1− ξ2 sin(ϕ) =
− ξe−ξτ1 cos(
√
1− ξ2τ1 +ϕ) −
√
1− ξ2e−ξτ1 sin(
√
1− ξ2τ1 +ϕ).
(5.49)
Note again that t1, and so τ1, is the least positive time satisfying (5.46). It is apparent
that in (5.49) τ1 and ϕ depend only on ξ and λ, so
ωreset = ωn
pi
τ1
=: ωnκ, (5.50)
where for simplicity we drop the dependence of κ on ξ and λ.
Find now ymax. Substitute back τ1 and ϕ to obtain Y in (5.47), and consider the
time t? such that y˙(t?) = 0, t? ∈ [0, t1] with y˙ in (5.47b). Then ymax = y(t?). Set
τ? := ωnt
? to obtain
−ξ√
1− ξ2
= tan(
√
1− ξ2τ? +ϕ).
2 We use here for simplicity only the ordinary times since the analysis involves a single flow
interval of the periodic orbit. However, t1 corresponds indeed to the time defined in (5.23)
using hybrid time domains.
3 We refrain from considering also the case ξ = 1 (real and coincident roots) as it can be seen as
the limit of the above cases for ξ→ 1+ and ξ→ 1−.
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Solve for τ? that again depends only on ξ and λ. With τ?, (5.47a), (5.7), obtain ψ
(dropping the dependence on ξ and λ) as:
ymax = y¯
(
λ+ 1
cosϕ
e−ξτ
?
cos(
√
1− ξ2τ? +ϕ) − λ
)
=: y¯ψ.
Overdamped system (ξ > 1). The solution to (5.8a) has the form parametrized by
the unknowns Y1, Y2
y = Y1e
−ωnl1(ξ)t + Y2e
−ωnl2(ξ)t − u¯
y˙ = −ωnl1(ξ)Y1e
−ωnl1(ξ)t −ωnl2(ξ)Y2e
−ωnl2(ξ)t,
(5.51)
where
l1(ξ) := ξ+
√
ξ2 − 1 > l2(ξ) := ξ−
√
ξ2 − 1 > 0.
For simplicity drop the dependence of l1 and l2 on ξ. Set
r :=
λ− 1
λ+ 1
and τ1 := ωnt1,
solve (5.46) obtaining intermediately
Y1 = u¯+ y¯− Y2 and
Y2
u¯+ y¯
=
r− e−l1τ1
e−l2τ1 − e−l1τ1
,
and finally:
(1+ el2τ1)(−1+ el1τ1r)
(1+ el1τ1)(−1+ el2τ1r)
=
l1
l2
. (5.52)
Solve for τ1 (again depending only on ξ through l1, l2 and on λ) and get κ as
in (5.50). With the same reasoning as in 0 < ξ < 1, find τ? and then ψ:
ymax = y¯
(
(λ+ 1)
(r− e−τ1l2)e−l1τ
?
e−τ1l1 − e−τ1l2
− (λ+ 1)
(r− e−τ1l1)e−l2τ
?
e−τ1l1 − e−τ1l2
− λ
)
:= y¯ψ. (5.53)
6G L O B A L A S Y M P T O T I C S TA B I L I T Y O F A P I D C O N T R O L
S Y S T E M W I T H C O U L O M B F R I C T I O N
In this Chapter we characterize the properties of a differential inclusion model of the
feedback interconnection of a sliding mass with a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller under Coulomb friction. We prove global asymptotic stability of the
largest set of closed-loop equilibria using a discontinuous Lyapunov-like function,
and a weak version of the LaSalle’s invariance principle. Simulations are also pro-
vided to illustrate our statements. Due to the regularity of the differential inclusion
model, global asymptotic stability is intrinsically robust. Additionally, taking as in-
put the size of the inflation of a perturbed model, the dynamics is input-to-state
(ISS) stable, and this perturbation includes the well-known Stribeck effect. Future
work will address further the case of static friction force larger than the Coulomb
one and will propose for that setting compensation schemes.
The content of this Chapter is entirely based on [16].
6.1 introduction : literature review
Classical results on friction in mechanical systems acknowledge that, for a moving
mass, the friction force is proportional to the normal force through a kinetic coeffi-
cient (Coulomb friction) and presents possibly a term proportional to the velocity
(viscous friction), whereas at rest the friction force is bounded by the product of the
normal force and a static coefficient, generally greater than the kinetic coefficient.
Within the control community, the interest in the dynamical properties of friction
had its peak in the 1990’s, and the control engineering reasons for this interest are
lucidly argued in [90, §1]. These dynamical properties have been studied along a
modeling direction in the Dahl model [31], the LuGre model [8, 24], the models
by Bliman and Sorine [21] and the Leuven model [117] (the characteristics of these
models are also collectively outlined in [36]). When a mass moves with steady ve-
locity and the corresponding friction force is measured, there is a small interval of
velocities near zero where the friction force decreases before increasing again due to
viscous friction and this behaviour is given the name of Stribeck effect. Other typical
experimental friction phenomena are presliding/sliding and rate independence, for
which the reader is referred to [90, §2.1-2.3]. In [21], considering friction as depend-
ing only on the path, allows using the theory of hysteresis operators [60, 122] and
the LuGre model itself proved to be amenable to theoretical analysis, as [11] presents
necessary and sufficient conditions for the passivity of its underlying operator from
velocity to friction force.
In this chapter, we propose to characterize Coulomb friction in terms of differen-
tial inclusions [9], and we apply this characterization to the case of a point mass
under such a friction force and actuated by a proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controller. This problem is a classical one in the friction literature (together with the
point mass on a moving belt) and we will be able to prove the global asymptotic sta-
bility of the attractor having zero velocity, zero position and a bounded integral error.
The use of a set-valued map for the friction force is quite natural in mechanics (see,
e.g., [46, §10] and the references in [69, §1.5]) and is taken into consideration in [1,
21, 98, 125]: in [1] it is applied to a second-order uncontrolled mechanical system,
in [125] to uncontrolled multi-degree-of-freedom mechanical systems, in [98] to a PD
controlled 1 degree-of-freedom system. The combination of set-valued friction laws
and Lyapunov tools is also the subject of [69, Chap. 5-6]. Other controlling strate-
gies such as impulsive control are explored in [120]. The mathematical challenges
associated with Coulomb friction are also illustrated in [116] and references therein.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, global asymptotic stability has not been
proved so far. In particular, it was proved (see [6, Thm. 1] and the related works
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position s
massm control action uPID
so = 0
friction force ff
velocity v
Figure 6.1: Mass under the action of friction and controlled by a PID controller.
[4, 5]) that in our same setting there exists no stick-slip limit cycle (the so-called
hunting phenomenon, see [6, p. 679] and [24, §V-A.]; see [6] and Remark 6.3 for the
definitions of stick and slip), which is the detrimental signature of a stiction greater
than the Coulomb friction. As an overall achievement, Lyapunov tools applied to a
differential-inclusion model enable proving global asymptotic stability of the largest
set of equilibria. Additionally, the established properties and the regularity of our
model imply robustness of asymptotic stability. This, in turn, allows us to prove
an input-to-state stability (ISS) property for the perturbed dynamics, establishing
that more general friction phenomena (including the Stribeck effect) cause a gradual
deterioration of the response, in an ISS sense. This chapter can be regarded as a
stepping stone to stiction larger than Coulomb where nontrivial jump set and maps
can be identified (see [8, p. 106]), and to proposing compensation schemes using
hybrid friction laws.
The chapter is structured as follows. We present the proposed model and the
main results in Section 6.2. Then Section 6.3 contains an illustration by simulation
of the established properties. The end of the paper contains the Lyapunov-based
proof, separated into the proof of global attractivity (Section 6.4) and of stability
(Section 6.5).
Notation. The sign function is defined as: sign(x) := 1 if x > 0, sign(0) := 0,
sign(x) := −1 if x < 0. The saturation function is defined as: sat(x) := sign(x) if
|x| > 1, sat(x) := x if |x| 6 1. For c 6= 0, the function x 7→ dzc(x) is defined as
dzc(x) := x− c sat
(
x
c
)
. |x| denotes the Euclidean norm of vector x. 〈·, ·〉 defines the
inner product between its two vector arguments. The distance of a vector x ∈ Rn to
a closed set A ⊂ Rn is defined by |x|A := infy∈A |x− y|. A function f : Rn → R is
lower semicontinuous if it satisfies lim infx→x0 f(x) > f(x0) for each point x0 of its
domain.
6.2 proposed model and main result
In Section 6.2.1 we derive the model we are using for the PID control system with
Coulomb friction from a standard description of the friction force; we also prove
that solutions to this model are unique, therefore coinciding with the ones of the
standard description. Next, we present our main result in terms of global attractivity
and stability in Section 6.2.2 together with some generalizations.
6.2.1 Derivation of the model
Consider a point mass m described by position s and velocity v, as in Figure 6.1. The
overall friction force ff acting on the mass comprises both Coulomb and viscous fric-
tion. Its classical description (see [4, Eq. (3)], or similarly [90, Eq. (5)]) is parametrized
by a Coulomb friction constant f¯c > 0 and by the viscous friction constant αv > 0.
The expression of ff reads
ff(fr, v) :=

f¯c sign(v) +αvv, if v 6= 0
fr, if v = 0, |fr| < f¯c
f¯c sign(fr), if v = 0, |fr| > f¯c
(6.1)
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where fr is the resultant tangential force. The mass is actuated by the PID control
uPID
uPID(t) := −k¯ps(t) − k¯i
∫t
0
s(τ)dτ− k¯d
ds(t)
dt
= −k¯ps(t) − k¯iei(t) − k¯dv(t),
(6.2)
where ei is defined to be the integral of the position error and is the state of the
controller, satisfying e˙i = s and ei(0) = 0.
Using Newton’s law, we write the mechanical dynamics s˙ = v and mv˙ = uPID −
ff(uPID, v). The convenient definitions u :=
uPID−αvv
m , (kp, kv, ki) := (
k¯p
m ,
k¯d+αv
m ,
k¯i
m )
and fc := f¯cm yield then
e˙i = s (6.3a)
s˙ = v (6.3b)
v˙ =

u− fc if v > 0 or (v = 0, u > fc)
0 if (v = 0, |u| < fc)
u+ fc if v < 0 or (v = 0, u 6 −fc)
(6.3c)
u = −kps− kvv− kiei, (6.3d)
where we used that uPID = mu for v = 0.
Model (6.3) arises from a relatively intuitive description of the mechanical prin-
ciples behind the model of Figure 6.1. Its discontinuous right hand side makes it
hard to prove existence of solutions for any initial conditions, even though such a
property can be shown to hold on a case-by-case basis. Moreover, it seems to be hard
to use dynamics (6.3) for establishing some stability properties and certifying that
the position s converges to zero.
In this chapter we use the monotone set-valued friction law [69, Eq. 5.36] for which
existence of solutions is structurally guaranteed. By defining the overall state z :=
(ei, s, v), this is equivalent to applying the Filippov [37] or Krasovskii regularization
to the discontinuous dynamics (6.3) and obtaining
z˙ ∈
 sv
−kiei − kps− kvv
− fc
00
1
 SGN(v) =: F˜(z) (6.4a)
where the function SGN is a set-valued map defined as
SGN(v) :=
sign(v), if v 6= 0
[−1, 1], if v = 0.
(6.4b)
Remark 6.1 Although this model (and the equivalent one (6.16), after a change of coor-
dinate) does not present a jump map and set, it is still useful to see it in terms of a purely
continuous hybrid dynamical system H = (F˜,R3, ∅, ∅) consistently with Section 2.1 because
the properties proven for the hybrid setting of Chapter 2 are carried over for this purely con-
tinuous system. Theorem 6.1, Corollary 6.1, the proof in Section 6.4.2 are examples of the
usefulness of such a hybrid interpretation of model (6.4). y
Note that model (6.4) recognizes that the Coulomb friction can be selected as any
force in the set [−f¯c, f¯c] when v is zero and has magnitude f¯c and direction opposite
to v whenever v 6= 0. One may wonder whether any artificial solution1 is introduced
1 We consider a solution to (6.3) or (6.4) a function that satisfies the sole continuous part of
Definition 2.4 (or (2.8), since we will see that the hybrid basic conditions are satisfied), that
is, any locally absolutely continuous function ψ satisfying respectively ψ˙(t) = f˜(ψ(t)) or
ψ˙(t) ∈ F˜(ψ(t)) for almost all t in its domain.
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by such an enriched description of the dynamics. The following result establishes
uniqueness of the solutions to (6.4), which implies that the unique solution to (6.4)
must necessarily be the unique solution to (6.3). Indeed, dynamics (6.3) allows for
only some selections of v˙ compared to those allowed by (6.4), so that any solution
to (6.3) is also a solution to (6.4).
Lemma 6.1 For any initial condition z(0) ∈ R3, system (6.4) has a unique solution defined
for all t > 0.
Proof. Existence of solutions follows from [37, §7, Thm. 1] because the mapping
in (6.4) is outer semicontinuous and locally bounded with nonempty compact con-
vex values (see also [47, Prop. 6.10]). Completeness of maximal solutions follows
from local existence and no finite escape times, as (6.4) can be regarded as a linear
system forced by a bounded input. To prove uniqueness, consider two solutions z1 =
(z1,ei , z1,s, z1,v), z2 both starting at z0 and define δ(t) = (δei(t), δs(t), δv(t)) :=
z1(t) − z2(t), for all t > 0. Then, δ(0) = 0 and, for almost all t > 0,
δ˙(t) ∈ Aδδ(t) − fc
[
0
0
1
] (
SGN(z1,v(t)) − SGN(z1,v(t) − δv(t))
)
,
with
Aδ :=
[
0 1 0
0 0 1
−ki −kp −kv
]
, (6.5)
whose maximum singular value is λδ. Therefore we can write for almost all nonneg-
ative t
d
dt
|δ(t)|2
2 = δ(t)
T δ˙(t) 6 λδ|δ(t)|2 +M(t)
M(t) := max
f1∈fc SGN(z1,v(t))
f2∈fc SGN(z1,v(t)−δv(t))
δv(t)(f2 − f1).
Whether z1,v(t) and z1,v(t)− δv(t) are positive, zero or negative, by trivial inspec-
tion of all the cases it can be shown that M(t) 6 0 for all t > 0. Therefore,
d
dt
|δ(t)|2
2 6 λδ|δ(t)|
2 for almost all t > 0,
and from standard comparison theorems δ(0) = 0 implies δ(t) = 0 for all t > 0, that
is, z1(t) = z2(t) for all t > 0.
6.2.2 Main result
The advantage in the use of the compact dynamics (6.4) is that we may adopt Lya-
punov tools to study the asymptotic stability properties of the rest position under
the following standard assumption (see, for example, [6]).
Assumption 6.1 The parameters in (6.3d) are such that
ki > 0, kp > 0, kvkp > ki.
According to the Routh stability test, Assumption 6.1 holds if and only if the
origin of the dynamics in (6.4) with fc = 0 is globally exponentially stable.
Under Assumption 6.1, one readily sees that all possible equilibria of dynamics
(6.4) correspond to (ei, s, v) = (e¯i, 0, 0) with |e¯i| 6 fcki , that is, whenever the mass
is at rest at zero position and the size of the integral error ei is bounded by the
specific threshold fcki . Any of these points is an equilibrium for (6.4) because in (6.4)
a value can be selected from fc SGN(0) such that the (unique) solution maintains
z˙ identically zero. Note that here we consider the problem of tracking a position
setpoint so = 0, but the result can be generalized to piecewise constant setpoints so,
thanks to a shift in the position coordinate to s− so and the global nature of our
results. Denote then the set of these equilibria as
A :=
{
(ei, s, v) : s = 0, v = 0, ei ∈
[
−
fc
ki
,
fc
ki
]}
. (6.6)
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Proposition 6.1 Under Assumption 6.1, the attractor A in (6.6) is 1) globally attractive
and 2) Lyapunov stable for dynamics (6.4).
The global attractivity of A is proven in Section 6.4 and its stability in Section 6.5.
For attractivity, we use a suitable discontinuous Lyapunov-like function and a non-
smooth version of LaSalle’s invariance principle: these tools are applicable to our
scenario because of the desirable structural properties of the regularization in (6.4).
Note that no smaller set could be proven to be globally attractive because A is a
union of equilibria.
Remark 6.2 For our results in Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.1 to hold, we just need the
PID-related parameters ki, kp and kv to guarantee asymptotic stability when no friction
is present, as in Assumption 6.1. However, it requires a nontrivial analysis to determine
their influence in term of convergence rate of the state when friction is present. In particular,
since our analysis is based on a Lyapunov-like function, it is a nontrivial extension to use
these Lyapunov tools to determine the convergence rate of the solutions, based on suitable
properties of the Lyapunov function. y
For B denoting the closed unit ball, co the closed convex hull of a set, and ρ :
R3 → R>0 a suitable continuous perturbation function satisfying z /∈ A⇒ ρ(z) > 0
and vanishing in A, we have the following perturbation of dynamics (6.4):
z˙ ∈ coF˜(z+ ρ(z)B) + ρ(z)B. (6.7)
Note that (6.7) represents precisely the ρ-perturbation of H = (F˜,R3, ∅, ∅) in Defini-
tion 2.17 (see also Remark 6.1).
The main result in Theorem 6.1 establishes the following two relevant robust sta-
bility properties of A involving the solutions to the perturbed dynamics (6.7). By spe-
cializing Definitions 2.18 and 2.19 in the purely continuous setting and for U = R3
(since the present results are global), robust uniform global asymptotic stability of A cor-
responds to the property that A is uniformly globally asymptotically stable for (6.7)
(see Definition 2.14), and robust global KL asymptotic stability of A to the existence of
β0 ∈ KL such that all solutions to (6.7) satisfy |z(t)|A 6 β0(|z(0)|A, t) for all t > 0.
Note that robust uniform global asymptotic stability is equivalent to robust global
KL asymptotic stability due to [47, Thm. 3.40].
Theorem 6.1 Under Assumption 6.1, the attractor A in (6.6) is robustly uniformly globally
asymptotically stable and robustly globally KL asymptotically stable.
The hybrid basic conditions are satisfied by F˜ and A is compact: from Fact 2.6,
Proposition 6.1 implies robust global KL asymptotic stability of A, and thus Theo-
rem 6.1, as already noted in Example 2.8.
A specific perturbation of interest arises when selecting a constant scalar ρv ∈ R
and perturbing the friction effect as follows:
z˙ ∈
[ s
v
−kiei−kps−kvv
]
− fc
[
0
0
1
]
SGNρv(v) (6.8a)
SGNρv(v) :=
[sign(v) − |ρv|, sign(v) + |ρv|], if |v| > |ρv|
[−1− |ρv|, 1+ |ρv|], if |v| 6 |ρv|.
(6.8b)
Note that (6.8b) coincides with the inflation of a set-valued mapping defined for the
flow map in Definition 2.17, as we saw in Example 2.7. In the special case ρv = 0,
SGN0 clearly coincides with SGN. This perturbation is of interest because it com-
prises the Stribeck effect, as shown after the proof of Corollary 6.1. Its proof ex-
ploits an interesting consequence of the robustness result established in Theorem 6.1,
namely the semiglobal practical robust asymptotic stability of attractor A that was
presented in Definition 2.20. This consequence follows from Facts 2.4 and 2.7.
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Corollary 6.1 Under Assumption 6.1, the attractor A in (6.6) is globally input-to-state
stable for dynamics (6.8a) from input ρv.
Proof. The solutions to (6.8a) are a subset of the solutions to z˙ = Aδz − fc
[
0
0
1
]
m,
where: Aδ in (6.5) is Hurwitz from Assumption 6.1, and m is a locally integrable sig-
nal satisfying m(t) 6 1+ |ρv| for all t because, for the constant scalar ρv, SGNρv(v(t)) 6
1+ |ρv| for all t. From BIBO stability of exponentially stable linear systems, there ex-
ist positive c and λ such that all solutions satisfy
|z(t)| 6 ce−λt|z(0)|+ c(1+ |ρv|). (6.9)
From the two distances
|z|2A := s
2 + v2 +
(
dzfc/ki(ei)
)2
|z|2 := s2 + v2 + e2i ,
we have |z|A 6 |z| and |z|2 6 2|z|2A + 2
(
fc
ki
)2 (by splitting into the cases |ei| > fcki and
|ei| <
fc
ki
), which implies |z| 6
√
2
(
|z|A +
fc
ki
)
. These relationships between the two
distances and (6.9) imply that there exist positive constants κ1, κ2, κ3 such that all
solutions satisfy
|z(t)|A 6 |z(t)| 6 ce−λt|z(0)|+ c(1+ |ρv|)
6 κ1e−λt|z(0)|A + κ2 + κ3|ρv|, ∀t > 0.
(6.10)
By Theorem 6.1 and the semiglobal practical robustness of KL asymptotic stability
following from Facts 2.4 and 2.7, one can transform the semiglobal practical δ-
argument into a class K function γ` by following similar steps to [59, Lemma 4.5],
as we did in Application 2.1. Moreover, using a similar approach to [114, Thm. 2]
relating the size of the initial condition and of the input, we obtain the following:
|z(0)|A 6 1δ` , |ρv| 6 δ` ⇒ |z(t)|A 6 β`(|z(0)|A, t) + γ`(|ρv|), ∀t > 0, (6.11)
for some suitable class KL and class K functions β` and γ`, and for a small enough
scalar δ` > 0. Without loss of generality, consider now using in (6.11) a small enough
δ` such that (2δ`)−1 > κ2 + κ3δ`. Introduce the function T? : R>0 → R>0 with
T?(s) := max{0, λ−1 log(2δ`κ1s)}, which satisfies:
κ1 e
−λT?(s) s+ κ2 + κ3δ` 6 δ−1` , ∀s > 0. (6.12)
Finally, we conclude the proof by establishing the following (global) ISS bound
from ρv:
|z(t)|A 6 β(|z(0)|A, t) + γ(|ρv|), ∀z(0), ∀ρv, ∀t > 0, (6.13)
where functions β and γ of class KL and class K, respectively, are built starting from
the following inequalities:
β(s, t) >
{
κ1e
−λts+ κ2 + κ3δ`, if s > 1δ` , t 6 T
?(s)
b(s, t), otherwise
(6.14a)
(6.14b)
b(s, t) := max
{
β` (s,max{0, t− T?(s)}) , κ1e−λts
}
(6.14c)
γ(s) >
{
κ2 + κ3s, if s > δ`
γ`(s), if s 6 δ`.
(6.14d)
(6.14e)
The effectiveness of selections (6.14) for establishing the ISS bound (6.13) can be ver-
ified case by case.
Case 1 (|ρv| > δ`): use (6.10), (6.14d), and bound κ1e−λts in (6.14c)-(6.14b).
Case 2 (|ρv| 6 δ` and |z(0)|A 6 δ−1` ): use (6.11), (6.14e), and the bound in (6.14c)-
(6.14b) for β` (s,max{0, t− T?(s)}).
Case 3 (|ρv| 6 δ` and |z(0)|A > δ−1` ): for t 6 T?(|z(0)|A) use (6.14a) and nonnegativ-
ity of γ, whereas for t > T?(|z(0)|A) use |z(T?(|z(0)|A))|A 6 δ`−1 (from (6.10) and
(6.12)) and the semigroup property of solutions to fall again into case 2 above.
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A consequence of Corollary 6.1 is that the Stribeck effect, which is known to lead
to persistent oscillations (the so-called hunting phenomenon), produces solutions
that are graceful degradations in the ISS sense of the asymptotically stable solutions
to the unperturbed dynamics because small Stribeck deformations lead to graphs
included in the graph of fc SGNρv(v), as shown in Figure 6.2.
v
Stribeck
fcSGNρv(v)
|ρv|
fcSGN(v)
Figure 6.2: Stribeck effect is included in the perturbation (6.8a).
6.3 illustration by simulation
Before we prove our main result in Sections 6.4-6.5, in this section we illustrate by
simulation the typical behaviour of solutions to (6.4) and their convergence to the
attractor. Simulations capture, for each initial condition, the unique solution to (6.4)
because of Lemma 6.1. When fc = 0, (6.4) reduces to a linear system with char-
acteristic polynomial s3 + kvs2 + kps+ ki = 0, whose roots have negative real part
from Assumption 6.1. Although our subsequent proof does not differentiate anyhow
among the possible locations of these roots in the complex plane, we present our
simulations for two representative cases, complex conjugate and three distinct real
roots. Specifically, roots {−6.01,−0.19± i0.79} and {−0.8,−0.5,−0.2} are obtained for
parameters (kv, kp, ki) = (6.4, 3, 4) and (kv, kp, ki) = (1.5, 0.66, 0.08), respectively.
fc = 1 m/s2 is common to all simulations.
First, we present the solutions to (6.4) for different sets of initial conditions for
the complex conjugate and real root cases, respectively in the left and right top
plots of Figure 6.3. In the solution represented by a heavier dark violet line, two
different phases are visible: the mass is in motion (called slip phase in the friction
literature), or the mass is at rest (called stick phase) and the velocity is zero on a
nonzero time interval. Whenever the mass is in a slip phase, the PID control acts
in the direction of getting the mass closer to the position setpoint at zero. During a
stick phase starting at ti, only the error integral builds up linearly in time as ei(t) =
ei(ti)+ s(ti)(t− ti) until the control action u overcomes the Coulomb friction, that is,
|u| = |−kiei−kps| = fc. So, the closer the mass is to the zero position (smaller s(ti)),
the longer it takes the error to build up and exit a stick phase. As a consequence,
solutions converge asymptotically to the attractor, but not exponentially. Moreover,
position and velocity converge to zero, but the error integral does not in general: it
continues to oscillate and enters asymptotically the set
[
− fcki ,
fc
ki
]
as the position
approaches zero for complex conjugate roots (top, left); it approaches the equilibria
fc
ki
or − fcki for distinct real roots (top, right) because after a stick phase the position
and the velocity converge to zero exponentially, so that v remains always nonzero.
Second, we present in the left and right center plots of Figure 6.3 a phase portrait
for the same solutions in the top plots. In these figures it is evident that solutions
converge to the attractor in (6.6), with the two different behaviors described above.
In the left center plot, we can also appreciate the presence of a strip in the plane
v = 0 expressed by equation −fc 6 −kiei − kps 6 fc (as in [99, Page 7]), that is, the
region of the state space where stick is bound to occur.
Third, we keep the same initial conditions and parameters and we anticipate the
evolution along solutions of the Lyapunov-like function introduced in the next sec-
tion (see its definition in (6.19)). In particular, this function is nonincreasing along
solutions, it can be discontinuous (for example, the left, bottom, dark blue and violet
curves close to t = 0 s), and remains constant during stick (as pointed out by the
same heavier dark violet curves).
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Figure 6.3: Top: solutions to (6.4) for different initial conditions. Center: phase por-
traits for (6.4) for the same solutions. Bottom: Lyapunov-like function V
in (6.19) evaluated along the same solutions. All the figures to the left
(resp., right) refer to the PID parameters (kv, kp, ki) = (6.4, 3, 4) (resp.,
(1.5, 0.66, 0.08)).
6.4 proof of proposition 6 .1 : global attractivity
In Section 6.4.1 we state a change of coordinate for model (6.4) that allows us to
define a Lyapunov-like function. Its properties in Lemma 6.2 are the key to establish
global attractivity and stability. The proof of the lemma is postponed to Section 6.4.3,
whereas global attractivity is proven directly in Section 6.4.2.
6.4.1 Coordinate change and discontinuous LaSalle function
For the following analysis we adopt a specific change of coordinates for (6.4), that is,
σ := −kis
φ := −kiei − kps
v := v.
(6.15)
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The change of coordinates is nonsingular thanks to Assumption 6.1 (ki, kp strictly
positive) and it rewrites (6.4) as
x˙ :=
σ˙φ˙
v˙
 ∈
 −kivσ− kpv
φ− kvv− fc SGN(v)

=
0 0 −ki1 0 −kp
0 1 −kv

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A
σφ
v
−
 00
fc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:b
SGN(v)
= Ax− b SGN(v) =: F(x).
(6.16)
In the new coordinates x, the attractor A in (6.6) can be expressed as
A = {(σ,φ, v) : |φ| 6 fc, σ = 0, v = 0}. (6.17)
Among other things, the simple expression in (6.17) allows writing explicitly the
distance of a point x from A as
|x|2A :=
(
inf
y∈A
|x− y|
)2
= σ2 + v2 + dzfc(φ)
2 (6.18)
where dzfc(φ) := φ− satfc(φ) is the symmetric scalar deadzone function returning
zero when φ ∈ [−fc, fc]. Indeed, the rightmost expression in (6.18) follows from
separating the cases φ < −fc, |φ| 6 fc, φ > fc and applying Definition 2.7 for the
distance to a set. See also Figure 2.8 for the level sets of |x|2A.
Based on the set-valued model (6.4) for the friction and the form of the attractor
in (6.17), it is rather intuitive to introduce the following discontinuous Lyapunov-like
function
V(x) :=
[
σ
v
]T [
kv
ki
−1
−1 kp
][
σ
v
]
+ min
f∈fc SGN(v)
|φ− f|2
= min
f∈fc SGN(v)
[ σ
φ−f
v
]T
P
[ σ
φ−f
v
] (6.19a)
where the matrix P is given by
P :=

kv
ki
0 −1
0 1 0
−1 0 kp
 , (6.19b)
and satisfies PA+ATP 6 0 relative to (6.16) with fc = 0. Note that for v 6= 0 the
minimization in (6.19a) becomes trivial because f can take only the value fc sign(v).
It is emphasized that function V is discontinuous. For example, if we evaluate V
along the sequence of points (σi, φi, vi) = (0, 0, εi) for εi ∈ (0, 1) converging to zero,
V converges to f2c, even though its value at zero is zero. Nevertheless, function V
enjoys a number of useful properties established in the next lemma whose proof is
given in Section 6.4.3.
Lemma 6.2 The Lyapunov-like function in (6.19) is lower semicontinuous and enjoys the
following properties:
1. V(x) = 0 for all x ∈ A and there exists c1 > 0 such that c1|x|2A 6 V(x) for all
x ∈ R3,
2. there exists c > 0 such that each solution x = (σ,φ, v) to (6.16) satisfies for all
t2 > t1 > 0
V(x(t2)) − V(x(t1)) 6 −c
∫t2
t1
v(t)2dt. (6.20)
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Remark 6.3 In [6] it is proven that if a solution is in a slip phase in the nonempty time
interval (ti, ti+1) (namely, for all t ∈ (ti, ti+1), v(t) 6= 0) and the slip phase is preceded
and followed by a stick phase (namely, there exist δ > 0 such that, for all t ∈ [ti − δ, ti]∪
[ti+1, ti+1 + δ], v(t) = 0 and |φ(t)| 6 fc), then
|σ(ti+1)| < |σ(ti)|. (6.21)
This relation is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
stick phase stick phase
slip phase
| |
ti ti+1
v(t) 6= 0
ti − δ ti+1 + δ
| |
v(t) = 0
|φ(t)| ≤ fc
 
 
ti ti+1
fc
−fc
0
σ
φ
v
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the slip and stick phases, and of a specific state evolution.
The satisfaction of (6.21) from [6] is also visible.
[6, Lemma L2] uses the explicit form of solutions (depending on the nature of the eigen-
values of A) to prove (6.21). Instead, we can conclude easily (6.21) from (6.20) (implying
V(x(ti)) < V(x(ti+1) because during a slip phase the velocity is strictly nonzero), and from
the definition (6.19a) and |φ(ti)| 6 fc, |φ(ti+1)| 6 fc (implying V(x(ti)) = kvki σ(ti+1)
2,
V(x(ti+1) =
kv
ki
σ(ti)
2).
y
6.4.2 Proof of item 1) of Proposition 6.1 (global attractivity)
In this section we prove the first item of Proposition 6.1 (that is, global attractivity):
first we rely on results given originally for hybrid dynamical systems and presented
in Section 2.5.6, second we present an alternative proof that relies only on results for
differential inclusions.
Proof of item 1) of Proposition 6.1 (global attractivity of A). All solutions2 x = (σ,φ, v)
to (6.16) are complete by Lemma 6.1, and the pair (F,R3) in (6.16) satisfies the hybrid
basic conditions stated in Assumption 2.1. Furthermore, all solutions are bounded
because from Lemma 6.2, V(x(t)) 6 V(x(0)) (item 2) and c1|x(t)|2A 6 V(x(t)) (item 1)
imply |x(t)|2A 6
V(x(0))
c1
for all t > 0.
There exist a lower semi-continuous ` : R3 → [0,∞] defined for χ = (χσ, χφ, χv)
as `(χ) := χ2v such that t 7→ `(x(t)) is summable, and then weakly meagre (see
the discussion after Definition 2.24). Indeed, apply (6.20) from 0 to t, and obtain
c
∫t
0 v(τ)
2dτ 6 V(x(0)) − V(x(t)) 6 V(x(0)) because V(x(t)) > 0 from Lemma 6.2,
item 1. Then we have
∫t
0 v(τ)
2dτ 6 V(x(0))c , and if t → +∞ we get the required
summability of `(x(·)), that is, the boundedness of its integral from 0 to +∞. We can
then use Fact 2.19 to conclude that for each solution x
Ω(x) ⊂ {χ = (χσ, χφ, χv) ∈ rge(x) : χv = 0}, (6.22)
as we anticipated in Application 2.6.
Fact 2.18 establishes two relevant properties of the ω-limit set Ω(x) of a solution
x.
1. Ω(x) is invariant for each solution x. It is weakly forward and backward in-
variant because the hybrid basic conditions are satisfied and each x is com-
plete and bounded as noted above. Because of uniqueness of solutions, weak
forward invariance is actually strong forward invariance (see Definition 2.26).
Because of (6.22), each element χ of Ω(x) has χv = 0 and because of the
2 Solutions to (6.16) are the functions t 7→ x(t), with components t 7→ σ(t), t 7→ φ(t),
t 7→ v(t). Points in the Euclidean space R3 are denoted by χ, with components χσ, χφ, χv.
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invariance of Ω(x), each element must have χσ = 0 and |χφ| 6 fc in addi-
tion to χv = 0. Indeed, if it were χσ 6= 0, a solution x starting from such a
point χ would present a ramp in the component φ that eventually exceeds fc
in absolute value and drives the component v away from zero, so that Ω(x),
which has χv = 0 by (6.22), would no longer be invariant. The same reasoning
establishes |χφ| 6 fc in Ω(x). Therefore, Ω(x) is contained in A.
2. The second property of Fact 2.18 is: |x(t)|Ω(x) → 0 as t → ∞, t > 0, which
implies |x(t)|A → 0 by the previous item.
Since the previous conclusions hold for each solution, they prove global attractivity.

In the remainder of the section, we present an alternative proof of global attrac-
tivity that builds only on results given for differential inclusions, in particular on a
generalized version of the invariance principle [59, §4.2] for differential inclusions.
The following fact comes indeed from specializing such a result in [103, Thm. 2.10]
to our case, where the differential inclusion (6.4) has actually unique solutions de-
fined for all nonnegative times (as established in Lemma 6.1). We also select G = R3,
U = R3 in the original result of [103].
Fact 6.1 [103] Let ` : R3 → R>0 be lower semicontinuous and such that `(χ) > 0, for all
χ ∈ R3. If x is a complete and bounded solution to (6.4) satisfying ∫+∞0 `(x(t))dt < +∞,
then x converges to the largest forward invariant subset M of Σ := {χ ∈ R3 : `(χ) = 0}.
Proof of item 1) of Proposition 6.1 (global attractivity of A). The proof exploits Fact 6.1,
where we take `(χ) = χ2v. From Lemma 6.2, V(x(t)) 6 V(x(0)) (item 2) and c1|x(t)|2A 6
V(x(t)) (item 1) for any nonnegative t, so that c1|x(t)|2A 6 V(x(0)) and then all so-
lutions to (6.16) are bounded (their completeness is established in Lemma 6.1). Ap-
ply (6.20) from 0 to t, and obtain c
∫t
0 v
2(τ)dτ 6 V(x(0)) −V(x(t)) 6 V(x(0)) because
V(x(t)) > 0 from Lemma 6.2, item 1. Then we have
∫t
0 v
2(τ)dτ 6 V(x(0))c , and if
t → +∞ we get the required boundedness of the integral of `(x(·)). Then Fact 6.1
guarantees that the solution x converges to the largest forward invariant subset M
of Σ = {χ = (χσ, χφ, χv) : χv = 0}. We claim that such a subset is A. Indeed, M ⊂ Σ
implies χv = 0 in M. Moreover, χσ = 0 in M because each solution x starting from
χv = 0 and χσ 6= 0 causes a ramp of the φ component of x that eventually exceeds
fc and drives the v component away from zero (therefore out of Σ). Finally, in M
we must have |χφ| 6 fc otherwise the v component would become nonzero again.
Therefore the largest forward invariant set M in Σ is the attractor A. 
6.4.3 Proof of Lemma 6.2
To the end of proving Lemma 6.2, we note that model (6.16) and function (6.19)
suggest that there are three relevant affine systems and smooth functions associated
to the three cases in (6.3c) that are worth considering (and will be used in our proofs).
They correspond to
ξ˙ = f1(ξ) := Aξ− b, ξ(0) = ξ1, (6.23a)
ξ˙ = f0(ξ) :=
[
0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
]
ξ, ξ(0) = ξ0, (6.23b)
ξ˙ = f−1(ξ) := Aξ+ b, ξ(0) = ξ−1, (6.23c)
and, with the definition |ξ|2P := ξ
TPξ,
V1(ξ) :=
∣∣∣[ σφ−fc
v
]∣∣∣2
P
, V0(ξ) :=
∣∣∣[σ0
0
]∣∣∣2
P
, V−1(ξ) :=
∣∣∣[ σφ+fc
v
]∣∣∣2
P
. (6.23d)
Based on the description above, we can state the following claim relating (6.23)
to solutions of (6.16) and to V in (6.19). Its proof mostly relies on straightforward
inspection of the various cases and is given at the end of the present section.
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Claim 6.1 There exists c > 0 such that, for each initial condition (σ¯, φ¯, v¯), one can select
k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and T > 0 satisfying the following:
1. the unique solution ξ = (ξσ, ξφ, ξv) to the k-th initial value problem among (6.23a)-
(6.23c) with initial condition ξk = (σ¯, φ¯, v¯) coincides in [0, T ] with the unique solu-
tion to (6.16);
2. the solution ξ mentioned above satisfies for all t ∈ [0, T ]
V(ξ(t)) = Vk(ξ(t)), (6.24a)
d
dtVk(ξ(t)) 6 −c|ξv(t)|
2. (6.24b)
Additionally, we restate a fact from [52] that is beneficial to proving Lemma 6.2.
Specifically, we use [52, Theorem 9] together with the variant in [52, Section 5
(point a.)]. We also specialize the statement, using the fact that when the func-
tion g is integrable, the standard integral can replace the upper integral (as noted
after [52, Definition 8]). The lower right Dini derivative D+h of h is defined as
D+h(t) := lim inf→0+
h(t+)−h(t)
 .
Fact 6.2 [52] Given t2 > t1 > 0, suppose that h is lower semicontinuous and that l is
locally integrable in [t1, t2]. If D+h(τ) 6 l(τ) for all τ ∈ [t1, t2], then
h(t2) − h(t1) 6
∫t2
t1
l(τ)dτ.
Building on Claim 6.1 and Fact 6.2 we can prove Lemma 6.2.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. We show first that V is lower semicontinuous. Define the set-
valued mapping
G(x) :=
⋃
f∈SGN(v)
g(σ,φ, v, f), g(σ,φ, v, f) :=
[ σ
φ−f
v
]T
P
[ σ
φ−f
v
]
,
and consider the additional set-valued mapping
(σ,φ, v)⇒ H(σ,φ, v) := (σ,φ, v, fc SGN(v)).
By the very definition of set-valued mapping, we can write G = g ◦H (the composi-
tion of g and H), that is,
(σ,φ, v)⇒ g(σ,φ, v, fc SGN(v)) = G(x).
Then, G is outer semicontinuous by [102, Proposition 5.52, item (b)] because both
g and H are outer semicontinuous and H is locally bounded. Finally, by the defini-
tion of distance d(u, S) between a point u and a closed set S, we can write V(x) =
d(0,G(x)). Then, V is lower semicontinuous by [102, Proposition 5.11, item (a)] be-
cause G was proven to be outer semicontinuous.
We prove now the properties of V item by item.
Item 1). There exists g > 0 such that[
σ
v
]T [
kv
ki
−1
−1 kp
][
σ
v
]
> g(σ2 + v2)
because the inner matrix is positive definite by Assumption 6.1. Moreover, we have
from (6.19a) that
min
f∈fc SGN(v)
(
φ− f
)2 > min
f∈[−fc,fc]
(
φ− f
)2
= dzfc(φ)
2.
Therefore, (6.18) yields V(x) > c1|x|2A with c1 := min{g, 1}.
Item 2). Equation (6.20) is a mere application of Fact 6.2 for h(·) = V(x(·)) and
`(·) = −c(v(·))2 where x = (σ,φ, v) is a solution to (6.16) and c is from Claim 6.1. So,
we need to check that the assumptions of Fact 6.2 are verified.
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We already established above that V is lower semicontinuous. Solutions x to (6.16)
are absolutely continuous functions by definition. Then, because the composition
of a lower semicontinuous and a continuous function is lower semicontinuous (see
[102, Exercise 1.40]), the Lyapunov-like function (6.19a) evaluated along the solutions
of (6.16) is lower semicontinuous in t. Since solutions are absolutely continuous,
−cv2 is locally integrable.
Finally, it was proven in Claim 6.1, item 1 that for each initial condition, the
unique solution to (6.16) coincides with the solution to one of the three affine sys-
tems in (6.23) (numbered k) on a finite time interval T . Moreover, from Claim 6.1,
item 2 V coincides in [0, T ] with the function Vk in (6.24), which is differentiable, then
t 7→ V(x(t)) at t = 0 is at least differentiable from the right and the lower right Dini
derivative coincides with the right derivative. In particular, we established in (6.24)
that this right derivative is upper bounded by −cv2. 
6.4.3.1 Proof of Claim 6.1
Proof of Claim 6.1. For each possible initial condition (σ¯, φ¯, v¯), items 1) and 2) are
satisfied by choosing the suitable k as in the table below (∨, ∧ are respectively the
logical OR, AND).
Initial condition k
(v¯ > 0)∨ (v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ > fc)∨ (v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ = fc ∧ σ¯ > 0) 1
(v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ = fc ∧ σ¯ = 0)∨ (v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ = fc ∧ σ¯ < 0)
∨ (v¯ = 0∧ |φ¯| < fc)∨ (v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ = −fc ∧ σ¯ > 0)
∨ (v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ = −fc ∧ σ¯ = 0)
0
(v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ = −fc ∧ σ¯ < 0)∨ (v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ < −fc)∨ (v¯ < 0) −1
Table 1: How to choose k in Claim 6.1 depending on the initial condition.
The proof of item 1) consists in showing that for each possible initial condition,
the k in the table is such that the solution ξ := (ξσ, ξφ, ξv) to the affine system
ξ˙ = fk(ξ) among (6.23a)-(6.23c) is also solution to (6.16) on the interval [0, T ]. To
verify (6.24a), we evaluate V and Vk along ξ.
We address only the case v¯ = 0∧ φ¯ > fc because all other cases rely on simi-
lar reasonings. The third state equation of (6.23a) reads ξ˙v = ξφ − kvξv − fc with
ξv(0) = 0, ξφ(0) > fc, so that ξ˙v(0) > 0. Then there exists T > 0 such that
ξv(t) > 0 for all t ∈ (0, T ]. Substitute the solution ξ to (6.23a) into (6.16). Because
−fc SGN(ξv(t)) = {−fc} for all t ∈ (0, T ], (6.16) becomes ξ˙(t) = Aξ(t) − b, and this
holds true for all t ∈ (0, T ] precisely because ξ arises from (6.23a) (k = 1). Then the
solution ξ is also a solution to (6.16) for t ∈ [0, T ] because they have the same initial
conditions and ξ˙(t) ∈ F(ξ(t)). For the same case, we prove V(ξ(t)) = V1(ξ(t)) for all
t ∈ [0, T ]: at t = 0, ξφ(0) > fc and the minimizer in (6.19a) is f = fc; for t ∈ (0, T ],
ξv(t) > 0 and f = fc is the only possible selection in (6.19a).
For each initial condition and the corresponding k, c = 2(kvkp − ki) > 0 (by
Assumption 6.1) verifies (6.24b). For k = 1,
d
dt
V1(ξ(t)) =
d
dt
([
ξσ
ξφ−fc
ξv
]T
P
[
ξσ
ξφ−fc
ξv
])
= (Aξ− b)TP
[
ξσ
ξφ−fc
ξv
]
+
[
ξσ
ξφ−fc
ξv
]T
P(Aξ− b)
= −cξ2v,
which satisfies (6.24b) in [0, T ]. Parallel computations hold for k = −1. For k = 0,
V0(ξ(t)) =
kv
ki
ξv(t)
2 so that ddtV0(ξ(t)) = 2
kv
ki
ξσξ˙σ = 0 6 0 = −cξv(t)2. 
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Figure 6.5: R is the (closed) blue region in Lemma 6.3, Rˆ is its complement.
6.5 proof of proposition 6 .1 : stability
This section is devoted to proving stability of the attractor.
The Lyapunov-like function introduced in (6.19) of the previous section is un-
fortunately not enough to prove stability. Indeed, its discontinuity on the attractor
A prevents us from obtaining a uniform continuous upper bound depending on the
distance from A. However, a stability bound can be constructed through an auxiliary
function defined as
Vˆ(x) := 12k1σ
2 + 12k2
(
dzfc(φ)
)2
+ k3|σ||v|+
1
2k4v
2. (6.25)
Function Vˆ allows establishing bounds in the directions of discontinuity of V . In
particular, we define the two subsets
R := {x : v(φ− sign(v)fc) > 0}
Rˆ := R3\R
represented in Figure 6.5. The following Lemma 6.3 holds. Based on the setting of its
proof (and Case (i) of the proof of item 2) of Proposition 6.1 on page 101), Fact 2.17
in Chapter 2 aimed at generalizing the idea behind it, and in Application 2.5 we
also provided some more details about the computation of the (Clarke) generalized
gradient ∂Vˆ(x) appearing in (6.26c).
Lemma 6.3 For suitable positive scalars k1, . . . , k4 in (6.25), there exist positive scalars c1,
c2, cˆ1, cˆ2 such that
c1|x|
2
A 6 V(x) 6 c2|x|2A, ∀x ∈ R, (6.26a)
cˆ1|x|
2
A 6 Vˆ(x) 6 cˆ2|x|2A, ∀x ∈ Rˆ, (6.26b)
Vˆ◦(x) := max
v∈∂Vˆ(x),f∈F(x)
〈v, f〉 6 0, ∀x ∈ Rˆ, (6.26c)
where ∂Vˆ(x) denotes the generalized gradient of Vˆ at x (see the definition in (2.53) and [27,
§1.2]) and F is the set-valued map in (6.16).
Proof. Note that
min
f∈fc SGN(v)
(
φ− f
)2
= dzfc(φ)
2
whenever x ∈ R. Since P in (6.19b) is positive definite and
V(x) =
[ σ
dzfc(φ)
v
]T
P
[ σ
dzfc(φ)
v
]
∀x ∈ R,
positive c1 and c2 can be chosen to satisfy (6.26a), using the definition (6.18). (The
lower bound in (6.26a) was already established for all x ∈ R3 in Lemma 6.2, item 1.)
For positive k1, . . . , k4 and k1k4 > k23, the inner matrix in
Vˆ(x) =
1
2
[
|σ|
|dzfc(φ)|
|v|
]T [
k1 0 k3
0 k2 0
k3 0 k4
] [
|σ|
|dzfc(φ)|
|v|
]
is positive definite and (6.26b) can be satisfied for the same reason.
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To prove (6.26c), we consider only the set Rˆ> := Rˆ ∩ {x : v > 0} because a parallel
reasoning can be followed in Rˆ ∩ {x : v < 0}. For x ∈ Rˆ>, we have v > 0, φ < fc and
(6.16) reduces to the differential equation
σ˙ = −kiv =: fσ(x)
φ˙ = σ− kpv =: fφ(x)
v˙ = −kvv+φ− fc =: fv(x) 6 −kv|v|− |dzfc(φ)|.
(6.27a)
Consistently, we check the max in (6.26c) only for the singleton f = (fσ(x), fφ(x), fv(x))
to which F(x) reduces for all x ∈ Rˆ>. Moreover,
d
dφ
(
1
2
(
dzfc(φ)
)2)
= dzfc(φ), ∂ (|σ|) = SGN(σ), (6.27b)
where ∂ (|σ|) denotes the generalized gradient of σ 7→ |σ| according to the defini-
tion in (2.53). We need then to find suitable positive constants k1, . . . , k4 satisfying
k1k4 > k
2
3 and such that Vˆ
◦(x) is negative semidefinite in Rˆ>. Since in Rˆ>we have
v = |v| and dzfc(φ) = −|dzfc(φ)|, then we get
max
ζ∈∂|σ|
(−kik3|v|
2ζ) = kik3|v|
2
for all x ∈ Rˆ>, which gives in turn:
Vˆ◦(x) 6 [kik3|v|2 − k4kv|v|2] + [k2σdzfc(φ) − k3|σ||dzfc(φ)|]
+ [−k1kiσv− k3kv|v||σ|] + [k2kp|v||dzfc(φ)|−k4|v||dzfc(φ)|].
Since k1, . . . , k4 are positive by assumption, in each pair in brackets the second term
is negative semidefinite and dominates the first (sign-indefinite or nonnegative) term
if k3 > max
{
ki
kv
k1, k2
}
and k4 > max
{
ki
kv
k3, kpk2,
k23
k1
}
. With this selection, (6.26b)
and (6.26c) are simultaneously satisfied.
With Lemma 6.3 we can finally prove the stability of the attractor.
Proof of item 2) of Proposition 6.1 (stability of A). Based on the constants c1, c2, cˆ1, cˆ2
introduced in Lemma 6.3, the following stability bound for each solution x to (6.16)
|x(t)|A 6
√
c2cˆ2
c1cˆ1
|x(0)|A, ∀t > 0 (6.28a)
is proven by splitting the analysis in two cases.
Case (i): x(t) /∈ R, ∀t > 0.
Since R ∪ Rˆ = R3, x(t) ∈ Rˆ for all t > 0. Vˆ◦(x(t)) 6 0 for all t > 0 from (6.26c)
implies Vˆ(x(t)) 6 Vˆ(x(0)) for all t > 0, as it was shown in the proof of Fact 2.17
before Equation (2.66). Using bound (6.26b) we obtain
cˆ1|x(t)|
2
A 6 Vˆ(x(t)) 6 Vˆ(x(0)) 6 cˆ2|x(0)|2A, ∀t > 0,
which implies (6.28a) because 1 6
√
c2/c1 from (6.26a).
Case (ii): ∃t1 > 0 such that x(t1) ∈ R.
Consider the smallest t1 > 0 such that x(t1) ∈ R (the existence of such a smallest
time follows from R being closed). Then, following the analysis of Case (i) for the
(possibly empty) time interval [0, t1) and using continuity of solutions, we obtain
cˆ1|x(t)|
2
A 6 cˆ2|x(0)|2A, ∀t ∈ [0, t1]. (6.28b)
At t1 we apply (6.26a) (because x(t1) ∈ R) and (6.28b) to get V(x(t1)) 6 c2
(
cˆ2
cˆ1
|x(0)|2A
)
.
Finally, by the bounds in items 1 and 2 of Lemma 6.2,
c1|x(t)|
2
A 6 V(x(t)) 6 V(x(t1)) 6 c2 cˆ2cˆ1 |x(0)|
2
A, ∀t > t1. (6.28c)
Since
√
c2
c1
> 1, (6.28b) implies
c1|x(t)|
2
A 6 c2 cˆ2cˆ1 |x(0)|
2
A, ∀t ∈ [0, t1],
which proves (6.28a) when combined with (6.28c). 

7C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E P E R S P E C T I V E S
In this work we proposed to model a number of electrical and mechanical systems
according to the hybrid systems formalism in [47, 48]. We characterized then their
properties according to the notions of stability and attractivity, suitably extended for
the hybrid setting. To this end, we exploited Lyapunov functions that were weak,
either because their derivatives and increments along solutions did not show a strict
decrease, or because of their lack of differentiablity, or because they satisfied only
generalized invariance principle conditions.
On a general level, then, one main contribution of this work was to show on a
set of relevant applications the modeling capabilities of the chosen hybrid system
formalism, whose power also resides in the possibility of tweaking Lyapunov tools
and using weak Lyapunov functions to certify asymptotic stability.
On a detailed level, the problem of each chapter presented its own conclusions
and future perspectives.
ripple We already noted in Chapter 3 that the presented scheme (without the
knowledge of the switching instants) was conceived directly for on-line us-
age. The application to which we linked this observer scheme was the ripple
disturbance in the feedback signal of the JET tokamak. Because of the delicacy
of this application, a further necessary theoretical step would be to enhance
the presented scheme and ensure global (or semiglobal practical) asymptotic
stability. On the other hand, AC/DC converters are an off-the-shelf component
in high power electronics, which would allow for a ready experimental on-line
validation of the proposed scheme. Apart from the enhancement we have just
suggested, the scheme appears quite mature with respect to the problem we
wanted to solve. In a broader sense, further research could concentrate on ap-
plying hybrid dynamical systems techniques to high power electronics, whose
components induce quite naturally discontinuities due to the switchings, or
to brushless DC motors, which suffer from a similar ripple disturbance in the
torque [67, 112].
reset Since Chapter 5 already constitutes an extension of Chapter 4, we discuss
here conclusions and future developments mainly relative to Chapter 5. The
framework in Chapter 5 characterized successfully the two controlled systems
of a hopping mass and an automotive suspension. The analysis and the proofs
are carried out for a second order nonlinear mechanical system. One interest-
ing direction of future work is to extend the framework to mechanical systems
with more degrees of freedom, exploiting timescale separation arguments (see
[123] for singularly perturbed hybrid dynamical systems, [106] relative to fast
actuation, and also more generally [34]). Hybrid dynamical systems seem par-
ticularly relevant to the case of legged locomotion, not only in terms of reset
laws, but also because they can account for the unilateral constraints of the
stance phase. This would also suggest a connection to the works concerning
hybrid systems and impacts. The concrete applicability of such a framework
in the robotics context is testified by the works cited in the chapters, and the
full development of variable impedance actuators might spur the applicability
also to the automotive context. Although the perspective of quantized con-
trol is different (see the discussion in Section 5.1), the type of actuation we
considered suggests interesting connections with that scientific area.
friction Chapter 6 has the largest potential in terms of future research. As for
now, its main contribution is the proof of global asymptotic stability for the
considered system. This result could be turned from an analysis problem into
a design problem by inserting suitable compensation schemes for the friction.
In the same context then, a compensator could achieve exponential instead
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of just asymptotic stability. However, a more realistic physical scenario is the
presence of a static force whose magnitude fs is greater than the magnitude
fc of the Coulomb force. In this case, the insertion of a friction compensator
is all the more needed because the use of a PID controller leads to undesired
persistent oscillations (the so-called hunting phenomenon). Since this system
evolves discrete-wise by toggling between the two logical states of stick and
slip without Zeno phenomena, such an automaton representation may help in
the design of the compensator. A further fact to consider is that the parame-
ters fc and fs are typically known with large uncertainty because they depend
on many exogenous factors (like wear, lubrication, temperature. . . ). Compen-
sation schemes must necessarily face this limitation, and present then a high
degree of robustness.
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